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CNL 94 55

REPORT OF THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL
OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC SALMON CONSERVATION ORGANIZATION

6 10 JUNE 1994 GRAND HOTEL OSLO NORWAY

1 OPENING SESSION

1 1 The President Mr B rre Pettersen opened the meeting and introduced the Norwegian
Minister of the Environment Mr Thorbj rn Berntsen who made a welcoming address
Annex 1

12 The President joined the Minister of the Environment in welcoming delegates to Oslo
and made an opening statement on the work of the Organization Annex 2

13 The representatives of Canada Denmark in respect of the Faroe Islands and
Greenland the European Union Finland Iceland Norway the Russian Federation
Sweden and the United States of America made opening statements Annex 3

14 The President expressed appreciation to the Members for their statements and closed
the Opening Session

15 A list of participants is given in Annex 4

2 ADOPTION OF AGENDA

2 1 The Council adopted its agenda CNL 94 50 Annex 5

3 ELECTION OF OFFICERS

3 1 The Council on a proposal by the representative of Russia seconded by the

representative of the European Union re elected for a further two year period Mr
B rre Pettersen Norway as President and Mr David Meerburg Canada as Vice
President

4 ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

4 1 Secretary s Report

The Secretary made a report CNL 94 6 to the Council on the status of ratifications
of and accessions to the Convention membership of the regional Commissions

applications for non government observer status topics for Special Sessions project
work the Headquarters property and the external relations of the Organization
Reports were also made on the receipt of contributions for 1994 CNL 94 8 The
Council decided that in view of the business to be conducted at the 1995 meeting it
would not hold a Special Session However the Council would encourage a statement

by NGOs at the Opening Session a total period of 15 minutes would be allocated to

NGO statements
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4 2 Report of the Finance and Administration Committee

The Chairman of the Finance and Administration Committee presented the report of
the Committee CNL 94 10 In closing his term of office he drew attention to the
favourable financial situation of the Organization and congratulated the Secretary and
staff on the management of the Organization s funds Upon the recommendation of
the Committee the Council took the following decisions

a To appoint Coopers and Lybrand of Edinburgh as auditors for the 1994
accounts

b To accept the audited 1993 annual financial statement CNL 94 7

c To adopt a budget for 1995 and to note a forecast budget for 1996
CNL 94 56 Annex 6

The Council thanked the Chairman of the Committee Mr Ami Isaksson for his work
and that of the Committee

43 Report on the Activities of the Organization

The Council adopted a report to the Parties CNL 94 11 in accordance with Article 5

paragraph 6 of the Convention

The President referred to a document CNL 94 36 summarising the progress made by
the Organization in its first ten years and on its future tasks

44 Provisions of Article 13 of the Convention

The representative of Denmark in respect of the Faroe Islands and Greenland
referred to the provisions of Article 13 of the Convention in particular the operation
of paragraphs 3 and 5 of that article He drew attention to the different objection
procedures in relation to emergency regulatory measures under which any Party not

just the Party in whose area of fisheries jurisdiction the measure would apply may
object within the specified time period The problem he saw would arise from a

subsequent withdrawal of such an objection by another Party which would imply a

revival of the measure The Council agreed that this was an issue that would require
careful consideration and might require a change to that Article of the Convention or

a less formal agreement between the Parties The Council asked the Secretary to

prepare a review on this matter for the Twelfth Annual Meeting with proposals for

possible action by the Council

4 5 The Future Working Methods of NASCO

The representative of Norway referred to the fact that as NASCa was now ten years
old it would be an appropriate opportunity to examine its working methods The
Council decided that it would be valuable to have a forward look in the shape of a

discussion paper well in advance of the next Annual Meeting from the Secretary
focusing on future issues which might be faced in achieving the objectives of the
Convention
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5 SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL LEGAL AND OTHER INFORMATION

5 1 Scientific Advice from ICES

The representative of ICES presented the report of the Advisory Committee on Fishery
Management ACFM to the Council CNL 94 13 Annex 7 The President thanked
the Chairman of the ACFM for his valuable work for the Organization The

representative of Denmark in respect of the Faroe Islands and Greenland referred to

the magnitude of the unreported catches as shown in the ACFM report In the light
of the magnitude of these unreported catches he felt that the attention given by the

Organization to the regulatory measures for the Faroese and Greenlandic fisheries

might be considered disproportionate and that more attention should be given to the
level of unreported catches

5 2 Report of the Standing Scientific Committee

The Council decided that the Standing Scientific Committee established at the Ninth
Annual Meeting should continue its work The Chairman of the Committee presented
a draft request for scientific advice from ICES Upon the recommendation of the
Committee the Council adopted a decision to request scientific advice from ICES
CNL 94 58 Annex 8

53 Catch Statistics and their Analysis

The Secretary introduced a statistical paper presenting the official catch returns by the
Parties for 1993 CNL 94 15 Annex 9 and historical data for the period 1960 1993

The Secretary presented a brief report CNL 94 17 on the minimum standard for catch
statistics adopted by the Council at its Tenth Annual Meeting It had previously been

agreed that because of some difficulties in bringing in the new arrangement in some

countries the adoption of the standard would be phased in so that all Parties had
achieved it for the 1995 statistics Mechanisms to ensure compliance with the
minimum standard would therefore require to be in place before the commencement

of the 1995 fisheries

54 Salmon Tagging and the NASCO Tag Return Incentive Scheme

The Secretary presented a summary of tag release data CNL 94 18 Annex 10 from
the information submitted by ICES

The Secretary reported on the Tag Return Incentive Scheme CNL 94 19 Annex 11

during its fifth year of operation During 1993 favourable publicity for the work of
the Parties and of the Organization had again been received as a result of the Scheme
and the need to return scientific tags had been widely publicised At its Tenth Annual

Meeting the Council had decided that it would continue with the Scheme with a

review after three years and that the cost would be borne by the Organization The
Council discussed the future scope of the Scheme and agreed that because of recent

changes in fisheries in the North Atlantic and in order to reduce the impact on the

Organization s budgets while still retaining the high incentive prizes it would in future
offer four prizes one Grand Prize of 2500 and a prize in each Commission of
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150 The Council agreed that the Secretary should examine the advantages
disadvantages and possible mechanisms for extending the scheme to include microtags

5 5 Database of Salmon Rivers in the North Atlantic

The Secretary presented a progress report CNL 94 20 Annex 12 on the
establishment of a database of salmon rivers flowing into the Convention area

Information received from five Parties had been incorporated into the database and a

sixth Party had responded just prior to the Annual Meeting Information on

approximately 1 000 salmon rivers had now been incorporated into the database Of
these about 70 were categorised as not threatened with loss However a total of
7 6 of the rivers had lost their natural stock and a further 15 were considered to

be threatened with loss The President encouraged the three remaining Parties which
had not yet submitted their information to do so as soon as possible so that a complete
review could be prepared

5 6 Review of International Salmon Related Literature Published in 1993

The Council considered a review of the literature concerning Atlantic salmon

published during 1993 CNL 94 21 which had been prepared in accordance with
Article 13 paragraph 2 of the Convention

5 7 Laws Regulations and Programmes

The Secretary presented a report on the Laws Regulations and Programmes database
CNL 94 22

5 8 Economic Value of Atlantic Salmon

The Secretary presented a review CNL 94 23 Annex 13 of studies on the economic
value of Atlantic salmon which had been made available to the Secretariat since the
last Annual Meeting The review also included some preliminary information on the
economic aspects of salmon farming which suggested that both farmed and wild
salmon generate considerable economic benefits and there are therefore economic
reasons for safeguarding the future of both activities through sustainable aquaculture

6 CONSERVATION RESTORATION ENHANCEMENT AND RATIONAL
MANAGEMENT OF SALMON STOCKS

6 1 Measures Taken in Accordance with Articles 14 and 15 of the Convention

The Secretary presented a report on the returns made under Articles 14 and 15 of the
Convention CNL 94 24 Annex 14

6 2 Fishing for Salmon in International Waters by Non Contracting Parties

a Protocol for Non Contracting Parties

The Secretary presented a report CNL 94 25 Annex 15 on progress in

implementing the Protocol Open for Signature by States not Parties to the
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Convention for the Conservation of Salmon in the North Atlantic Ocean At

its Tenth Annual Meeting the Council in response to further sightings had

agreed that diplomatic efforts should be intensified with regard to adherence

to the Protocol and although neither Panama nor Poland has yet agreed to sign
the Protocol the diplomatic efforts of the Parties and the Organization have

resulted in actions by these two Governments to address the problem The

Council agreed that diplomatic efforts should be continued in response to any
further sightings and that efforts to improve and better coordinate surveillance

should continue

b Actions Taken in Accordance with the Resolution

The Secretary presented a report CNL 94 26 Annex 16 detailing progress
on actions taken in accordance with the Resolution on Fishing for Salmon on

the High Seas adopted by the Council at its Ninth Annual Meeting This

review contained information on the sightings of vessels fishing for salmon in

international waters scientific and technical data on the fishery information

on landings and transhipments and details of actions taken to establish contact

with other international organizations with an interest in the area The

Secretary indicated that he would continue with the tasks laid down in the

Resolution

c International Cooperation on Surveillance

At its Tenth Annual Meeting the Council had endorsed the recommendations

of an International Meeting on Surveillance of Fishing for Salmon in

International Waters on possible areas of international collaboration aimed at

improving the surveillance information The Secretary presented a report
CNL 94 27 Annex 17 containing proposals as to how these

recommendations might be progressed This report proposed that a cooperative
surveillance project aimed specifically at assessing the scale of the problem be

conducted on three occasions between November 1994 and May 1995 and that

the results of this project and progress with the other recommendations be

assessed at a second meeting of the coastguard authorities and NAsca in May
1995 In view of the importance of surveillance information in assessing the

scale of the problem and in support of diplomatic initiatives the Council

supported the proposals and urged the Parties to participate to the full extent

possible in the surveillance project

The representative of Norway stated that there was a need to develop rules to

effectively ban unregulated fishing on the high seas To be effective there is a need

to give the states most concerned ie coastal states enhanced powers of enforcement

of fisheries regulation In addition rules to prohibit landing of illegal catches are

required The principal forum to address these issues is the ongoing UN Conference

on Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks She indicated that Norway
considered the NASCO Protocol to be an effective tool and that Norway will continue

its diplomatic and surveillance efforts She suggested that NASCO consider a system
for control and surveillance of fisheries within the Convention area as a whole The

representative of Canada expressed support for the views put forward by the

representative of Norway
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The representative of the European Union expressed strong concern at the

representative of Norway s comments He indicated that he ftrmly believed that the

best way to ftnd a solution is multilateral cooperation in accordance with the

provisions of UNCLOS He stated that he could not agree to any unilateral action by
any coastal state to empower that state to have jurisdiction over vessels beyond their

ftshing zones since such action would constitute creeping jurisdiction

63 Research Fishing in International Waters in relation to the Provisions of Article 2

of the Convention

In March the Faroese Home Government advised the Organization that it proposed to

extend the joint research programme in the Faroese zone into international waters

Under Article 2 paragraph I of the Convention ftshing for salmon in international

waters is prohibited and the Parties were therefore notifted of the proposal Some
concerns were expressed and the Faroese authorities did not proceed with the proposal
The representative of Canada proposed that the general issue of whether there should
be exceptions to Article 2 paragraph 1 of the Convention should be examined There

was a reference to research ftshing in the Convention for the Conservation of

Anadromous Stocks in the North Paciftc which might be worth considering The

representative of the USA referred to the provisions of Article 2 paragraph 2

concerning prohibitions on ftshing within areas of ftsheries jurisdiction and to the

possible need for a two tier approach to research ftshing within and beyond ftshery
zones The representative of Denmark in respect of the Faroe Islands and Greenland
stated that the issue of research ftshing might be resolved by interpretation of rather

than m dification to the Convention The Council agreed that the Secretary should
be asked to submit a report at the next Annual Meeting offering some options for

dealing with this matter

64 SPECIAL SESSION Report of the Working Group on the Impacts of Salmon

Aquaculture on Wild Salmon Stocks

At its Tenth Annual Meeting the Council established a Working Group to consider
how aquaculture may be conducted in a way that is designed to remove adverse

impacts on the wild stocks The Secretary introduced the Report of the Working
Group on Impacts of Salmon Aquaculture CNL 94 28 Annex 18 He referred to

the need for cooperation with the salmon farming industry and to the skill and energy
demonstrated by this rapidly developing industry Those involved with the wild stocks
and the salmon farming industry need to cooperate so as to safeguard the wild
resource which forms the genetic bank for both sides There was a need for

cooperation not confrontation so as to develop sustainable aquaculture The

Secretary indicated that while the potential genetic disease and parasite and other

possible impacts on the wild stocks are not proven the risks are high and the advice
from the scientists to the managers is to act now on the basis of the information

currently available In such a scenario the use of the Precautionary Approach recently
discussed in a preliminary way by the United Nations in relation to ftsheries

management was of interest and he referred to a brief report CNL 94 35 Annex 19
on the Precautionary Approach The report of the Working Group contained a number
of recommendations concerning improvements in the standard ofphysical containment

improvements in the prevention and control of diseases and parasites the use of areas

for the protection of wild salmon and the use of sterile ftsh The Working Group also
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recommended in this report that the Council adopt an international agreement
containing a statement of principles and practical measures designed to minimise the

impacts from salmon aquaculture

The representatives of the salmon farming industry and six of the NGOs made
interventions and expressed a diversity of views in regard to salmon aquaculture the
wild salmon stocks and the environment These statements are contained in Annex 20

6 5 Actions by the Council to Eliminate Impacts on Wild Stocks

The Council welcomed the Report of the Working Group on Impacts of Salmon

Aquaculture

The Contracting Parties expressing their concern in regard to the possible impacts
from salmon aquaculture on the wild salmon stocks adopted a Resolution CNL 94 53
Annex 21 which makes recommendations to minimise such impacts The Parties

agreed that the subject of the impacts on wild stocks would be reviewed annually and
that the situation with regard to the implementation of these recommendations would
be re examined at its Fifteenth Annual Meeting in 1998 with a view to considering
whether additional measures may be desirable The Council was eager to retain and

strengthen the good relationship which had been established with the salmon farming
industry and asked the Secretary to consider how this might be achieved

6 6 Long Term Trends in Abundance

At its Tenth Annual Meeting the Council considered the utility of long term catch
records as an indicator of trends in salmon abundance and agreed that it would be
useful to review the available literature and to examine the availability of new data
sets so the present period of low abundance could be assessed in an historical

perspective The Secretary introduced a brief report CNL 94 29 which indicated that
work on the project had commenced and that a report would be made at the next

Annual Meeting The President requested the Parties to provide the Secretariat with
details of studies involving analysis of long term catch data

6 7 Diseases and Parasites

The Secretary presented a review CNL 94 30 Annex 22 on diseases and parasites
which included information on the spread of Gyrodactylus salaris in the North East
Atlantic Commission and on M 74 syndrome in the Baltic area He referred to the
new Working Group agreed by the North East Atlantic Commission to deal with
Introductions and Transfers

6 8 Catch and Release

The Council considered a review CNL 94 31 Annex 23 on catch and release In
recent years there has been growing interest in this technique in response to declining
stock levels or components of the stocks in a number of North Atlantic countries
Few studies have assessed the survival of sea run Atlantic salmon following catch and
release but the published literature indicates that mortality levels are low It is

important however that stress and physical damage to the fish is avoided and the
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Council agreed to consider guidelines on techniques for handling and releasing fish

for consideration at the Twelfth Annual Meeting

6 9 Guidelines on Stocking

The Secretary presented a report CNL 94 32 on progress in developing guidelines
on stocking

6 10 Reports on Conservation Measures Taken by the Three Regional Commissions

The Chairman of each of the three regional Commissions reported to the Council on

their activities

7 OTHER BUSINESS

7 1 The Secretary referred to a further communication from the United Nations concerning
large scale pelagic drift netting on the High Seas CNL 94 33 The Council asked the

Secretary to make a further response on behalf of the Organization indicating that

NASCa is unaware of any such fishing activity within the Convention area

8 DATE AND PLACE OF NEXT MEETING

8 1 The Council agreed to hold it Twelfth Annual Meeting in Glasgow from 12 16 June

1995

8 2 The Council accepted an invitation from the Swedish delegation to hold its Thirteenth

Annual Meeting in Sweden from 10 14 June 1996

9 DRAFT REPORT OF THE MEETING

9 1 The Council agreed a draft report of the meeting CNL 94 37

10 PRESS RELEASE

10 1 The Council adopted a press release CNL 94 54 Annex 24
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ANNEX 1WELCOMING ADDRESS MADE BYTHE MINISTER OF THE ENVIRONMENT MRTHORB J0RN BERNTSEN Mr President Distinguished Representatives Delegates and Observers On behalf of the Norwegian Government Iwelcome you all toOslo toNorway and tothis Eleventh Annual Meeting of the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization NASCO Itisboth anhonour and pleasure for Norway and for me asMinister of the Environment tohost this meeting here inour capital Atlantic salmon has been animportant species for Norway from ancient times Today this species ismore important than ever due tothe increasing importance of traditional and recreational fishery for wild salmon inour rivers and the development of our salmon farming industry Inboth of these areas the salmon creates great value for the benefit of Norwegian society From the very beginning wild salmon represented avaluable food resource for people inthe river valleys The salmon was caught through anastonishing variety of gears which clearly describes the great importance of this fish for local people Today the situation isvery different Recreational fishing for salmon inrivers isbyfar the most popular form of utilization of wild salmon and this activity also represents the most profitable utilization of this resource However itisanexplicit goal for the Norwegian policy onsalmon toenhance the availability of recreational fishing tothe public Tothis end awide variety of regulatory and enhancement measures have been applied during recent years Even through economically difficult periods measures for Atlantic salmon have been given priority and anamount equalling some USD 100 million has been spent during the last ten years Inaddition agreat and very valuable effort has been made bythe great number of private organizations devoted tothe wellbeing of salmon You are convened here at this meeting todiscuss matters related tothe wild stocks of Atlantic salmon Insum you will cover all aspects of the wild stocks with the clear aimtoeffectively conserve and manage Atlantic salmon stocks throughout their range Inmy view the salmon asaspecies isquite unique with itsdivision into specific stocks and the challenges related toimplementation of stock specific conservation measures for salmon inmany ways illustrate the challenges facing usall inthe important task of implementing the convention onbiological diversity Inthis respect your work will make animportant contribution tothe efforts for the conservation of biological diversity and hopefully we may all gain experience enabling ustoimprove our efforts The Norwegian efforts tosafeguard the salmon have been mentioned Our clear aimistoreestablish the runs and secure asustainable production of the stocks But there are several factors with anegative influence onthis process Possibly the most important problem for Norwegian stocks of salmon isacid rain that uptonow has eliminated salmon stocks inat least 25rivers Inaddition acid rain represents alethal threat tothe rivers inWestern Norway that still have asalmon stock Afocus onthis problem inorganizations like NASCO 9



istherefore most valuable and welcome and underlines the role of the Organization asadriving force As you all know the acid rain problem must besolved inother fora than this but focusing onthe problem from international organizations isindeed valuable and contributes tothe preparation of specific international conventions and protocols As amatter of coincidence Ican mention that the Protocol tothe 1979 Convention onlong range trans boundary air pollution onafurther reduction of sulphur emissions will besigned next week inthis very hotel Norway emphasizes the importance of international cooperation inenvironmental issues Inthe difficult area of managing acommon international resource like Atlantic salmon we see the Salmon Convention and NASCa asthe appropriate forum for solving common international problems relating tosalmon Itisour explicit wish that NASCa continues tostrengthen itsrole asaforum for exchange of information and constructive discussions between the Parties thereby producing the best possible results for the future of the Atlantic salmon We dohowever also engage inother international discussions with some relevance for Atlantic salmon and the ongoing UNconference onstraddling and highly migratory fish stocks isanexample of this engagement Aquaculture has grown tobeanimportant industry inNorway Inmy opinion itisimportant that NASCa engages inquestions relating toeffects of aquaculture trying toidentify and propose solutions for possible conflicts with the wild stocks Iaminformed that NASCa has convened aspecial Working Group onthis topic and Iwant toexpress my admiration for the way this Working Group has been organized This kind of open minded work ingood faith across boundaries of interest and nations may indeed serve asanexample for international work Your agenda for the week isfull Ibid you once again welcome toOslo and Iwish you success incompleting the work ahead of you Iwish you all apleasant stay here inOslo Thank you 10



ANNEX 2OPENING STATEMENT MADE BYTHE PRESIDENT Ladies and Gentlemen The original stocks of Atlantic Salmon were once huge and strong Their spawning grounds were almost untouched byman The North Atlantic Ocean was lying there asanenormous feeding potential waiting for millions of smolts Thousands of small rivers and huge water courses were waiting for their return One of the most productive rivers was the Rhine inGermany with anannual catch of 100 000 fish Today many of these stocks are gone forever others fight for their survival We only try tomanage what sleft of the original stocks How could this happen Allow me tomention Dam buildings Hydro power stations Road construction Pollution of rivers Acidification Spreading of parasites and bacteria Over harvesting inthe high seas home waters and inrivers especially after the Second WorId War Escapes from the fish farming industry With this history of man made threats towild salmon stocks there are still some people requiring scientific evidence toput regulatory measures into action The head of the scientific group tothe Bergen Conference in1990 was asked how todeal with the precautionary principle from ascientific point of view He replied Itsbetter toberoughly right than precisely wrong Iwould like toemphasize that we are not doing any harm towild Atlantic salmon byreducing catch including the anglers catch inrivers Over the period of the last 40years we have increased the catch onstocks which were already declining Inthe debate of the wild salmon we often mention predators seals mergansers cod cormorants and other predators But they have been inthe ecological system for along time and maybe we blame them because we have abad conscience about our own behaviour towards the wild salmon The main predator isman We have toattack the man made picture of threats All of uswill have plenty of work todoinour own backyard for the benefit of salmon stocks Toconclude the strategy must move along two lines Rebuilding the stocks Taking strong action against the threats These measures must betaken byall of usthrough NASCO aswell asinour domestic fields Ihope this annual meeting of NASCO will contribute toabroad international understanding of the challenge we are facing Iwish you all constructive days here inOslo Thank you for your attention 11



ANNEX 3

OPENING STATEMENT MADE BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF CANADA

Mr President Minister Distinguished Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen

It is a pleasure for the Canadian delegation to participate in the Eleventh Annual Meeting of
the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization We compliment and thank all of those
who have worked so hard and so well on the arrangements

The scientific advice on Atlantic salmon continues to be challenging The status of Atlantic
salmon stocks is generally poor Catch levels in 1993 were the lowest recorded This reflects
the state of the stocks but it also reflects reductions in fishing effort for conservation

Canada s commitment to conservation and reduction of fishing effort is well known to

NASCO The total Canadian harvest of Atlantic salmon including the commercial
recreational and native fisheries has been reduced in every year since 1987 In 1993 it was

367 tonnes down from 711t in 1991 a reduction of virtually one half in two years The
commercial catch portion of these totals has fallen at an even faster rate In 1993 it was 160
tonnes down from 529t in 1991 a reduction of over two thirds in two years This rate of
reduction is largely due to the continuing moratorium on commercial salmon fishing on the
Island of Newfoundland which started in 1992 and the retirement of commercial salmon

fishing licenses in Quebec and Labrador in the last two years

The state of the stocks has adversely affected much of the recreational fishery Many areas

were closed to retention angling at early dates last year The estimate of the Canadian

angling catch in 1993 is 170t down from 208t caught in 1992

In 1994 there will be further reductions in the Labrador commercial fishery and additional

stringent conservation measures throughout much of the recreational fishery as is reflected
in our 1994 Atlantic Salmon Management Plan just released last week Canada s investment
in salmon enhancement and restoration will remain strong as will our commitment to

NASCO and its important role in the management of Atlantic salmon

In 1993 NASCO achieved a significant agreement on management measures for the fishery
at West Greenland which are making an important contribution to conservation through
reduced commercial fishing effort Canadians in the hard hit Atlantic ground fishery
understand and appreciate this difficult but necessary conservation commitment by Greenland
fishermen

The scientific advice also highlights continuing concerns about the impact of aquaculture
escapees on wild stocks Aquaculture will continue to grow as an important industry in
Canada especially considering the devastation of our traditional Atlantic ground fisheries
Canada was pleased to participate actively over this past year in the NASCO Working Group
on the Impacts of Aquaculture We welcome its report as a balanced consideration of the

requirements to develop a healthy aquaculture industry while at the same time minimizing the
impact on wild stocks which must be the backbone of a restored resource for fishermen
anglers and the people of northern coastal communities

13



As most of you appreciate Canada shares aspecial concern with NASCa about the importance of controlling predatory fishing onthe high seas As we implement further conservation measures toreduce fishing effort there are increasing allegations of interception fishing ininternational waters We must continue tobevigilant and cooperate todeter this type of pirate fishing We expect further discussions at this meeting onmeasures tostop any illegal fishing for Atlantic salmon onthe high seas Mr President we are looking forward toaproductive Eleventh Annual Meeting Thank you 14



OPENING STATEMENT MADE BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF

DENMARK IN RESPECT OF THE FAROE ISLANDS AND GREENLAND

Minister Mr President Distinguished Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen

In last year s Opening Statement this delegation expressed support for the Dialogue Meeting
call for the principles of environmental sustainability integrated resource management and

partnership

For our part we certainly lived up to these goals Quotas were agreed upon both in the

North East Atlantic Commission and in the West Greenland Commission

The negotiation in the West Greenland Commission was particularly difficult Our delegation
has over the years maintained the position that we would only agree to a substantive reduction

of the Greenland quota under two conditions

1 that a quota could be based upon biological findings and

2 that a system be found whereby our quota would go up as well as down depending
upon stock developments

These two conditions were met in 1993 for the first time Accordingly Greenland did agree

to a quota which was only about 25 of the previous NASCO quota

After the NASCO quota had been agreed the KNAPK the Fishermen s and Hunters

Organization in Greenland entered into a private arrangement whereby they would refrain

from fishing in 1993 and 1994 in return for some financial compensation The Greenland

Home Rule Government supported KNAPK in their decision as the Greenland Home Rule

Government would have supported KNAPK if their decision had been to decline the

arrangement

My delegation wants to emphasise that we see NASCO agreements and private arrangements
as two completely separate issues There is no linking whatsoever This is true for the Faroe

Islands and for Greenland This delegation will within NASCO continue to work arduously
for reasonable quotas for our countries irrespective of the size of the wallet which might be

shown in private discussions

Though we from time to time may refrain from utilizing our family silver we are certainly
not going to sell it

15



OPENING STATEMENT MADE BYTHE REPRESENT ATIVE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION Mr President Distinguished Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen This Eleventh Annual Meeting of NASCO could represent aturning point inthe work of our Organization Inprevious years our main preoccupation has been toresolve the problems associated with the management of salmon fishing at sea particularly the agreement over maximum catches at sea However after last year ssuccess infinding asatisfactory formula toestablish amaximum catch inWest Greenland onthe basis of scientific assessment this problem should basically beconsidered resolved and consequently have alower profile from now onwards The European Union considers that the spirit which allowed ustoreach such agreement last year should prevail inthe future and wishes that this or another similar type of agreement will avoid reverting tothe previous situation where autonomous quotas were established asaresult of failure tofind agreed solutions However the question of fishing for salmon at sea isnot unfortunately automatically finished bythe establishment of maximum catches and their respect byContracting Parties As we are aware fishing for salmon onthe High Seas has taken place inthe past and continues todate This activity isnot inconformity with customary international lawand with the NASCO Convention and must therefore cease The European Union reiterates inthis context itsfull commitment torespect international lawand itsstrong belief that these problems must beresolved through cooperation onamultilateral basis Inthe recent past the European Union has led diplomatic representations tocountries involved inthis practice and isprepared once again toplay anactive role inthe resolution of this problem onamultilateral basis Once the problem of setting maximum catch levels appears toberesolved other questions will probably reach ahigher profile inthe context of the conservation of wild salmon stocks This year we will examine areport onthe possible impacts of salmon aquaculture onwild stocks The report of the Working Group reflects we believe ahigh degree of consensus among Contracting Parties and ingeneral terms represents areasonable balance between the need toprotect wild stocks and the need tokeep fish farming viable We hope that onthe basis of this document we will also beable tomake some progress inthis field Finally this may bethe last year that the European Union represents 12Member States As from next year the EUmay bemade upof 16Member States Some concerns may beexpressed regarding the effects of this inthe future work of NASCO Itisour view that this enlargement should not result inareduction inthe diversity of the views expressed The European Union asamulti national institution iswell equipped todeal with the widest possible diversity of views and can successfully use this diversity toenrich itsown position and the general debate inNASCO 16



OPENING STATEMENT MADE BYTHE REPRESENT ATIVE OF FINLAND Mr President Distinguished Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen Itisapleasure for the Finnish Delegation toparticipate inthe Eleventh Annual Meeting of NASCO particularly asthe meeting isbeing held here inOslo Finland has along relationship with Norway inthe management of salmon since the first fishing agreement concerning the River Teno was established asearly as1873 This long regulatory period of 121 years has been successful tothe extent that there has never been any need toenhance salmon stocks bystocking Finland and Norway both understand the great biological economic and cultural importance of the River Teno and have agreed touse only regulatory measures tomaintain and increase itssalmon stocks We are convinced that NASCO asaninternational organization has improved salmon stocks inthe River Teno and other rivers byestablishing catch quotas for the Faroese fishery and byhaving aleading role inpreventing salmon fishing ininternational waters Salmon catches inthe River Teno have also improved for another important reason In1989 Norway closed itscoastal driftnet fishery which caught asubstantial part of the River Teno salmon stock during the spawning migration Today the salmon stock inthis river ismuch better than 15years ago when Finland started anextensive research programme onthe density of salmon juveniles Last year the reported salmon catch onthe Finnish side was 68tonnes and the total for the river including the Norwegian catch was 152 tonnes Thus the River Teno isthe best salmon river inEurope However we must wait for some years tosee the full effects of different catch restrictions such ascompensation agreements for the Faroese salmon fishery and the Norwegian closure of the driftnet fishery because alterations between salmon generations insubarctic rivers take anumber of years NASCO has made very good progress initsunderstanding of the interactions between salmon aquaculture and wild stock and the management of these interactions There isstill alot todotoavoid diseases and harmful genetic disorders For example Gyrodactylus salaris isagrave threat toall salmon stocks inthe North Atlantic Finland isstill very concerned about salmon farming inthe Teno Fjord The possible use of sterile fish could offer protection from the genetic impacts Salmon fishing ininternational waters inthe NASCO Convention area byvessels flying flags of non contracting States has taken place for some years This isof great concern toall of usand this problem must therefore besolved assoon aspossible byaNASCO Protocol or bysome other international instrument egbythe agreement prepared byFAO 17



OPENING STATEMENT MADE BYTHE REPRESENT ATIVE OF ICELAND Mr President Distinguished Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen Since our last meeting all matters relating toIcelandic salmon rivers and salmon ranching inIceland have been undergoing adynamic change and revision Salmon ranching has continued toincrease especially inwestern Iceland where there has been some friction between the ranching industry and the local river owners who claim that the ranching stations inthe area are trapping some wild salmon from their rivers intheir estuarine traps This has not been substantiated but research into this problem ishigh priority both through tagging of wild smolts and reading of tags and scales from the ranching stations Last month the Icelandic Parliament passed anew partial Freshwater Act which introduces anumber of new concepts into Icelandic salmon management The following changes are of greatest importance 1The Minister of Agriculture sets aregulatory measure regarding the design and use of traps used bythe ranching industry 2The Minister has the power todeclare aquaculture free zones 3Ranching and rearing stations need toapply for anoperating license which specifies the initial scale of operation 4Abiological survey ismandatory prior toany contract work affecting rivers or lakes 5The salmon sport fishing season isextended by2weeks and daily fishing period extended into the night during the midnight summer period 6Net fishing of charr inthe sea isconsiderably restricted which should reduce incidental catches of salmon inthe nets These changes introduced much needed provisions regarding commercial ranching and aquaculture which were practically non existent when the previous lawwas passed in1970 Regarding the salmon sports fisheries the spirit of the lawtends tobring more authority tothe river associations regarding inriver regulations and the allocation of daily fishing time As most of you know the abundance of wild salmon inthe North Atlantic has been hitting anall time lowwith total catches being only alittle over 3000 tonnes in1993 excluding Icelandic ranched salmon Wild multi sea winter salmon which sustain the Faroese and West Greenland salmon fisheries have been declining toagreater extent than grilse inmost areas Considering these facts itshould beclear that aquota inexcess of 500 tonnes within the Faroese economic zone which corresponds toover 17of the total homewater catches of Atlantic salmon last year istoo high Itmay not befeasible toprove scientifically that aquota of the magnitude allocated inprevious years isdetrimental tothe salmon stocks but considering the drastic decline of home water stocks inmost countries inrecent years itisvery important totake aprecautionary approach inharvest decisions 18



North American scientists have demonstrated that the available marine habitat for salmon has been shrinking inrecent years especially inthe western Atlantic Some ICES scientists have indeed found astrong relationship between the reduction inhabitat and the decline intheir respective salmon stocks aswell asareduction insalmon abundance at West Greenland which led toareduced quota inthat area The same evidence suggests that aconsiderable reduction inthe Faroese quota iswarranted Taking this into account the Icelandic government emphasizes that there must beaconsiderable lowering of the Faroese quota during the coming years Itislogical and fair toexpect that the Faroe Islands share the burden of restoring the dwindling wild stocks of Atlantic salmon The Icelandic delegation also commends the fact that noNASCa salmon quota was fished in1993 tothe benefit of wild salmon stocks inthe countries of origin Finally we would like tothank the Norwegian government for holding this meeting inthe heart of the old Viking empire and look forward toaproductive meeting Thank you Mr President 19



OPENING STATEMENT MADE BYTHE REPRESENT ATIVE OF NORWAY Mr President Minister Distinguished Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen First Iwill add my words of welcome tothose of our Minister of the Environment and our President BrrePettersen On behalf of the Norwegian delegation Iwelcome you all toOslo The catch of Atlantic salmon inthe North Atlantic has reached ahistorically lowlevel At the same time we observe that more than 20of the salmon rivers inthe area have lost their salmon stocks or the stocks are threatened Inthis situation all aspects of the management including high seas fisheries must duly reflect the state of the stocks Scientific evidence normally constitutes the basis for measures tobetaken However insituations where strong indications suggest aneed for measures the precautionary principle should apply Itshould also benoted that great resources and strict conservation measures are presently used inthe countries of origin of the salmon stocks and all Parties should take aresponsibility inthat situation Research activities onAtlantic salmon inthe Norwegian Sea isanarea of priority Incooperation with the Faroes we have developed ajoint research program which also involves other Nordic countries We regard increased knowledge of salmon inthe high seas asanecessity for abetter understanding of the whole life cycle of Atlantic salmon and thus for proper salmon management Initiatives and contributions from the Parties inthis field should therefore beencouraged byNASCO Norway scommitment tosalmon conservation continues with substantial effort Much attention isgiven toapplying management measures according tothe status of the fish stocks ineach river Tosecure the most threatened stocks we have built asecond gene bank facility totake care of stocks seriously threatened byacid rain that seems tobeamore serious and widespread problem inNorway than previously assumed Inthis respect treatment of rivers with limestone can only beseen asatemporary measure even ifliming receives great resources today The only way for long term improvement isreduction of emissions At present Norway can report strong and healthy stocks of salmon inthe northern parts of the country Compared tothe situation inmany rivers further south where different threats may influence the stocks the rivers inthe north are inafavourable condition Itisof great importance that this favourable condition remains unchanged Inthis respect appropriate national management isanimportant tool Equally important however isthe bilateral cooperation that has been established with Russia and Finland Inour opinion the exchange of information the initiation of joint research projects and development of common management plans that are all elements inthe bilateral work are of utmost importance tosafeguard the salmon stocks inthis area Consequently this work isgiven high priority inNorway Inthe later years much attention has been given tofishing for salmon ininternational waters inthe North East Atlantic The NASCO initiatives indeveloping aprotocol and for collection of information and coordination of control have shown some effect We however see aneed for improvements inthe coordination of surveillance inthis area aswell asimprovements of the legal international instruments regulating fisheries ininternational waters Norway therefore will give priority tocontinued international efforts inthis field 20



NASCO isnow more than ten years old and itmay beappropriate at this point tostop for amoment and examine our achievements aswell asthe future challenges of the Organization We see itasimportant that the Organization emphasises itsrole asaforum for exchange of information and open minded deliberations across limits of interests and national borders This may enable NASCO toincrease the activity directed at other international fora and processes The potential negative effects of salmon farming onwild stocks has been amatter of great concern within this Organization and Norway welcomes the report from the special Working Group onaquaculture asafIrst important step We also feel that the process inthe Working Group itself has been valuable creating apositive and constructive atmosphere between Parties and the relevant interest groups Lastly Mr President the Norwegian delegation look forward tothis meeting which we hope will beproductive and that we will have progress inour work Ican assure you that Norway will participate and contribute inthe deliberations inanopen minded and constructive way Thank you Mr President 21



OPENING STATEMENT BYTHE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION Mr President Distinguished Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen On behalf of the Russian delegation Ishould like toexpress our pleasure inparticipating once again inthe NASCa Annual Meeting Igreet all those who are now attending this conference The year since the last Annual Meeting of NASCa was full of intensive work many difficult issues were addressed and we feel especially glad torecognize that we succeeded inhaving made certain progress and reached understanding onthe way toresolve them First of all the obvious importance and timeliness of convening the two meetings of the Working Group onImpacts of Aquaculture onWild Stocks should bementioned Due todifferent opinions and approaches tothis problem shown bythe Parties itwas not easy work Nevertheless the Working Group concluded having jointly produced adraft document which Ihope could bepositively appraised bythe Council and enable better coordination efforts byall Parties inresolving this problem We can not help referring tothe importance of work and measures taken byNASCa todiscontinue unregulated fishing for salmon onthe high seas As evidenced byinformation provided byRussian scientists areduction of sea fishing effort produced afavourable effect onstatus of salmon stocks inRussian rivers Therefore efforts undertaken byNASCa including those through diplomatic channels can only bewelcome Nowadays commercial fisheries for Atlantic salmon inNorthern Russia are at amuch lower level compared to1980 the catch declined almost 10times since then this was inthe first place due todevelopment of recreational fishing for salmon which isnow ingood progress inthe Kola Peninsula We like our neighbours Finland and Norway are very much concerned about further spread of Gyrodactylus salaris inthe North East Atlantic and we hope that aspecial Working Group set upat the last Annual Meeting will give further consideration tothe Gyrodactylus problem and recommend strategies toprevent itsfurther spread Lastly asaconclusion Ishould like towish you all auseful and productive meeting Thank you 22



OPENING STATEMENT MADE BYTHE REPRESENT ATIVE OF SWEDEN Mr President Mr Minister Distinguished Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen Itisapleasure for the Swedish delegation toparticipate inthe Eleventh Annual Meeting of the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization here inOslo Norway scommitment toconservation iswell known inNASCa aswell asitsimportant role inthe rational management of North Atlantic salmon After ten years NASCa iswell established asthe international forum for the conservation and management of salmon inthe North Atlantic The Organization sachievements are quite significant and the quality of the scientific work under NASCa iswidely recognised At aSwedish Symposium this spring itwas shown that there isapotential area inthe west coast rivers of about 200 hectares implying anannual production of 400 000 salmon smolts Today the number of smolts produced isabout half that amount Itwas also indicated asarather unique example that the genetic depletion had been stopped inthe rivers and that the genetic diversity had even been increased Inseveral of these watercourses there are still aboriginal salmon stocks tobefound The work within NASCa has undoubtedly contributed tothis circumstance There are many threats onthe wild salmon and they include awide range of parameters during itslife cycle From the ICES Working Group reports there isindisputable evidence of adecline inthe wild salmon stocks During the coming meeting of the North East Atlantic Commission Sweden isgoing topresent apaper entitled Alarming Trends inSalmon Populations inSwedish West Coast Rivers The recent negative trends apply both tothe abundance of salmon fryand tothe poor recaptures of tagged reared salmon smolts The reasons for the decline are not yet known At the annual NASCa meeting in1993 you Mr President touched upon the problem of lowabundance of salmon and asked the Parties totake extreme care and accept the precautionary principle InitsOpening Statement last year the Swedish Delegation drew the Council sattention tothe impacts of aquaculture onwild salmon stocks Farmed fish now occur onthe marine feeding grounds infisheries and onthe spawning grounds of wild salmon Furthermore fish diseases and parasites are introduced tosuch stocks The Swedish Delegation isprepared tostrengthen the mechanisms for avoiding negative impacts of aquaculture onwild salmon stocks At the Dialogue Meeting last year three principles related tosalmon management were stressed ieenvironmental sustainability integrated resource management and partnership Inasituation threatening todeplete the salmon stocks all Parties must take the responsibility tocorrect the situation Sustainable management of salmon stocks can only beachieved through anoverall balanced policy also astothe interceptory fishery Mr President the task of the meetings this week are many The Swedish Delegation isfully committed toseeing effective solutions inaccordance with our Convention Thank you Mr President 23



OPENING STATEMENT MADE BYTHE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Mr Minister President Pettersen Ambassador Agustsson Representatives Delegates Observers Ladies and Gentlemen The United States wishes totake this opportunity toexpress our gratitude toNorway for hosting this Eleventh Annual Meeting of NASCa here inthe beautiful city of Oslo Sorich inhistory and culture and at this time of the year sovibrant that itishard tofeel compelled tosit inside and conduct the business of our meeting Also onthe occasion of our meeting itisnotable toreflect onevents of 50years ago when many of our nations found itnecessary toresolve their differences bytaking the most extreme of measures We are fortunate that the events of yesterday have led tomore reasonable means toresolve differences of opinion Alittle over 10years ago representatives of our nations realised that they had several differences relative tothe proper and rational management of our Atlantic salmon resources Iremember well one of our earlier meetings when we were letting our differences take ongreater significance than our common interests that Iobserved with all the problems affecting mankind ifwe the fewassembled parties of NASCa could not resolve the relatively simple problems of only one species of fish the salmon then our fellow men would not beproud of our abilities Inthe ensuing years there always appeared tobeanother challenge another problem toberesolved Itbecame commonplace inour opening statements topoint out the differences that faced usinour deliberations And further topoint out the problems that would beset upon usor the salmon ifwe were unsuccessful inour deliberations Today Iampleased tosay that the United States does not come tothis meeting with that view Yes we recognise that the populations of salmon are still at great risk that our fisheries could begreatly improved and that there are agreat myriad of problems with which tobedealt but we believe that NASCa has been very successful over the last fewyears inresolving the major issues affecting our salmon The interceptory fisheries for salmon have been placed under control Our knowledge and understanding of the salmon slife inthe ocean has advanced significantly and we are addressing problems of interactions between cultivated and wild salmon stocks inadeliberate and constructive fashion Today patience iswhat we need most We must let our labours and efforts bear fruit consistent with the salmon slife cycle The agreements made last year will require many many years before we are rewarded but we need tomaintain our diligence lest we slip back tothe ways of the past Mr President we look forward toasuccessful meeting constructive dialogue and resolution of some of the problems facing usThank you 24
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NORTH ATLANTIC SALMON CONSERV AnON ORGANIZATION 1995 BUDGET AND 1996 FORECAST BUDGET Pounds Sterling SECTION DESCRIPTION EXPENDITURE BUDGET FORECAST 1995 1996 1STAFF RELATED COSTS 161700 166540 2TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 27000 33810 3CONTRIBUTION TOICES 25530 26290 4CONTRIBUTION TOWORKING CAPITAL 00FUND 5MEETINGS 18800 7070 6OFFICE SUPPLIES PRINTING AND 29930 33860 TRANSLATIONS 7COMMUNICATIONS 11840 12180 8HEADQUARTERS PROPERTY 11980 7240 9OFFICE FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 7750 7970 10AUDIT AND OTHER EXPENSES 9600 9870 11TAG RETURN INCENTIVE SCHEME 4200 4200 TOTAL 308330 309030 REVENUE BUDGET FORECAST 1995 1996 12CONTRIBUTIONS CONTRACTING PARTIES 304421 301530 13MISCELLANEOUS INCOME INTEREST 10000 1oo14STABILISA TION 7500 2500 15SURPLUS ORDEFICIT FROM 1993 1409 0TOTAL 308330 309030 34



NASCO BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS FOR 1995 AND FORECAST BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS FOR 1996 Pounds Sterling CATCH PARTY BUDGET FORECAST tonnes 1995 1996 364 CANADA 32469 32160 33DENMARK FAROE ISLANDS AND 12171 12055 GREENLAND 1288 EUROPEAN UNION 89130 88284 70FINLAND 14440 14303 656 ICELAND 50375 49896 867 NORWAY 63314 62712 140 RUSSIAN FEDERATION 18732 18555 56SWEDEN 13581 13452 1USA 10209 10112 3475 TOTAL 304421 301530 Contributions are based onthe Official Catch Returns asadvised bythe Parties Column totals can beinerror byafewpounds due torounding 35
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REPORT TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC SALMON CONSERVATION

ORGANISATION COUNCIL

Sources of information Reports of the Working Group on North Atlantic Salmon April
1994 ICES Doc C M 1994 Assess 16 and the Study Group on Interactions of Wild

Ranched Enhanced and Reared Salmon April 1994 ICES Doc C M 1994M 3

The following report is laid out in the format of the questions from NASCa to ICES

Appendix 1

1 EVENTS OF THE 1993 FISHERIES AND THE STATUS OF STOCKS BY

COMMISSION AREAS

1 1 Overview of catches in the North Atlantic

1 1 1 Nominal catches of salmon in the North Atlantic

Nominal catches of salmon by country in the North Atlantic for 1960 93 are shown

in Table 1 1 1 and catches by NASCa Commission Areas for 1988 93 are summarised

below in tonnes

Area 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

NEAC 5507 4412 3748 2936 3361 3195

NAC 1314 1143 915 713 525 369

WGC 897 338 275 476 232

Total 7718 5893 4938 4125 4118 3564

Figures for 1993 are provisional but it appears likely that the final data will still show

a decrease from 1992 This is the sixth year in which the total catch has decreased

from the previous year Management plans in several countries have reduced fishing
effort and this accounts for some of the decline in catches However a greater decline

in the catch of wild fish may be masked by the inclusion of fish farm escapees and

ranched fish in the statistics

1 1 2 Unreported Catches

The total unreported catch within NASCa Commission Areas in 1993 was estimated

to be 1644 t a decrease of 26 compared with the 1988 92 five year mean of 2212 t

Estimates for 1988 1993 by Commission area are given below in tonnes
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Area 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

NEAC 3087 2103 1779 1555 1825 1471

NAC 161 174 111 127 137 161

WGC N A N A N A N A N A 12

In ternational 180 25 25 25

waters 359 100 100 100

Many of the national estimates are based upon the level of declared catches and thus

the total unreported catch tends to vary in line with the nominal catch figures

1 2 Fisheries and Stocks in the North East Atlantic Commission NEAC Area

1 2 1 Fishery at Faroes

Gear and effort In accordance with the agreement between the Faroese Salmon

Fishermen s Association and the North Atlantic Salmon Fund commercial fishing for

salmon in Faroese territorial waters was suspended for the years 1994 to 1996

A research fishery for salmon took place in the Faroes area in the 1992 93 season and

the gear used was the same as in previous seasons One research vessel fished a total

of 39 sets on 3 trips during the season There has been a progressive decline in the

number of vessels operating in the fishery since 1981 Figure 12 1

Catch The total catch in the research fishery in the 1992 93 season was 22 t and the

preliminary catch for the calendar year 1993 was 21 t excluding fish that were tagged
and released Table 1 1 1 Figure 12 1 The proportion of fish less than 60 cm that

would normally have been discarded was 94 which is within the range observed

since the 1982 83 season

CPUE Catch per unit effort The average CPUE was the highest recorded since

the 1981182 season Figure 12 2 However it is difficult to compare this with other

years as only one boat was fishing in the last two seasons The high incidence of

farmed fish in the fishery will also have affected the CPUE

Composition of catch Marked differences were observed in the river and sea age

composition and size distribution of catches between the autumn and spring in the

1992 93 season This suggests that different stocks were being exploited at these

times with stocks from more southerly areas probably being taken in the autumn

The incidence of reared fish is discussed in Section 4

Origin of the catch External tags ext and CWTs were recovered from countries

regularly represented in the tag recovery programmes in the past namely Norway 58

ext Sweden 7 ext Ireland 12 CWT and UK England and Wales 2 CWT

A total of 3667 salmon have been tagged and released in the open sea to the north of

the Faroe Islands in the 1992193 and 1993 94 seasons After one fishing season Le
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1993 51recaptures have been reported bycommercial fishermen and anglers inhomewater fisheries asshown below Country No Recaptures Norway 3161Sweden 36Scotland 816England 12Ireland 36Iceland 12Spain 12Denmark 24Canada 12No 1992 933050 released 1993 94617 The pattern of recaptures confirms earlier information that the majority of the salmon inthe Faroes area originate from Norway Itappears that the recapture rate for farmed fish may beconsiderably lower than for wild fish Exploitation rates Exploitation rates inthe Faroesfishery on1SW fish from monitored stocks inNorway and Sweden and onboth ISWand 2SW fish from monitored stocks inUKand Ireland were very lowinthe 3seasons prior tothe suspension of commercial fishing and have been less than 1inthe 2seasons since Exploitation rates on2SW fish from Norwegian and Swedish monitored stocks shown below have been below 10since the suspension of commercial fishing Country River Mean exploitation rate 1987 881991 921990 911992 93Norway Drammen 251Imsa Wild 75Imsa Hatchery 213Sweden Lagan 158Biological data Preliminary results from the stomach analysis of salmon caught inthe fishery show that the most important items inthe diet were hyperiid amphipods of the genus Parathemisto and Euphausiids The fishes were mainly lantern fishes and Maurolicus sp122Homewater Fisheries inthe NEAC Area Gear and effort Restrictions onrod fishing methods were introduced intwo districts inUKScotland in1993 Decreases ineffort innet fisheries were reported inIreland 40



Sweden and UKEngland and Wales and UKNIreland Increases inrod fishing effort were reported inFinland and France Catch Ingeneral catches inthe North East Atlantic Area in1993 were lower than in1992 although increases were recorded inafewcountries Iceland Sweden and UKEngland and Wales Table 111Catches inIceland continue toreflect the increasing importance of ranched fish Inanumber of areas grilse were reported tohave appeared infisheries later than usual and there were observations of substantial numbers of fish entering rivers after the end of the fishing seasons insome countries Unreported catches inthe NEAC Area are discussed inSection 11CPUE CPUE data were available for alimited number of fisheries countries CPUE inrod fisheries inFrance and Finland were higher in1992 and 1993 than inprevious years and asimilar pattern has been evident for the River Bush UKNIreland Finnish catch rates have benefited from the closure of the Norwegian coastal fisheries while the Bush has been supplemented byranching CPUE data were also available for regional net fisheries inUKEngland and Wales and showed animprovement incatch rates in1993 after asteady decline from 1988 92Long term CPUE data for net fisheries inUKScotland suggest that catch rates increased from 1950 70but have declined since Composition of catch Finland Russia and Sweden reported decreases inthe proportions of grilse intheir catches Elsewhere however there was aperception that the grilse component of catches was increasing Origin of catch Table 121indicates the estimated origin inof the 1992 catch ineach country Percentages can only beestimated where countries have suitable monitoring programmes Where catches are known tooccur but percentages could not beestimated they are indicated byaThe results although very approximate confIrm that there are exchanges between fisheries inmost adjacent countries particularly Ireland and the countries of the UKThe table also shows estimates of the proportions of the catches in1992 that were of ranched and farmed origin see also Section 4Exploitation rates Exploitation rates for monitored stocks inhomewater fisheries inthe NEAC area in1993 were generally within the ranges observed between 1988 and 1992 and less than the means for that period Table 122The main exceptions were the Itchen UKEngland Wales and Ponoy Russia where net exploitation rates were greatly reduced in1993 and the Imsa and Lagan where exploitation rates onlSWhatchery fish were the highest for at least five years 123Status of stocks inthe NEAC Area Short term 1993 Comparison of recruitment and escapement indices for 1993 from monitored rivers inthe NEAC area gave variable results InRussia 1993 seemed tobeanaverage year interms of adult returns InScandinavia and western Europe smolt output seemed toberelatively poor inall but one case output was below the long term average while adult counts were fairly high some rivers being close toor at the maximum level on41



record There were however some notable exceptions with counts on 3 rivers being
near the minimum recorded In addition it must be noted that the good returns

appeared to be mainly attributable to the ISW fraction of the stocks If survival at sea

does not increase significantly the low levels of smolt production observed in 1993
will have a negative impact on grilse returns in 1994 and on returns of 2SW salmon
in 1995

Indices of marine survival for wild ISW fish before exploitation in coastal waters
were higher in 1993 than in 1992 in 3 out of 4 cases while falling within the range
of values observed in the past Information on salmon of hatchery origin confirmed
the general improvement of sea survival of ISW fish When compared with previous
years data return rates of 2SW salmon showed variable results depending on the river
and on the origin of the fish wild or reared average return rates remained low

Long term trends

Smolt counts in Scandinavian and West European stocks do not seem to have followed
any common trend over the past 5 and 10 years However except in Russia adult
returns have tended to improve in rivers for which counts are available Sea survival
of ISW fish has decreased over the last decade but this was probably outweighed by
a reduction in exploitation rates in coastal waters No common trend can be detected
for survival at sea of 2SW salmon

Optimum spawning levels

The use of optimum salmon spawning stock levels in the north east Atlantic would
be a valuable tool in assessing the status of stocks and ensuring that quotas can be set

at a level which will allow sufficient spawning escapement to maximise smolt
production There is also a need to develop regional estimates of spawning stocks in
the north east Atlantic for use in stock assessments

1 2 4 Data deficiencies and research needs for the NEAC Area

ACFM identified three areas where there was a particular need for work in the NEAC
Area in the next year

effort should be made to improve the methods used to estimate unreported
catches

provisional optimal spawning levels should be developed for appropriate
monitored rivers at least one river per country and historical and current

attainment with respect to these spawning targets should be assessed

work should be carried out to develop models for use in the provision of catch
advice in relation to stock abundance for European stocks
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13Fisheries inthe North American Commission NAC Area 131Fisheries inNAC Area Canada Gear and effort The moratorium onthe commercial fishery inNewfoundland continued in1993 Quotas were reduced incommercial fisheries inparts of Labrador and Quebec Quotas and daily catch limits were also reduced inrod fisheries and some rivers were closed torod exploitation for all or part of the season Further details of the 1993 management restrictions are given inAppendix 2There were nochanges ingear used inCanada Catch The total salmon landings for Canada in1993 were 367 twhich was the lowest recorded since 1960 Table 111The landings of small and large salmon were 36and 44of the previous 5year averages respectively The decline incatches from 1593 tin1987 has been influenced bythe closure of fisheries inSFAs 314A in1992 and the general decline inpopulation size Figure 131shows the 1993 rod catches ineach SFA asapercentage of the quota Recreational catches of both small and large fish have generally decreased or remained stable Unreported catches are discussed inSection 12Composition and origin of catch Only salmon of Canadian and USA origin were recorded inCanadian catches in1993 CWTs were recovered from 1SW salmon from USA 7and Canada 2inLabrador 31of the catch was scanned Only one Carlin tag from aMaine origin salmon was reported from Canada in1993 Catches of farmed fish are discussed inSection 4USA Gear and effort There were nochanges ingear used in1993 In1993 the season limit inboundary waters with Canada was made consistent with all other Maine waters Le1fish angler season Catch The total harvest of 152 salmon inthe Maine sport fishery in1993 was 21lower than in1992 and 58lower than the 1988 92average The decrease was attributed toreduced runs and restrictive management measures Composition and origin of catch All salmon caught were of local origin and nosalmon of farmed origin are known tohave been taken Exploitation rates The average exploitation oncombined age classes inthe Penobscot River in1993 was 74which was approximately equal tothat in1992 France Islands of St Pierre and Miquelon The catch of salmon for the Islands of S1Pierre and Miquelon in1993 was 18twhich was similar toprevious years 43



1 3 2 Status of stocks in the NAC Area

Stock abundance and stock status were quite variable within the NAC Area
Populations of small and large salmon mostly measured as returns to rivers were

lower than in 1992 for most stocks in New Brunswick Nova Scotia Quebec Zones
QI 8 Q10 and Qll Labrador SFA 1 2 and Maine Increased population sizes were

observed in Newfoundland SFA 3 5 14A Labrador SFA 14B and Quebec Q9
Population sizes were similar to 1992 in Newfoundland SFA 6 13 and in the
Miramichi R large salmon only

Although the population sizes have increased in many northern Newfoundland rivers
in 1992 and 1993 they are still lower than observed in years prior to the moratorium
Generally the population sizes of large and small salmon in rivers in Canada and
USA were lower than expected given that 1993 is the second year of the closure of
the Newfoundland commercial fisheries There is evidence that the marine survival
rates have been unusually low for the past several years which may have off set the
reduction in fishing mortality

Estimates of egg deposition were provided for 20 rivers in Canada and 3 rivers in
Maine for which targets are available Figure 13 2 Of the Canadian rivers 55 12
had less than 75 of their target spawning levels and 35 of the rivers exceeded their
target levels The other 10 of the rivers were between 75 and 100 of the target
All of the Maine rivers had less than 20 of their target spawning levels USA
salmon production remains hatchery dependent Data from the Penobscot reveal a

progressive decline in marine survival for MSW fish Figure 133 The salmon
stocks in SFAs 1 2 19 23 and Maine appear to be at very low levels and ACFM
recommends that fishing mortalities on these stocks should be kept as low as possible

1 3 3 Data deficiencies and research needs for the NAC Area

ACFM identified the need for

spawning targets for North American stocks to be further refined as additional
information on sea age composition of spawners becomes available and as

further understanding of life history strategies is gained

1 4 Fisherv in the West Greenland Commission WGC Area

1 4 1 Fishery at West Greenland

In accordance with the agreement between the Organisation of Hunters and Fishermen
in Greenland and the North Atlantic Salmon Fund all fishing for salmon in Greenland
territorial waters was suspended for the two years 1993 and 1994 The agreement
allowed for a small subsistence harvest of 12 t each year Salmon caught in the
subsistence fishery could not be sold to factories marketing associations or for export

No information is available on the 1993 harvest either for the actual catch or the catch
composition
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142Status of Stocks inthe WGC Area The salmon caught inthe West Greenland Area are non maturing ISWsalmon or older fish all of which would return tohomewaters inEurope or North America asMSW fish ifthey survived The most abundant European stocks inWest Greenland are thought tooriginate from the UKand Ireland The MSW component of most of these stocks has declined inrecent years Similar declines inabundance have been noted inmany North American stocks that contribute tothe West Greenland fishery Thus the overall status of the stocks and stock components contributing tothe West Greenland fishery remains poor See Sections 123133and 34for information onstocks contributing tothe fishery 143Data Deficiencies and Research Needs for the WGC Area Until 1992 asampling programme was conducted inthe West Greenland commercial fishery inorder toprovide data onthe stocks inthe area With the suspension of commercial fishing sampling became impossible ACFM therefore identified the need for aresearch programme including experimental fishing should beundertaken at West Greenland toprovide uptodate information onthe parameters necessary toassess the stocks inthe area 2EVALVA TION OF EFFECTS OF NEW MANAGEMENT MEASURES ONSTOCKS AND FISHERIES 21Ouota mana ement measures and closures imolemented after 1991 inthe Canadian commercial salmon fisheries Effects onCanadian Stocks and Fisheries ACFM evaluated the effects of the management measures taken incoastal waters of insular Newfoundland byestimating the total returns of salmon tothe area and estimating the increased numbers of salmon that returned asaresult of the management measures These estimates are summarised below Year Angling Total Increase inreturns catch returns Small Large salmon salmon 000 000 000 1992 36926 123 246 62123 12241993 42623 142 284 71142 511The management changes resulted inanincrease inthe proportion of large salmon from 61987 91to91992 93asevident from counts of salmon at fish counting facilities 45



InLabrador the small reductions ineffort in1992 are unlikely tohave significantly reduced the exploitation rate of salmon inthe commercial fisheries Since the quotas were not attained ineither 1992 or 1993 this quota measure did not put any restrictions onthe fishery and did not affect returns torivers However the combined licensed effort reduction in1992 and 1993 was 60of the 1991 licensed effort which should have reduced the commercial exploitation onLabrador salmon stocks and may have resulted inadoubling of the returns of small and large salmon torivers inSFA 2and 14B Inzones Q7 and Q8 the commercial exploitation rate in1990 1992 was calculated tobe34for small salmon and 2633for large salmon The reductions inquota of 98in1993 may have resulted in96to187 small salmon and 967 to1711 large salmon not being caught assuming that the same exploitation rates asin1990 92would have applied in1993 with nomanagement change Although the Newfoundland and Labrador commercial salmon fisheries used toharvest small and large salmon with origins inNova Scotia New Brunswick and Quebec the increase inreturns tothese provinces cannot bequantified The moratoria onthe commercial cod fishery inCanada in1992 and 1993 would have reduced the bycatch of salmon Effects onUSA stocks ACFM estimated the effects of the 1992 salmon fishery moratorium inCanada upon Maine stocks byestimating the average harvest during the base period 1984 1989 inthe SFAs affected On this basis itwas estimated that the harvest of Maine origin salmon inCanada was reduced by67Given the documented presence of Merrimack and Connecticut river origin salmon inLabrador similar reductions inthe harvest of these stocks would have been expected 22Effects of the Susoension of Commercial Fishing Activitv at Faroes Assuming that monitored stocks have been relatively stable over the past four years the suspension of commercial fishing at Faroes should have reduced exploitation inthe Faroes fishery toabout 10of the levels inthe previous three seasons Inpractice there was asignificant reduction inthe exploitation rate on2SW fish from RImsa and RLagan from amean of 18inthe 1988 89to1990 91seasons to5inthe 1991 92and 1992 93seasons see Section 121Inmost years exploitation rates onboth ISWand 2SW fish from UKand Ireland have been very lowand the effects of the buy out are therefore difficult todetect The estimated reduction inreturns toall homewaters that might have been expected in1993 ifthe full quota inFaroese waters 550 thad been taken inthe 1991 92and 1992 93seasons were asfollows 46



Age Origin Estimated reduction in

returns if quota had been
taken

Wild ISW

Wild 2SW

Wild 2SW

9 000

48 000

38 000

In addition the fishery would have taken an extra 94 000 fish of farmed origin in
these two seasons It is not possible to project the return rates to homewaters for
these fish

The expected increases in total returns to all homewaters and in stock in Scandinavia
Finland and Russia in 1993 resulting from the reduction in Faroese catches in the
1991192 and 1992 93 seasons compared with the period 1988 89 to 1990 91 were as

follows

Agel
Origin

Increase

in total

returns

Estimated increase in

stocks in Scandinavia
Finland and Russia

Number

Wild ISW

Wild MSW

2 000

47 000

1 200 1 600

28 200 37 600

1

11 21

In addition about 37 000 fewer fish of farmed origin are estimated to have been taken
in each season It is not known how many of these would have returned to

homewaters

The above increases will have been hidden within the annual variation of catches in
these countries

Catches for Ireland Scotland large salmon and Russia 2SW salmon in 1992 and
1993 were not significantly greater than those in 1987 1991

3 ADVICE WITH RESPECT TO THE FISHERY IN THE WEST GREENLAND
COMMISSION AREA

3 1 Continue development of the model used in providing advice on catch quotas in
relation to stock abundance

Models ofNorth American stocks

ACFM has previously provided catch advice based upon a prediction of the pre fishery
abundance using thermal habitat as the independent variable The time series of
thermal habitat data and revised pre fishery abundance estimates see Section 33
were used to examine further relationships that could be employed to predict pre
fishery abundance in 1994 A number of relationships between habitat and pre fishery
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abundance estimates were tested but those with March values of habitat proved the
best and were similar to the results provided in 1993

Although the relationship with thermal habitat is considered to be statistically sound
efforts were made to improve the predictive models Relationships between pre
fishery abundance of non maturing ISW salmon and a combination of wind and
thermal habitat variables were therefore examined The best of the new relationships
tested was based upon wind speed in an area to the south west of Greenland in
December year 1 combined with thermal habitat in March in year 2

The forecasts of pre fishery abundance by these models were not in good agreement
and ACFM therefore considered information on the maturing ISW component of the
stock in 1993 as an independent means of evaluating the two approaches The pre
fishery abundance for all North American non maturing ISW fish was shown to be
correlated to the grilse returns in some SFAs in Canada This relationship could
therefore be used to estimate the pre fishery abundance of non maturing ISW fish in
1993 from the grilse returns in the same year This estimate of pre fishery abundance
was in good agreement with the forecast from the thermal habitat model but not from
the model based on wind and thermal habitat model ACFM therefore considers the
thermal habitat model used in 1993 to be more supportable

Models of European stocks

ACFM reviewed work in progress towards the development of European models for
the provision of catch advice A number of studies of European stocks have revealed
similar correlations between stock abundance and environmental conditions to those
currently used for North American stocks ACFM therefore recommends that work
should carried out to develop models for use in the provision of catch advice in
relation to stock abundance for European stocks

3 2 Estimate the Dre fisherv abundance of non maturin lSW salmon at the time of
the fishery

ACFM updated the databases used in the North American run reconstruction model
to derive revised estimates of pre fishery abundance for 1974 92 Although the exact
error bounds for the estimates of pre fishery abundance are unknown minimum and
maximum values of catch and return data have been estimated and give minimum and
maximum estimates of the pre fishery abundance Figure 3 2 1 The new estimates
are slightly lower than reported in 1993 but the differences are minor and become
smaller in more recent years The new pre fishery abundance estimate mid point of
range for 1992 was the lowest in the 19 year time series with a range between 120
and 224 thousand salmon the upper value of this range was less than the lower bound
for 1991 These results suggest a continuing downward trend in pre fishery abundance
for North American MSW stocks

The thermal habitat model presented in 1993 was used to forecast the pre fishery
abundance of non maturing ISW salmon for 1993 and 1994
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Year Pre fishery abundance

forecast

1993 243 043
1994 280 028

3 3 Provide catch ootions with an assessment of risks relative to the mana ement
obiective of achievin various levels of tar et soawnin escaoement

The goal in Atlantic salmon management is to ensure that there are adequate numbers
of spawners in each river In mixed stock fisheries this may be difficult owing to

varying migration patterns and exploitation rates experienced by individual stocks
Nonetheless a composite spawning target of 193 741 2SW salmon has been defined
for North America by summing the spawning targets of Salmon Fishing Areas and
Zones in Canada and river basins within the USA

To achieve this spawning target a reserve of fish must be set aside prior to fishery
allocation in order to allow for natural mortality in the intervening months between
the fishery and spawning migration Thus 216 270 Le 193 741exp 01 11 fish
must be reserved before the fishery to ensure achievemmt of the target after allowing
for natural mortality

This reserve is subtracted from the appropriate forecast of the pre fishery abundance
to give the harvestable surplus of North American non maturing ISW fish This
surplus may be taken at West Greenland as ISW fish or in Canada as ISW fish in the
same year or 2SW fish in the following year In the latter case natural mortality will
reduce the numbers of fish that may be harvested

The proportion of the allowable harvest of North American fish to be allocated to
West Greenland

FNA must be set by managers This then allows the number of
North American fish which may be caught at West Greenland to be calculated This
can then be converted to a total catch quota in tonnes by converting the numbers to

weights and adding the catch of European fish and of fish older than ISW that are

expected to be taken at the same time The formulae for this process are given in

Appendix 3

Estimates of the parameters used in the assessment PropNA WT1SWNA WT1SWE
and ACF see Appendix 3 were obtained by simple xponential smoothing of the
observed 1978 92 values as no new data were available for 1993 These estimates
are given below

Parameter Forecast for

1993

0 540

2 525

2 660

1 121

PropNA
WT1SWNA

WT1SWE

ACF
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The probability density function of this forecast was estimated and isshown asacumulative function below Cumulative Density Function 2530354045505560657075Forecast 182 500 203 750 225 000 242 000 263 250 280 250 297 250 318 500 335 500 356 750 378 000 The probability density function of the pre fishery abundance forecast Section 32gives the probability of the true stock abundance being lower than the value selected For example there isa35chance that the pre fishery abundance will not exceed 225 000 fish The probability level also provides ameasure of the chance of reaching escapement targets assuming fishery allocations are taken without error The probability levels associated with certain reference points can beclassified into broad categories termed risk neutral risk averse and risk prone The mid point estimate of the forecast represents areference point at which there isa50chance that the true abundance islower than required toachieve the spawning target This level istermed the risk neutral forecast Likewise the forecast value at the 25th percentile or the value with a25chance that the abundance islower isthe risk averse forecast The forecast value at the 75th percentile or the value with a75chance that the abundance islower isthe risk prone forecast ACFM considers that itisimportant toproceed cautiously byusing the mid tolower part of the range of predicted abundance levels for management decisions InTable 331the West Greenland quota iscomputed for arange of pre fishery abundance values between interquartile limits of the probability density function and for different values of FNAFor the mid point estimate level Le50level the quota options range from 0to344 tACFM notes that the risk neutral approach only ensures that there isa50chance that the spawning escapement inNorth America will exceed the target level for all rivers combined Even ifthis overall target isachieved itislikely that some stocks will fail tomeet their individual target spawner requirements while others will exceed target levels Figure 132This may result from random variation between years or from systematic differences inthe patterns of exploitation onfish from different rivers or regions Inthe latter case adoption of arisk neutral approach may result insome stocks failing tomeet target levels over anextended period This would belikely toresult inthe long term decline inthose stocks Ifthe objective istomeet the 50



spawning target inevery river then the 50level will not beadequate and some lower value should bechosen The assessment models used for the provision of catch advice are based almost entirely upon data for North American stocks While itisbelieved that European stocks are generally less vulnerable tothe West Greenland fishery than North American stocks there has been evidence of amore rapid decline inthese stocks inthe West Greenland area at least than the North American stock ACFM therefore emphasised the importance of developing similar assessment methods for the stocks inthe North East Atlantic area 34Describe which stocks make the ereatest numerical contributions of salmon tothe fishery Within North America and Europe there are large numbers of salmon rivers which produce MSW salmon that may contribute tothe West Greenland fishery However itisnot possible todetermine the absolute or relative contribution of each stock tothe fishery inthe absence of stock identification information for West Greenland nor accurate return information for all stocks This information could not beobtained without avery extensive research programme Inrecent years estimates based onthe smolt age composition of catches suggest that approximately 10of the catch of North American fish at West Greenland comes from United States rivers and hatcheries and one Canadian hatchery Mactaquac about 75come from Southern stocks SFA5 23Ql 7and QIO and about 15come from Northern stocks Q8 9Qll SFAl 4Crude examination of river age distributions of European salmon inthe West Greenland fishery suggests that wild stocks innorthern Norway Finland and Russia are relatively poorly represented incomparison with stocks from UKIreland and southern Europe 35Evaluate the relationshio between soawnin escapement and subsequent ore fishery abundance Published studies onmonitored stocks inthe North Atlantic have demonstrated stock and recruitment relationships for Atlantic salmon These relationships indicate that below optimal spawning stock levels reducing the number of spawners would beexpected todecrease the production of smolts However increasing the number of spawners above these levels will not improve smolt production The relationships established between pre fishery abundance and various environmental parameters suggest that environmental conditions influence the survival of salmon during the first year inthe sea iesmolt production topre fishery abundance These relationships have been established assuming that natural mortality after the first year inthe sea isrelatively lowand stable Itisapparent that the environmental influences may mask the relationship between spawning escapement and pre fishery abundance This will make itdifficult todemonstrate these effects although they are most likely tobecome apparent at lowstock levels 51



4IMPACTS OF FISH FARM ESCAPEES AND SEA RANCHED FISH 41Evaluate the Abundance of Fish Farm Escaoees and Sea Ranched Fish inFisheries and Rivers 411Faroes Fishery Scale samples collected at Faroes have been examined toestimate the proportion of the catch that was of farmed origin Season farmed 1982 8311985 8641989 90441990 91421991192 371992 9327Itappears that the occurrence of escapees inthe Faroes fishery has paralleled trends inproduction of farmed salmon being lowinthe early 1980 sand peaking during the early 1990 s412West Greenland Fishery The proportion of escaped farmed Atlantic salmon at the feeding grounds at West Greenland was estimated tobe11in1991 and 14in1992 413Homewater fisheries and rivers inthe NEAC Area Ranched fish have comprised between 70and 75of the catch inIceland for the past three years and inSweden between 35and 50of the catch has been made upof released fish that are not expected tocontribute tonatural spawning stocks The proportion of farm escapees inhome water fisheries isgreatest inareas where there are large numbers of salmon farms egNorway and west coast of UKScotland InNorway the occurrence of farmed salmon incatches incoastal fisheries in1993 47was comparable tothat inprevious seasons while a20contribution tocatches infjord fisheries was comparable tothat in1992 but higher than the 1989 1991 average 13Data from 1993 from UKScotland were similar toprevious years with highest proportions of farmed fish being reported incatches inthe north and west coastal fisheries 2037and much lower proportions being seen inthe larger east coast fisheries and inthe south west 03These data reflect the geographical location and extent of salmon farming inthose countries Farmed salmon are believed tooccur inmost other countries inthe north east Atlantic but contributions tofisheries are thought tobelowTable 121There have been norecords of farmed fish incatches inFrance Russia and UKEngland and Wales InIreland less than 2of catches were estimated tobeof farm origin although this may beanunderestimate 52



Data onthe contribution of farmed salmon tospawning stocks inthe NEAC Area were available from Norway UKScotland and UKNIreland InNorway sampling of rod catches and broodstock innumerous rivers indicated that in1993 about 4of rod catches and 21of broodstock comprised farmed salmon Both figures are lower than previously observed InUKNIreland 05of fish entering the River Bush were of farm origin No new data are available onthe incidence of fish farm escapees or their progeny infreshwater inUKScotland but itislikely that these fish contribute tospawning populations insome rivers onthe west coast inparticular 414Homewater fisheries and rivers inNAC Area Salmon returning tothe Mactaquac hatchery onthe Saint John River SFA 23were monitored in1990 subsequent toapurported loss of 16000 20000 fish from sea cages There were 221 fish identified asbeing of sea cage origin based onscale patterns and finconditions out of atotal of 3919 large fish counted at the fishway approximately 6of the return The incidence of farm fish inthe Magaguadavic River Canada SFA 23since 1992 isshown below Year ISWMSW farm farm origin origin 1992 238 35201 311193 208 46177 2942Evaluate the enetic disease and Darasite ecolo ical and environmental imDacts of fish farm escaDees and ranched fish onwild stocks 421Genetic impacts Enhanced ranched and farmed salmon have the potential tointeract genetically with wild fish altering the natural balance of genetic population structure through the following mechanisms relaxation of competition selection inadvertent or passive selection selective breeding genetic drift transfer of non local stocks These factors will befurther affected bythe number of fish released or escaping into the wild the stage at which they enter the wild and their relative fitness The factors would normally beexpected toreduce fitness and ithas generally been observed that cultured fish are reproductively inferior Although this will tend toreduce the impact onwild stocks short term adverse effects may still result from single interactions Repeated interactions insucceeding generations will complicate the assessment of the effects 53



Genetically modified salmon may become available for use inaquaculture inthe future The full implications for wild salmon stocks will need tobeassessed The use of triploid stocks insalmon rearing would reduce possibilities for genetic interaction with wild fish 422Disease and parasite impacts Most of the disease organisms present infarmed salmon are also present among wild fish However the aquaculture industry has been responsible for introducing diseases and parasites into some areas with serious detrimental effect onwild stocks Examples include the introduction of Gyrodactylus salaris and furunculosis into Norway Although wild fish are thought tobemore likely toact asareservoir of diseases for farmed fish than vice versa the high frequency of diseases onfarms and the concentrations of pathogens have the potential tocause outbreaks of diseases inwild fish populations Insufficient information isavailable toassess the risks of disease parasite interactions 423Ecological and environmental impacts Reared fish may cause the following ecological and environmental impacts onwild stocks predator attraction and increased predation rates where reared or ranched fish are present among wild fish inadvertent harvesting of wild fish among ranched salmon where groups occur together near the harvesting site local degradation of natural freshwater habitat caused byeffluent from freshwater rearing units These mechanisms have not been widely explored Some effects may extend toother species and may betothe detriment of the genetic population structure inboth species 43Evaluate the imnacts of current hatcherv nractices onwild stocks With the information available ACFM were not inaposition toassess the impacts of current hatchery practices onwild stocks 5EVALUATE GRILSIFICA TION MECHANISMS AND ASSESS THE IMPACT THAT GRILSIFICATION MAY HAVE ONSTOCK ABUNDANCE AND FUTURE SPAWNING REQUIREMENTS ACFM considered the differing trends that may beobserved inthe proportion of stocks that mature asISWfish No trend was evident inthe proportion of grilse inreturns from the River Figgjio Norway 1965 91Inthe North Esk UKScotland the proportion of grilse incatches has increased from about 25in1952 toabout 54



60in1992 while inthe Bush UKNIreland the proportion of grilse has decreased during the period 1974 91InIceland short term changes ingrilse salmon ratios could beexplained bychanges inmarine conditions Climatic changes also appeared toberesponsible for long term changes inthe sea age composition of Icelandic stocks examined although stocks from different areas were differently affected The annual variation inearly maturation for ahatchery dependent stock Penobscot River USA was investigated bycomparing scale circuli patterns Inacohort the fish with the fastest growth rates tended toreturn asgrilse Itwas also found that the maturation fraction was significantly and positively correlated with late summer growth suggesting that growth during this season iscentral tothe determination of the proportion of asmolt class that matures asgrilse 6EVALUATE EVIDENCE FOR RECRUITMENT OVERFISHING OCCURRING ONATLANTIC SALMON POPULATIONS The level of recruitment tothe fishery each year isdependent onthe environmental and ecological conditions experienced bythe young fish between the time they are spawned and when they become available tothe fishery Since these conditions are variable recruitment isalso variable and does not appear tobesimply proportional tothe size of the parent stock There must nevertheless bealevel of spawning stock below which recruitment will beaffected asaresult of lowegg production The likelihood that the stock will fall below this level depends onboth natural and fishing mortality Stocks that have been reduced below this level byfishing are said tobesuffering from recruitment overfishing Whereas time series of stock and recruitment data are available for some salmon stocks the levels of fishing mortality are not generally known Without these values itisnot possible toassess the impacts of fishing mortality onthe spawning stocks ACFM therefore considered evidence from anumber of salmon stocks for cohorts of spawners failing toreplace themselves insucceeding generations asaresult of fishing While this may occur at any level of spawning escapement itisonly likely tobeamatter of concern when this replacement failure occurs with some regularity Overfishing of this form may beconsidered byexamining spawner tospawner relationships onboth aregional basis and for individual rivers Spawner tospawner relationships were derived intwo ways byestimating the number of spawners of agiven sea age either producing or produced bythe spawner cohort of the same sea age ineach year The results are summarised inTable 61Only the 2SW stocks inthe Gulf Region Canada have tended tobeabove replacement level This result suggests that these stocks should have anability toincrease rapidly should environmental conditions become favourable Stocks inmost other areas appear tobereplacing themselves even when they are below target levels However 2SW stocks inLabrador have been below replacement level throughout the period suggesting that they are being seriously overfished 55



Several distinct patterns were readily apparent for the individual stocks Inmost instances spawner tospawner relationships for grilse were stable with about a5050split between points above and below the replacement line This pattern held even instocks where MSW spawners were consistently below target levels For example grilse spawners exceeded replacement in10of 23years for the North Esk UKScotland Figure 61whereas 3SW spawners were below replacement in18of 22years Incontrast spawner recruits for the Nordura River stock Iceland which isfished only inthe river were evenly distributed around the replacement line for both grilse and MSW salmon Figure 62This was also the pattern seen for many North American stocks such asthe River delaTrinite Figure 637EVALUATE THE PROSPECTS OF DEVELOPING PREDICTIVE MODELS OF ANNUAL MIGRATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ATLANTIC SALMON STOCK COMPLEXES ACFM considered anAtlantic salmon migration model intended toexplore the relative role that different factors play inmigration The model simulates the movement of individual fish through sea surface temperature and surface current fields of the North Atlantic The initial results from the model were encouraging with the simulated distribution of fish originating inNorth America being ingeneral agreement with known data from marine surveys and fisheries Figure 71The model asitispresently formulated can beused toevaluate the role of temperature and currents indefining the transoceanic migration of Atlantic salmon However itcan only deal with the directed movement of salmon related toother cues such asgeomagnetic or celestial cues byempirically matching the model output with validation data The geomagnetic field of the earth interms of itsproperties such asfield strength and declination are known toproduce gradients across the North Atlantic Ifthese properties of the field can bedetected byAtlantic salmon much of the directed movement of the migration could beexplained The model could bemodified toallow salmon toorient togeomagnetic field however this orientation would have tobeparameterized inanarbitrary fashion 8EVALUA TETHE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME ATFAROES Information derived from the research fishing programme at Faroes ispresented inSection 1219PROVIDE ACOMPILATION OF MICROT AGFINCLIP AND EXTERNAL TAG RELEASES BYMEMBER COUNTRIES IN1993 Records of tags releases and finclip data were compiled asaseparate report Inexcess of 164million CWTs and 021million external tags were applied toAtlantic salmon in1993 Inaddition 177million salmon were finclipped 173million with adipose finclips only 56



Table 111Nominal catch of Atlantic salmon byCOillltry intonnes rOWld fresh weight 1960 1993 1993 provisional figures Tolal Unreported catche Canada East Well Ireland Norway St PSweden UKUKUKOlher Rep NASCa Inlernat Tolal Vear 5Den Flloes Finland Fance GIld Grid 7Iceland 1349Russia MWell EWSeol and NII2USA 8Caleh Are swale 9Catch 1960 1836 60100 743 1659 1100 40283 143139 17204 1961 1583 127 127 707 1533 790 27232 1185 132 16444 1962 1719 244 125 1459 1935 710 45318 1738 358 18650 1983 1881 468 145 1458 1788 480 23325 1725 308 18576 1964 2069 1539 135 1617 2147 590 36307 1907 377 110725 1965 2116 861 133 1457 2000 590 40320 1593 281 19392 1Calch onRiver Foyle 1966 2369 1370 106 1238 1791 570 36387 1595 287 19750 allocated 50Ireland 1967 2863 1601 146 1463 1980 883 25420 2117 449 1119 8and 50NIreland 1968 2111 51127 162 1413 1514 827 20282 1578 312 1403 9755 2Nollncludlng angling 1969 2202 72210 133 1730 1383 360 22377 1955 267 I893 11540 calch mainly 1SW1970 2323 12216195 1787 1171 448 20527 1392 297 1922 11241 3Includes only those 1971 1992 2689 204 1639 1207 417 18426 1421 234 1471 10719 calches lold Ihrough 1972 1759 93232113 250 1804 1568 462 18442 1727 210 1486 10915 dealell 1973 2434 2850122341 258 1930 1726 772 23450 2006 1112 27533 12748 4Before 1966 sea 1974 2539 2078131917 225 21211 1633 709 32383 1708 184 09373 11941 troul and eacha Ut 1975 2485 2878252030 266 2216 1537 811 26447 1621 164 17475 12209 Included 5oIlotal J1976 2506 4066911175 225 1561 1530 772 25202011 1019 113 08289 9536 5Includes estlmales 1977 2545 40591981420 230 1372 1488 497 10345 1160 110 24192 9495 01ome local IIle and 1978 1545 373720II984 291 1230 1050 476 10349 1323 1411 411311 7650 prior 1019114 bycalch 1979 1287 119 261011395 225 1097 1831 455 12261 1078 9925193 11089 6Includes calches In1980 2680 538 343011194 249 947 1830 664 17380 113 122 55277 10080 Norweg anSea byve11981 2437 1025 2011264 163 685 1656 463 26493 1233 101 6313 9929 hom Denmark Sweden 1982 1798 865 2011077 147 993 1348 354 25288 1092 132 84437 8834 Oermany Norway and 1983 1424 678 5818I310 198 1858 1550 507 328429 1221 1117 13466 8732 Finland 1984 1112 628 46251297 159 1129 1623 593 340345 1013 7822101 Be94 7Includes calche made 1985 1133 568 49227864 217 1595 1581 659 345361 913 982111095 InIhe Well Oleenland 1986 1559 530 372819960 310 1730 1598 608 2554430 1271 109 199247 9247 alea byNorway Faloel 1987 1784 578 49271968 222 1239 1385 584 247302 922 581281122788 10930 Sweden and Denmark lor 1988 1311 243 38324893 398 1874 1078 419 240395 882 114 097718 3248 10988 Ihe yea 1965 1975 1989 1139 364 5214I337 278 1079 905 359 229298 895 142 175893 2277 11170 81993 data are elllmaled 1990 911 13315 6015I274 426 588 930 315 233338 624 94244938 1890 180 350 6828 110m Ihe average oIlhe 1991 711 339570134472 505 404 876 215 I38200 482 55084125 1882 25100 5807 prevlouI lour yearl 1992 522 102377205231 635 630 861 168 1349188 600 890141111 1962 25100 6080 9Ellmates reler 10lealon 1993 367 9211018656 551 895 140 11158214 424 113 063584 1844 25100 5208 ending Ingiven yer5YM 919 2011 59193443 Hll 915 931 295 2382113 693 9915358 2212 7570 10YM 1161 402 53214561 335 1162 1237 441 240328 8110 102 26790 5YM 19811 1992 Mean 10YM 1983 1992 Mean



Table 121Percentage of catches inhomewater fisheries inthe north east Atlantic originating from different countries and from reared sources in1992 Catch bycountry Origin of stock Russia Finland Norway Sweden UKEWUKScot UKNIre Ireland France Iceland Wild Russia 100 Finland 99Norway 756Sweden 146UKEW6210UKScotland 389535UKNIre1and 925Irelarid 80VI France 100 00Iceland 28Reared Escapees 123251Ranched 146a3172afish released for mitigation purposes and not expected tocontribute tospawning catches known tooccur but contribution not estimated catches rare or not known tooccur



Table 122Exploitation rates inhomewater fisheries inthe NEAC area for 1988 92mean and 1993 Country River Wildt Sea age Method Exploitation rate Hatchery 1988 921993 Iceland Ellidaar W1rod 4341Ireland Burrishoole Hall total 6959Norway Imsa W1total 51482total 6980Russia Ponoy Wall total 4710WHall total 7779Wall total 4939Sweden Lagan H1total 79942total 8982UKEngland Wales Dee Wall rod 1212Itchen Wall net 170all rod 4242Test Wall rod 3133UKNorthern Ireland Bush W1net 67412net 4212UKScotland NEsk W1river net 27252river net 281959



Table 3 3 1 Quota options in tonnes for 1994 at West Greenland based on regression forecasts

of fishery abundance The probability levels refer to the pre fishery abundance

levels derived from the probability density function

Probability Proportion of allowable harvest allocated to West Greenland Fna

level 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 1

25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

35 0 5 9 14 19 23 28 33 38 42 47

40 0 14 28 41 55 69 83 97 111 124 138

45 0 25 50 76 101 126 151 177 202 227 252

50 0 34 69 103 137 172 206 241 275 309 344

55 0 43 87 130 174 217 261 304 348 391 435

60 0 55 110 165 220 275 329 384 439 494 549

65 0 64 128 192 256 320 384 448 512 576 640

70 0 75 151 226 302 377 453 528 604 679 754

75 0 87 174 261 347 434 521 608 695 782 869

Spawning Target 193 741

Proportion of target 1 00

Prop NA 0 540

WTISWNA 2 525

WTISWE 2 660

ACF 1 121

M 0 01

60



Table 61Summary of spawner recruit resultant spawners analyses for individual and composite stocks inNorth America and Europe Analyses types refer totracking of offspring from aspawning year class forward or estimation of the number of spawners contributing tothe spawners inyear ibackward Probabilities are exact binomial probabilities under the null hypothesis p05Replacement line Region River Analysis Years Sea Number Number Number Prob type age above below below inPNo rep line rep line last 5yrs above NORTH AMERICA Labrador Composite Back 1983 932SW 0II50Newfoundland Composite Back 1982 932SW 6640613 Quebec Composite Back 1982 932SW 66I0619 Gulf Composite Back 1981 932SW 9410954 Scotia Fundy Composite Back 1980 932SW 7740605 Quebec RdelaTrinite Forward 1980 88ISW3630254 Quebec RdelaTrinite Forward 1980 872SW 4430637 Newfoundland Gander RForward 1974 87ISW7730605 Newfoundland Coone RForward 1974 87ISW5950212 Newfoundland Middle Brook Forward 1974 87ISW5930212 Newfoundland Biscay Bay RForward 1974 87ISW6850395 Newfoundland Humber RBack 1979 93ISW7820500 EUROPE Iceland RNordura Forward 1962 88ISW151220779 Iceland RNordura Forward 1962 87MSW 141220721 Scotland RNorth Esk Forward 1963 85ISW101300339 Scotland RNorth Esk Forward 1963 852SW 61740017 Scotland RNorth Esk Forward 1963 843SW 41850002 France RScorff Back 1970 93MSW 81650076 Finland RTeno Forward 1979 85ISW7001000 Finland RTeno Forward 1979 842SW 5II0984 Finland RTeno Forward 1979 833SW 2330500 Finland RTeno Forward 1979 824SW 1330313 Russia RTuloma Forward 1982 84lSW4110969 Russia RTuloma Forward 1982 84MSW 0330125 61



Figure 121Nominal catch of salmon and number of fishing vessels at Faores for the fishing seasons 1981 1982 to1992 1993 800 140 700 30600 500 iacQJ u400 I20ca0J300 0200 110zI100 oI01981182 1983 841985 861987 881989 901991 92Fishing season IoCatch Vessels IFigure 122Catch per unit of effort 1000 hooks inside the Faores EEZ for the fishing seasons 1981 1982 to1992 1993 908070g60cg50o40ii1o1198111982 198311984 198511986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 F1Shing season 62



140 120 co100 0l00Q80CcocQuQ60aflcoUco40u20Figure 131Retained catch expressed asapercentage of quotas for the recreational fishery inNewfoundland Labrador bySFA Quotas numbers shown inparenthesis for each SFA63
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Figure 133Return rates of hatchery smolts tohomewaters as1SWand MSW salmon for the Penobscot River USA 3yr running mean 01J081l 071l E060c0clQi 04ac1l 0301l a0201oI1969 I1971 1973 1975 I1977 1979 1981 Year lt1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 I1SW MSW 65



Figure 321Estimated pre fishery abundance of non maturing 1SWsalmon from North America 1974 92solid line with maximum and minimum estimates dashed lines 900 800 700 en600 000Qu500 ctO0CJ0tO400 QcenIQ300 a200 100 om00m0NMm00m0N00000000000000000000mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmor or or or 66



Figure 61Comparison of spawners inyear ixaxis with cumulative spawners produced yaxis for lSW2SW and 3SW salmon inNorth Esk Scotland Years represent the year of the spawner Diagona11ine represents replacement of the spawners



Figure 62Comparison of spawners inyear ixaxis with cumulative spawners produced inyear i5for 1SWsalmon and year i6for 2SW yaxes inthe Nordura River western Iceland Years represent the year of the spawner Diagonal line represents replacement of the spawners 0Nordura River Salmon Returns 000 tc800 onnoe0l0c600 ICo D20c400 00010oelao onINo IIJI200 0u00200 400 oo800 1000 IISalmon Spa wncn inYoar i68



Figure 63Comparison of spawners inyear ixaxis ithcumulative spawners produced yaxis for ISWand 2SW salmon inthe River delaTrinite Years represent the year of the spawner Diagonal line represents replacement of the spawners River delaTrinite 2SW Spawners 600 lItD00ese400 100 u110 Qo 300 112 In200 014017 C10100 IS0v0100 200 300 400 00600 2SW Spwnon inYear IRiver de1aTrinite 1SWSpawners 2000 IeoGloll lIS500 ISo 100130 onolt 1000 0101f1t110 011 oo500 1000 1500 2000 lSWSpurn ninYou i69



Figure 71Distribution of southern North American stocks during 1SWsummer from migration model Dot size increases with larger numbers of fish DcoUQcJcoJ20c1030o11102030Longitude Code 70



APPENDIX 1DECISION OF THE COUNCIL OF NASCO TOREQUEST SCIENTIFIC ADVICE FROM ICES 1With respect toAtlantic salmon ineach Commission area where relevant adescribe the events of the 1993 fisheries with respect tocatches including unreported catches gear effort composition and origin of the catch and rates of exploitation bdescribe the status of the stocks occurring inthe Commission area and where possible evaluate escapement against targets cspecify data deficiencies and research needs 2Evaluate the following management measures onthe stocks and fisheries occurring inthe respective Commission areas aquota management measures and closures implemented after 1991 inthe Canadian commercial salmon fisheries bthe suspension of commercial fishing activity at Faroes 3With respect tothe fishery inthe West Greenland Commission area acontinue development of the model used inproviding advice oncatch quotas inrelation tostock abundance bestimate the pre fishery abundance of non maturing ISWsalmon at the time of the fishery cprovide catch options with anassessment of risks relative tothe management objective of achieving various levels of target spawning escapement ddescribe which stocks make the greatest numerical contributions of salmon tothe fishery eevaluate the relationship between spawning escapement and subsequent pre fishery abundance 4Evaluate the abundance of fish farm escapees and sea ranched fish infisheries and rivers and the genetic disease and parasite ecological and environmental impacts of these fish onthe wild stocks and any impacts from current hatchery practices 5Evaluate grilsification mechanisms and assess the impact that grilsification may have onstock abundance and future spawning requirements 6Evaluate evidence for recruitment overfishing occurring onAtlantic salmon populations 71



7Evaluate the prospects of developing predictive models of annual migration and distribution of Atlantic salmon stock complexes 8Evaluate the results of the research programme at Faroes 9With respect toAtlantic salmon inthe NASCa area provide acompilation of microtag of microtag fmclip and external tag releases byICES Member Countries in1993 72



APPENDIX 2NEW MANAGEMENT MEASURES FOR CANADIAN COMMERCIAL FISHERIES IN1993 1The 5year moratorium which was placed onthe commercial fishery ininsular Newfoundland in1992 continued Fishing was permitted inLabrador Salmon Fishing Areas SFA 12and 14B Quotas inSFAs 2and 14B were reduced from those of 1992 by90tinSFA 2and 5tinSFA 14B Quotas for the Newfoundland and Labrador commercial fishery for 1993 and previous years are shown below Year SFA1SFA2 SFA2 SFA 2SFA14B North South Total 1990 80200 50101991 8065135 200 151992 8060120 180 131993 802763908allowance catch anestimate of expected catch and not alimitation onallowable harvest The 1990 quota of 50twas for all of SFA 14there was also asupplementary quota of 10tfor SFA 14B Avoluntary commercial salmon charr license buy back program was implemented for fishermen inSFA 1Fishermen were allowed toapply for the buy back until October 311993 but the value of catch taken during 1993 was tobesubtracted from their compensation 2InQuebec the commercial fishery inareas Q7 and most of Q8 was closed in1993 The quota inQ8 was reduced to150 salmon for the remaining 4fishermen Inarea Q9 the number of fishermen and quota were slightly reduced 90fishermen had acombined quota of 15175 salmon The following were new management measures for recreational fisheries in1993 1While the seasonal bag limit for the recreational fishery of Newfoundland Labrador Nova Scotia and New Brunswick remained at 8fish SFAs 116and 1823and inPrince Edward Island at 7fish SFA 17the daily limit was reduced from 2to1fish inNewfoundland and Labrador Most rivers of the inner Bay of Fundy SFA 22and parts of SFA 23were not opened torecreational fishing for conservation reasons As aresult of lowreturns tomany rivers inAtlantic Canada in1993 some rivers were closed toexploitation for either the whole or part of the season As inprevious years large salmon could beretained aspart of seasonal and daily limits only inLabrador SFAs 12and 14B and inQuebec QI Qll 2Quotas continued inthe recreational fishery of Newfoundland and Labrador and these were generally increased from 1992 These quotas were subdivided into early and late seasons and asthe quota for each time period within each SFAwas reached the retention of salmon inthe recreational fishery was not permitted for all rivers of that SFA only hook and release fishing was allowed thereafter Some rivers of SFAs 1113and 14were managed byindividual river quotas 73



APPENDIX 3

COMPUTATION OF CATCH ADVICE FOR WEST GREENLAND

The North American Spawning Target SpT for 2SW salmon has been set at 193 741 fish

This number must be divided by the survival rate for the fish from the time of the West

Greenland fishery to their return of the fish to home waters 11 months to give the Spawning
Target Reserve SpR Thus

Eq 1 SpR SpT exp11 M where M 0 01

The Maximum Allowable Harvest MAH may be defined as the number of non maturing
1 SW fish that are available for harvest This number is calculated by subtracting the

Spawning Target Reserve from the pre fishery abundance PFA

Eq 2 MAH PFA SpR

To provide catch advice for West Greenland it is then necessary to decide on the proportion
of the MAH to be allocated to Greenland fNA The allowable harvest of North American
non maturing ISW salmon at West Greenland NAlSW may then be defined as

Eq 3 NAlSW f NA MAR

The estimated number of European salmon that will be caught at West Greenland ElSW
will depend upon the harvest of North American fish and the proportion of the fish in the

West Greenland fishery that originate from North America PropNA Because there are no

samples for 1993 simple exponential smoothing of the observed 1978 1992 values of PropNA
is used to generate a forecast for 1994 Thus

Eq 4 ElSW NAlSW PropNA NA1SW

To convert the numbers of North American and European ISW salmon into total catch at

West Greenland in metric tonnes it is necessary to incorporate the mean weights of salmon

for North America WT1SWNA and Europe WT1SWE and an adjustment for the age

composition of the catch ACF The quota in tonnes at Greenland is then estimated as

Eq 5 Quota NA1SW WT1SWNA E1SW WT1SWE ACFIlOOO

where

WT1SWNA mean weight kg of North American salmon at Greenland the

1994 value was forecasted as described below

WT1SWE mean weight kg of European salmon at Greenland the 1994

value was forecasted as described below

ACF age correction factor for multi sea winter salmon at Greenland

based on the total weight of salmon caught divided by the

weight of ISW salmon
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Mean weights by continent WTISWNA WTISWE and the age correction factor ACF for

1994 were forecasted from the 1978 1992 observations The exponentially smoothed values

were based on estimation of an optimal smoothing coefficient and are given in Section 33
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ANNEX 8

CNL 94 58

DECISION OF THE COUNCIL TO REQUEST SCIENTIFIC ADVICE

FROM ICES

1 With respect to Atlantic salmon in each Commission area where relevant

a describe the events of the 1994 fisheries with respect to catches including
unreported catches gear effort composition and origin of the catch including
fish farm escapees and sea ranched fish and rates of exploitation

b describe the status of the stocks including the contribution to these stocks of

fish farm escapees and sea ranched fish occurring in the Commission area

and where possible evaluate spawning escapement against targets
c specify data deficiencies and research needs

2 Evaluate the effects of the following management measures on the stocks and fisheries

occurring in the respective Commission areas

a quota management and closures implemented after 1991 10 the Canadian

commercial salmon fisheries

b the suspension of commercial fishing activity at Faroes

c the suspension of commercial fishing activity at West Greenland

3 With respect to the fishery in the West Greenland Commission area

a provide catch options with an assessment of risks relative to the management

objective of achieving target spawning escapement
b review the target spawning level in US rivers in the light of the present

condition of the rivers and the stocks

4 With respect to fisheries and stocks in the North East Atlantic Commission area

a provide estimates of spawning targets for optimal production
b develop methods which could be used in providing advice on catch quotas in

relation to stock abundance and if possible provide catch options

5 Report on significant research developments which might assist NASCa with the

management of salmon stocks with special reference to

a the impacts of fish farm escapees and sea ranched fish on the wild stocks

b criteria for identifying recruitment overfishing of Atlantic salmon

c predictive models of annual migration and distribution of Atlantic salmon stock

complexes
d biological such as maturation predation forage base and environmental such

as oceanographic productivity variables which provide interpretation of trends

in salmon abundance

6 With respect to Atlantic salmon in the NASCa area provide a compilation of

microtag finclip and external tag releases by ICES Member Countries in 1994
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CNL 94 15

CATCH STATISTIC RETURNS BY THE PARTIES

1 The Official Catch Statistics as submitted by the Parties are tabulated overleaf Table
1 The figures for 1993 are provisional These catch statistics rounded to the nearest

tonne will be used to calculate the contributions to NASCa for 1995 unless the

Secretary is advised otherwise

2 Under Article 12 of the Convention the Secretary shall compile and disseminate
statistics and reports concerning salmon stocks subject to the Convention Table 2

presents catch statistics for the period 1960 1993 by Party to the NASCa Convention

3 Tables 1 and 2 are set out in the format for the presentation of catch statistics which
was agreed by the Council at its Fifth Annual Meeting A further more detailed
record of catch statistics during the period 1960 1993 is provided for information

only in paper CNL 94 16

Secretary
Edinburgh
13 May 1994
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TABLE 1OFFICIAL CATCH STATISTICS 00PROVISIONAL PROVISIONAL 1993 CATCH ACCORDING TOSEA AGE CONFIRMED 1992 1993 CATCH CATCH TONNES TONNES ISWMSW TOTAL NOWT NOWT NOWT CANADA 364 150 214 364 520 DENMARK inrespect of 33260 Faroe Islands and Greenland FAROE ISLANDS 215415 215415 2123GREENLAND 12237 EUROPEAN UNION 1288 11506 FINLAND 7011157 178180 5319337 7077ICELAND 656 185 461 467 32188 189 217 649 656 635 8NORWAY 867 NANANA867 RUSSIAN FEDERATION 140 27790 4317599 9745389 140 166 SWEDEN 5610540 236369 3316909 5649UNITED STATES OF 0617003135 054152 0607AMERICA Breakdown of the Faroese catch according tosea age isfor the 1992193 season and excludes tagged fish The Faroese fishery was subject toacompensation agreement in1992 and 1993 The Greenland fishery was subject toacompensation agreement in1993 Because of changes tothe system of collection of catch statistics inNorway the 1993 catch isnot yet available The provisional 1992 catch of 867 tonnes has been used until the actual catch issubmitted



TABLE 2CATCHES OF ATLANTIC SALMON BYTHE PARTIES TOTHE NASCO CONVENTION 00tvCANADA DENMARK EUROPEAN FINLAND ICELAND NORWAY RUSSIAN SWEDEN USA UNION FEDERATION 1960 1636 602683 100 1576 1100 4011961 1583 127 2331 127 1456 790 2711962 1719 244 3946 125 1838 710 4511963 1861 466 3889 145 1697 480 2311964 2069 1539 4283 135 2040 590 3611965 2116 861 3726 133 1900 590 4011966 2369 1338 3582 106 1823 570 3611967 2863 1600 4524 146 2058 883 2511968 2111 1167 3660 162 1752 827 150 11969 2202 2350 4428 133 2083 360 7611970 2323 2354 4099 195 1861 448 5211971 1992 2511 3804 204 1847 417 3511972 1759 2146 4221 32250 1976 462 3811973 2434 2402 4580 50256 2126 772 7331974 2539 1945 4416 76225 1973 709 5711975 2485 2086 4473 76266 1754 811 5621976 2506 1479 2910 66225 1530 772 4511977 2545 1652 3006 59230 1488 497 1021978 1545 1159 3070 37291 1050 476 1041979 1287 1694 2543 26225 1831 455 1231980 2680 2052 2593 34249 1830 664 1761981 2437 2602 2532 44163 1656 463 2661982 1798 2609 2523 83147 1348 354 2561983 1424 1433 3509 78198 1550 507 2811984 1112 997 2290 73159 1623 593 4021985 1133 1430 2989 49217 1561 659 4521986 1559 1490 3524 38330 1597 608 5321987 1784 1539 2593 49250 1385 559 4711988 1311 1136 2833 34412 1076 419 4011989 1139 701 2450 52277 905 359 2921990 912 542 1645 59426 930 316 3321991 711 533 1139 69505 877 215 3811992 520 260 1506 77636 867 166 4911993 364 331288 70656 867 140 561NOTES Inrespect of the Faroe Islands and Greenland 1The EUcatch consists of the sum of the catches of the present members of the Union for which data are available 2The catch for Denmark inrespect of the Faroe Islands and Greenland includes the catch for Greenland when itwas amember of the European Union and the catches upto1983 byDenmark 3Figures from 1986 onare the official catch returns toNASCO Figures to1986 are based ondata contained inthe ICES Working Group Reports 4The Faroese fishery was subject toacompensation agreement in1991 1993 The West Greenland fishery was subject toacompensation agreement in1993 5The 1993 catch statistics for Norway are not yet available sothe provisiona11992 catch of 867 tonnes has been used
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CNL 94 18

SUMMARY OF MICROTAG FINCLIP AND

EXTERNAL TAG RELEASES IN 1993

1 The annual summary of the information on tagging programmes conducted by the

Parties in 1993 is attached as Table 1 In excess of 3 6 million fish were either tagged
or marked prior to release during 1993 of which 45 5 were microtagged 48 8

were finclipped principally adipose clips 5 5 were tagged with external tags

principally Carlin tags and less than 0 1 were branded or dyemarked
Approximately 168 million fish bore auxiliary marks principally adipose clips used

in conjunction with microtagging Thus a total of approximately 34 million adipose
clipped fish were released in 1993 of which approximately 16 million carried

microtags Out of the total of 3 6 million marked fish released approximately 98 7

were of hatchery origin

2 Table 2 presents a comparison of the tagging programmes in 1992 and 1993 The

1993 figure of 3 6 million released marked fish is almost 20 lower than the number

released the previous year There was a large reduction almost 50 in the number
of wild fish tagged in 1993 compared to 1992 There were reductions in all types of

tagging or marking in 1993 compared to the previous year

Secretary
Edinburgh
16 May 1994
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TABLE 1SUMMARY OF 1993 TAG RELEASES BYPARTY MARKING METHOD PARTY ORIGIN AUXILIARY TAGS BRANDS FINCLIPS EXTERNAL DYEMARKS MARKS MICROTAGS TAGS ETC FlNCLIPS ETC CANADA Hatchery 21757 977 076 24478 Wild 7213 148 Mixed 1229 16TOTAL 30199 977 076 24642 EUROPEAN Hatchery 626 687 8841 1436 482 306 628 523 UNION Wild 20545 6890 848 23822 Mixed 124 124 TOTAL 647 232 15855 2284 482 306 652 469 FINLAND Hatchery Wild 93TOTAL 93ICELAND Hatchery 311 350 311 350 Wild 2797 1353 2797 TOTAL 314 147 1353 314 147 NORWAY Hatchery 66000 138 117 156 000 66000 Wild 4370 TOTAL 66000 142 487 156 000 66000 RUSSIAN Hatchery 2000 93800 FEDERATION Wild TOTAL 2000 93800 SWEDEN Hatchery 6956 Wild TOTAL 6956 USA Hatchery 619 330 186 60158 619 330 Wild 1840 821840 Mixed TOTAL 621 170 268 60158 621 170 TOTAL Hatchery 1623 367 177 857 1436 1769 340 1649 681 Wild 25182 20001 848 28607 Mixed 1353 140 TOTAL 1648 549 199 211 2284 1769 340 1678 428 Either not differentiated into hatchery or wild fish or origin unknown 85



TABLE 2COMPARISON OF 1992 AND 1993 TAGGING PROGRAMMES 1992 1993 CHANGE MICROT AGS Hatchery 1776 870 1623 367 86Wild 65634 25182 616TOTAL 1842 504 1648 549 105EXTERNAL TAGS Hatchery 290 079 177 857 387Wild 21928 20001 88Mixed 2386 1353 433TOTAL 314 393 199 211 367BRANDS DYE MARKS Hatchery 13061 1436 890Wild 848 TOTAL 13061 2284 825FINCLIPS Hatchery 2329 076 1769 340 240Wild 4060 TOTAL 2333 136 1769 340 242TOTAL HATCHERY 4409 086 3572 000 190WILD 91622 46031 497MIXED 2386 1353 433TOTAL 4503 094 3619 384 19686
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CNL 94 19

NASCO TAG RETURN INCENTIVE SCHEME

INTRODUCTION

1 Since its inception on a trial basis in 1989 the NASCa Tag Return Incentive Scheme

has been funded by the United States of America The prizes to be awarded this year
for tags returned during 1993 will be the last to be funded in this way The existence

of the Scheme has undoubtedly brought benefits to the Organization in terms of

favourable public relations and scientific assessments indicate that in some cases there

has been an increase in reporting rate since the Scheme was established We are

grateful to the United States for funding the Scheme during the trial period At its

1993 Meeting the Council decided that the Scheme would continue and would be

funded by the Organization from its own resources

1993 AWARDS

2 The 1993 awards generally received good coverage in the media The Grand Prize

was presented to Mr P L Williams at a reception hosted by the National Rivers

Authority in Chester We received good publicity in the local press There was also

good publicity for the Commission prizes At the end of the trial period prizes have

been awarded in all participating North Atlantic countries and it would be fair to

assume that given the publicity received awareness of the need to and benefits of

returning scientific tags has increased

1994 AWARDS

3 In accordance with the Rules of the Scheme the participating Parties were requested
to provide by 1 May a list of names and addresses of persons returning eligible
external tags during the period I January 31 December 1993 Details of the country
in which the tag was recaptured were also requested in order that each tag could be

allocated to the appropriate Commission area A total of 1894 eligible tags were

returned and entered into the draw for the Grand Prize This is an increase over the

number entered in the 1993 draw of 4 5 1012 16 and 866 eligible tags were

entered into the draws in the North American West Greenland and North East

Atlantic Commissions respectively The draw will be made by the auditors to

NASCa in accordance with the Rules of the Scheme The winner of the 2500 prize
will be announced by the President at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Council

The winners of the prizes in each Commission area will be announced by the

Chairman of the respective Commissions

FUTURE OF THE SCHEME

4 At its Tenth Annual Meeting the Council considered the future of the Scheme and

decided that it would continue with the awards At present the Scheme offers 31

prizes ranging in value from 100 2500 Each Commission offers 10 prizes and

a Grand Prize is awarded by the Council However in recent years there have been

major changes in the fisheries in the North Atlantic as a result of the compensation
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agreements for the Greenland and Faroese fisheries and of the management measures

introduced in homewaters In particular the compensation arrangement for the West

Greenland fishery means that with the exception of a small subsistence fishery there

will be no fishing in the West Greenland Commission area Given these changes it

may be appropriate to move away from the existing prize structure to one in which

prizes are awarded by the Council for the entire Convention area

5 It was agreed by the Council that the costs of the Scheme should in future be borne

by the Organization from its own resources The total prize money awarded in the

Scheme at present is 13 600 approximately 9 000 or 3 of the Organization s

budget The greatest publicity is understandably obtained for the large prizes and it
would therefore be proposed to retain these It would seem to be possible to

maintain the influence of the Scheme and minimise its cost by eliminating the smaller

prizes A number of possible options for prizes exist but the following retains the

large prizes while having only a minor impact on the Organization s budget

Grand Prize

Second Prize

Third Prize

Fourth Prize

Fifth Prize

2500

1500

1000

750

500

The total prize money under this proposal would be 6 250 or approximately 4 200
and this amount has been included in the 1995 Draft Budget The Prizes would be
on a North Atlantic scale and not allocated by Commission as in the past

6 Since its inception the Scheme has applied only to external tags However the

majority of tags applied in the North Atlantic area are microtags with external tags
accounting for less than 15 of all tags applied in 1992 While some microtag
recovery programmes involve screening of commercial catches by scientists other

systems of recovery rely on fishermen identifying adipose clipped fish and advising
the appropriate authorities who then inspect the fish If a tag is found a reward is

paid although in some cases rewards may be paid even if a tag is not present While
it may not be possible or desirable to offer rewards for microtags recovered from

screening programmes indeed there may be disadvantages as valuable information has
been obtained from screening programmes which are free from the problems of
variable reporting rates it would be possible to extend the Scheme to cover microtags
which had already received rewards from the national authorities if the Council

thought it desirable

7 The views of the Council are sought on these proposals On the assumption that the
revised awards above are acceptable revisions to the Rules of the Scheme would be

necessary and the proposed modifications are attached If the Council wished to

extend the Scheme to cover microtags further changes to Rule 4 would also be

necessary

Secretary
Edinburgh
13 May 1994
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DRAFT REVISED RULES OF THE NASCO TAG RETURN

INCENTIVE SCHEME

1 The objectives of the Scheme are to encourage and improve the return of tags and

recapture information

2 Participation by the Parties in the NASCO Tag Return Incentive Scheme is on a

voluntary basis

3 The Council will review the operation of the Scheme at three year intervals

4 The Scheme will initially apply only to individually identifiable external tags Only
tags returned to the appropriate official agency of a NASCO member Party and

deemed to be legitimate by the official agency will be eligible The authorities where

the tag originates report the tag to NASCO

5 The Secretary will in December prior to the year when the prizes will be awarded

request each Party wishing to participate to send a list of the names and addresses of

eligible participants who have returned tags during the calendar year ending on 31

December A Party may choose to submit only a list of eligible tag numbers for each

Commission area as long as that Party knows the identity of the tag holder and can

supply this information in the event of the tag winning an award The Secretary will

request that this be provided to NASCO by 1 May Only tag returns received by that

date will be eligible

6 All tag returns will be subject to a random selection procedure in which they will be

mixed in one closed container and five tags will be selected blind The procedure will

be scrutinised by a representative of the auditor to NAsca The persons who returned

the selected tags will receive awards as follows

The First selected will win an award of 2500

The Second selected will win an award of 1500

The Third selected will win an award of 1000

The Fourth selected will win an award of 750

The Fifth selected will win an award of 500

The awards will be announced by the President at the Annual Meeting of the Council

7 The Secretary will send cheques to the winners within 60 days of the announcement

of the awards The Secretary will circulate a list of winners to the Parties

8 In the event of any dispute by a participant in this Scheme the decision of the

Secretary shall be final
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CNL 94 20

DATABASE OF SALMON RIVERS FLOWING INTO THE NASCO

CONVENTION AREA

1 At its Sixth Annual Meeting the Council decided to establish a database of all salmon

rivers flowing into the Convention area with an indication of their status A format

for provision of the information was agreed in 1990 Appendix 1 and the information

was requested from the Parties on 13 March 1991

2 Last year it was reported that returns had been received from four Parties 921 rivers

Since then information from one other Party has been received and incorporated in the

database In addition to the basic information requested Le river name location

category and information on the cause of loss or threats to the salmon stocks

additional information on the size of the rivers expressed as either catchment area or

mean annual flow and on catch has been provided in some cases

3 In total information on 987 rivers has now been included in the database and the

percentage of rivers in each category is illustrated in Figure 1 Of these rivers about

71 1 are categorised as being not threatened with loss However a total of 7 6

of the rivers have lost their natural stock of salmon and a further 15 are considered

to be threatened with loss For these rivers the most commonly identified threats were

deterioration of water quality including acidification water regulation and

abstraction diseases and parasites introductions and transfers including escapes from

fish farms high marine mortality and over exploitation including illegal fishing
It should be remembered however that the information presented here is based on

data for five Parties and it may not therefore be representative of the North Atlantic

as a whole

4 Last year the President encouraged the Parties to provide the relevant information to

the Secretary as soon as possible so that work on this important initiative may

proceed Once information has been received from all the Parties a comprehensive
review of all salmon rivers flowing into the North Atlantic will be prepared so that

progress in the conservation restoration and enhancement of salmon stocks can be

monitored

Secretary
Edinburgh
12 April 1994
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NAsca Rivers Database Figure 1Proportion of Rivers inEach Category 0wThreatened With Loss 15000Restored 2400Maintained 1000Lost 7600Status Unknown 2800Not Threatened With Loss 71100Sample size 987



Aooendix 1NASCO SALMON RIVERS DATABASE FORMAT FOR SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION CLASSIFICA TIdN OF RIVERS Ariver isnamed asthe main stem of the syste1 of rivers and tributaries at the point within the NASCa Convention area where itreacheJ the sea Atributary isdefined asany river or stream which does not flow directly into th6 sea but flows into ariver asdefined above CATEGORY 1LOST Rivers inwhich there isnonatural or maintained stock of salmon but which are known tohave contained salmon inthe past CATEGORY 2MAINTAINED Rivers inwhich there isnonatural stock of salmon which are known tohave contained salmon inthe past but inwhich asalmon stbck isnow only maintained through human intervention CATEGORY 3RESTORED Rivers inwhich the natural stock of salmon isknown tohave been lost inthe past but inIwhich there isnow aself sustaining stock ofi salmon asaresult of restoration efforts or natural recolonization CATEGORY 4THREATENED WITH LOSS Rivers inwhich there isathreat tothe natural Istock of salmon which would lead toloss of the stock unless the factor scausing the threat isare removed ICATEGORY 5NOT THREATENED WITH LOSS Rivers inwhich the natural salmon stocks are hot considered tobethreatened with loss asdefined inCategory 4IINFORMATION REOUIRED Aform for the return of information isattaChed For each river details of the river name itscategory and locational information latitude ahd longitude bearings for the point at which itenters the sea are requested Inaddition ase6tion for other information has been included Itwould beuseful ifthe following information inparticular could beprovided ifavailable Category 1Information onthe cause and approximate date of the loss Category 2Information onthe cause and approximate date of the loss prior tothe stock being maintained IInformation onthe cause and aPl roximate date of the loss prior torestoration Information onthe nature of the threat stothe salmon stock Details of any major losses kno vntohave occurred within these rivers egmajor tributaries lost tosalmon production Inthe case of Categories 4and 5itwould beJseful ifthose stocks which are considered tobeof particular conservation value could beidbtified Inthe case of border and cross border rivers JCh Party should provide information I94Category 3Category 4Category 5



SALMON RIVERS DATABASE RETURN FORM 0Vl PARTY COUNTRY REGION STATE Category River Name Location Other Information Latitude Longitude
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CNL 9423ECONOMIC VALUE OF ATLANTIC SALMON 1For anumber of years the Council of NASCO has reviewed the literature concerning the economic value of Atlantic salmon Previous reviews have suggested that the economic value of the wild salmon stocks inthe North Atlantic Ocean might beinthe region of 35billion This isof course quite separate from the other non monetary aspects of their value such associal factors relating toemployment recreation and leisure and symbolic aspects Itwas agreed that the Council should bekept informed of economic assessments Since last year one further study oneconomic aspects of Atlantic salmon has been sent tothe Secretariat bythe USdelegation and this isbriefly reviewed Inaddition initial information has been obtained onthe economic value of farmed salmon and this ispresented for comparison 2Inthe USworking paper Clark and Ditton 1992 reviewed the available literature onthe social and economic benefits of Atlantic salmon inNew England Incolonial times itisstated that atotal of 300 000 salmon may have entered at least 28New England rivers compared toonly 7rivers which today support stable but small populations From 1960 1986 over 101 million was spent onthe restoration effort inNew England and expected costs of planned restoration efforts tothe year 2012 are estimated tobe162 million using a4discount rate The success of restoration efforts isclearly evident inthe Penobscot River where 60of all Atlantic salmon angling inMaine occurs The review also refers tothe value of the resource tonon anglers even acentury ago referring toanewspaper article from 1879 which stated that hundreds of people travelled toobserve eight adult salmon lying inapool inthe Pemigewassett River The review also refers tosurveys which showed that the willingness topay for salmon restoration far exceeded the expected costs and that only 14of those surveyed were prepared toaccept asaving of between 1600 for discontinuing the restoration work The total expenditure related toAtlantic salmon fishing onthe Penobscot was estimated tobe32million using the travel cost method while avalue of 335 468 was obtained using the contingent valuation method questionnaire The authors of the review concluded that there was little agreement onthe economic value estimates that could beused insupport of Atlantic salmon conservation and since most fisheries managers are not economists there isaneed for areview that isunderstandable and useful inaddressing the issues facing the restoration effort 3As reported previously care should beused ininterpretation of these data since there are many facets tothe salmon svalue which have not been assessed and because many of the assessments concern only expenditure estimates and not assessment of willingness topay 4Last year itwas proposed that information onthe economic aspects of salmon farming might usefully beobtained for comparison since infuture difficult decisions might have tobemade about the relations between wild and farmed salmon The information available from the Federation Europeene delaSalmoniculture PES isprovided below 98



1993 Ex farm

Country Production value kg Total Ex farm value

Canada 11 115

Faroe Islands 16 000

France 500

Iceland 2 348

Ireland 12 000 4 6 55 2 Million

Norway 170 000 4 0 5 7 680 969 million

Spain 2 000

Sweden 350

United Kingdom 48 791 5 13 2503 million

USA 6 755

TOTAL 269 859 985 5 1274 5 million

Source Report of the Working Group on North Atlantic Salmon CNL 94 12

Federation Europeene de la Salmoniculture

Ex farm valueskg were only provided by FES for three countries However on the

basis of the proportion of the total production in those countries the total annual ex

fann value of fanned salmon production in the North Atlantic area can be estimated

to be 1153 1491 million It is clearly a very valuable product which has had marked

economic impact on the small wild fish production Salmon farming now produces
75 times the harvest of wild fish and while the wild fish still attracts a premium price
in most countries the advent of fanned salmon has reduced the price obtained for wild

fish particularly where these fish are frozen before marketing This has had an

impact on the pattern and level of exploitation of the wild stocks

5 It is clear from this brief review that both fanned and wild salmon generate
considerable economic benefits They create employment often in remote rural areas

where there are limited alternative opportunities For example figures provided by
the Irish Salmon Growers Association indicate that the Irish salmon and sea reared
rainbow trout industry employed the full time equivalent of 750 people Employment
figures for Ireland indicate that all forms of angling generate about 1400 jobs
approximately half of the expenditure on angling was by game anglers Whelan and

Marsh 1988 It is clear that there have been some benefits to the wild stocks from
salmon farming and that the salmon fanning industry depends on the well being of the
wild stocks to supply its future genetic base and for marketing reasons There are

therefore good economic reasons for safeguarding the future of both activities through
sustainable aquaculture

6 On a very crude basis the figures here might suggest that the economic value of the
wild stocks could be two or three times the value of salmon aquaculture Such

comparisons are however extremely difficult and liable to different interpretation
There is still a need for a consistent methodology for assessing the economic value
of the resource

Secretary
Edinburgh
1 June 1994
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CNL 94 24

RETURNS UNDER ARTICLES 14 AND 15 OF THE CONVENTION

The form for the return of information relevant to the period 1 January 31 December 1993

was circulated on 26 January 1994 for completion by the Parties All Parties were requested
to complete and return the form even if there had been no changes since the last notification

Where changes have been notified under Article 15 the Laws Regulations and Programmes
concerned have been lodged with the Secretariat and this information will be incorporated into
the Laws Regulations and Programmes database Copies of the detailed submissions are

available from the Secretariat A summary of the new actions taken under Articles 14 and

15 of the Convention is attached At the time of preparation of this paper information has
not been received from all of the EUs member states which have salmon interests

Secretary
Edinburgh
12 May 1994
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ARTICLE 141ACTIONS TAKEN TOMAKE EFFECTIVE THE PROVISIONS OF THE CONVENTION Article 14paragraph 111The prohibition of fishing for salmon beyond 12nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea ismeasured Article 2paragraph 240nautical miles at West Greenland Area of fisheries jurisdiction of the Faroe Islands Norwav The Norwegian coastguard has continued the inspection of the high seas area and notified the Directorate for Nature Management of any sightings The coastguard authorities also participated inaninternational meeting concerning problems of supervising fishing activities ininternational areas of the Norwegian sea Pursuant tothe new Salmon Act adopted onMay 151992 49Norwegian citizens fishing salmon onthe high seas can besentenced toupto2years inprison This frame of penalties isamarked increase compared tothe former lawupto3months USA Cable traffic from the USDepartment of State regarding the alleged continuation of fishing activities ininternational waters bynon contracting Parties toNASCO 12Inviting the attention of States not party tothe Convention toany matter relating tothe activities of the vessels of that State which appears toaffect adversely the salmon stocks subject tothe Convention Article 2paragraph 3Canada Continued todraw attention of Poland and Panama todesirability of signing NASCO Protocol onhigh seas fishing asurged indiplomatic notes sent following adoption of Protocol in1992 Norway The Norwegian Ministry for Foreign Affairs has informed the authorities inPoland about the importance of signing the Protocol onfishing onthe high seas Poland has indicated anintention of improving itsnational legal basis making itpossible tosign the Protocol 103



13Measures tominimise the bycatches of salmon originating inthe rivers of the other member Article 7paragraph 2North American Commission members only Canada The commercial quotas insouthern Labrador were reduced from 193t in1992 to98t in1993 thereby reducing incidental catches of Atlantic salmon bycommercial fishermen 14Alteration infishing patterns inamanner which results inthe initiation of fishing or increase incatches of salmon originating inthe rivers of another Party except with the consent of the latter Article 7paragraph 3North American Commission members only NONEW ACTIONS 104



2ACTIONS TAKEN TOIMPLEMENT REGULATORY MEASURES UNDER ARTICLE 13Article 14paragraph 1NONEW ACTIONS 105



ARTICLE 15

3 LAWS REGULATIONS AND PROGRAMMES ADOPTED OR REPEALED

SINCE THE LAST NOTIFICATION Article 15 paragraph Sea

Canada

1993 is the second year of the five year moratorium on commercial salmon fishing off

insular Newfoundland Under the commercial licence retirement programme
established in 1992 but offered in 1993 71 103 of the 145 commercial salmon

fishermen in northern Labrador voluntarily retired licences in 1993 Management
measures for the 1993 recreational fishery in Newfoundland and Labrador were taken

to help extend the period in which anglers can retain salmon by spreading out fishing
effort and promoting catch and release fishing Press releases giving details of these

measures were submitted

Denmark in resoect of the Faroe Islands and Greenland

A new fisheries law has been adopted in the Faroe Islands This has not resulted in

any changes in the substance of the law

Eurooean Union

During 1993 a number of regulations were introduced within the United Kingdom and

Ireland These were as follows

Foyle Area Control of Drift Net Fishing Regulations 1993

Salmon Definition of Methods of Net Fishing and Construction of Nets Scotland

Amendment Regulations 1993

Byelaws in the North West Wessex and South West Regions of the National Rivers

Authority

In addition a number of regulations orders have been introduced or are under

consideration in 1994

Norway

New Salmon Act

The most important alterations in the new Salmon Act 994 7 12 25 49 are

The principle of general protection 9 4 fishing Atlantic salmon in the territorial

sea areas and all watercourses is basically prohibited unless certain permission is given
by the authorities When such permission is given restrictions in fishing gear andor

a limitation of the fishing season due to the status of the river salmon stocks might
be necessary
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Protection of fish biotopes 7salmon habitats can beprotected Further the fisheries interest shall beincorporated into general planning activities pursuant tothe Planning and Building Act All import of fish of any species isprohibited 8The release of anadromous salmonids and stock enhancement measures are prohibited without permission from the Ministry of Environment 910Acute environmental crises According tothe new Act itisnow possible toconduct necessary measures such asstopping fishing activity inwatercourses with immediate effect 11or inboth sea area and watercourses 12All fishing both recreational and commercial can beprohibited inasea area upto2km outside river outlets 40The organisation of river and salmon stock management isinaprocess of alteration pursuant tothe new law62528The Directorate for Nature Management has taken action toestablish aNational Council for Salmon Management and Fishing Regulations Inaddition initiatives are taken toestablish Regional Salmon Management Councils with representatives from recreational and commercial fishermen landowner and nature conservation organisations and other groups with asignificant interest insalmon management Furthermore encouragement isgiven toestablish Salmon River Councils for the most important salmon rivers Both local and regional councils are supposed toadvise the authorities concerning fishing and stock management regulations etc insea areas or rivers One of the aims of these alterations istoimprove local participation insalmon management and increase public acceptance for regulations The following regulations were introduced Regulations defining permission tofish for anadromous salmonids Regulations relating toduty toreport and register implements Regulations relating toseasons for salt water fishing of anadromous salmonids salmon sea trout char etc Regulations relating totechnical stock enhancement measures and interference with watercourses Regulations relating touse and marking of fixed implements tofish for anadromous salmonids Regulations relating todefinitions design and use of implements tofish for anadromous salmonids Regulations relating toestablishment and operation of stock enhancement facilities for fish and crabs Regulations relating tofishing fee Regulations relating tosubletting of fishing rights Regulations relating tothe release of fish and other fresh water organisms Supervision interritorial sea areas and watercourses In1993 aspecial program was implemented at acost of NOK 11million enforcing supervision activity inthe coastal area of Mid Norway The Mid Norway Project 107



The press showed great interest in following the actions and the evaluation of this

project indicates significant preventative effects Action levelled supervision will also

be conducted in 1994

Sweden

Fishery

New Regulations on the fishery in the Skagerrak and the Kattegatt with adjacent
freshwater areas entered into force January 1 1994 pIFS 1993 30 The following
new regulations refer to the fishery for salmon and sea trout

Fishery with anchored floating nets in the sea is now no longer permitted
According to former regulations it was allowed to carry out such a fishery
during one month in the summer period June 20 July 20 in the coastal area

outside the county of Halland

A new closed area has been established as well as extensions of some existing
areas

Aquaculture

In 1993 the National Board of Fisheries and the Environmental Protection Board

issued new application forms for fish farming in Sweden

According to the Fishery Ordinance permission is always required to establish a

farming operation The application is evaluated by the County Board and is especially
concerned with rules for fish farming techniques stocking of fish and moving of fish

from one place to another Health control in the operation is taken care of by a

special body Fiskhalsan Farmers can sign a contract for sampling and advice for

monitoring their operation Farmers with a site where there is a risk of spreading
diseases from reared to wild fish are obliged to join Fiskhtilsan

Other laws etc which have to be taken into consideration are the Environment

Protection Act the Environment Protection Ordinance the Nature Conservation Act

and the Water Act

USA

The State of Maine now permits the keeping of one 1 grilse per year on the Saint

John River to be consistent with Canadian regulations for that river housekeeping
The State of Connecticut promulgated regulations to give it greater flexibility on

continuing an experimental recreational fishery it allows the Commissioner of the

Connecticut Fisheries Division the authority to open waters in the State to Atlantic

salmon fishing for sport The State of Rhode Island also opened up recreational

fishing for Atlantic salmon in the State to two salmon per day with a minimum size

of 15 and shall be included in the daily bag for trout salmon and charr Specific
sections of the Pawcatuck River are closed to salmon fishing the Pawcatuck is

currently under restoration
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4 OTHER NEW COMMITMENTS RELATING TO THE CONSERVATION

RESTORATION ENHANCEMENT AND RATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF

SALMON STOCKS SUBJECT TO THE CONVENTION Article 15

paragraph 5 b

European Union

In Ireland a number of byelaws were made varying by up to 12 days in 1993 only the

open season for salmon fishing by draft nets andor rod and line in a number of

locations

Norwav

Register of salmon rivers

In 1993 together with local environmental authorities in all coastal counties the

Directorate for Nature Management has continued and improved the categorisation of

rivers according to the present status of their Atlantic salmon stocks In the future

efforts will be made to update the register annually The register now includes 575

different rivers with Atlantic salmon stocks Table 1

Table 1 Status of Norwegian Atlantic salmon stocks February 1994

Category Number Cause

of rivers

1 Extinct 34 Acid rain river regulations
Gyrodactylus fanned salmon

2 Threatened 60 Gyrodactylus acid rain

overexploitation reared salmon

3 Vulnerable and reduced 116 Gyrodactylus acid rain river

regulations pollution diseases

reared salmon overexploitation
4 Small stocks No human impact 225 e g small coastal rivers

5 Large production 127

Restored 2

Unknown status 11

In the first category 34 rivers are extinct due to acid rain river regulation
Gyrodactylus salaris and interference with salmon escaped from fish farms In the

second category 60 rivers are threatened by Gyrodactylus acid rain overexploitation
and interactions with salmon escaped from fish farms In total 116 rivers are

categorised as vulnerable and with depleted stocks due to the spread of different

diseases interactions with domesticated farmed salmon river regulations pollution and

overexploitation In category four we have 225 rivers with naturally small stocks with

no significant human impact These watercourses could for instance be small coastal

rivers We have a total of 127 rivers with large production and which have had a

large production for a long time The majority of the rivers in category five are
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located in the northern part of Norway Finally we have 2 rivers which have been

restored and 11 rivers of unknown status

The register is used in river and stock management and has a direct impact on for

example regulation of the fishing season fishing gear certain preservation zones in

rivers and sea areas and remedial measures such as liming rotenone treatment stock

enhancement etc

Monitoring

In 1993 the monitoring of salmon stocks in rivers and at sea has continued at a high
level The monitoring of for example development of total stock size stock

recruitment in different rivers the further spread of Gyrodactylus and stock

development in infected rivers sea lice infestation fish diseases the number of fish

escaped from fish farms and damage to wild salmon caused by fixed salmon gear are

being investigated in a number of rivers and in sea areas The Directorate spends
approximately NOK 6 million each year to support and finance monitoring
programmes In addition Research Institutes and the owners of waterpower plants
contribute in the financing of these activities

Liming

In 1993 the liming of 6 rivers with stocks of Atlantic salmon was continued For two

of them the river Vikedalselva and the river Vosso the main goal is to preserve the

local stocks Norway spent NOK 4 8 million in 1993 conducting liming measures

Rotenone treatment

In 1993 another 7 watercourses were treated with rotenone against Gyrodactylus and

the total number treated reached 21 The experiences with rotenone treatment are

rather good and so far 5 rivers have been taken off the sick list Another 8 are

expected to be taken off the sick list in 1994 Norwegian authorities spent NOK 64

million in 1993 on these activities

Mandatory releases of salmon juveniles

The imposed releases of Atlantic salmon fry 15 million year and smolt 0 5

millionyear in about 60 regulated rivers by the owners of waterpower plans have

continued in 1993 The main strategy for this activity is the use of local stocks

caught throughout the whole season to provide juveniles representing the genetic
diversity of the stock

In 1993 new hatcheries producing fingerlings were brought into production on the

river Driva and Stj0rdalselva

In the river SuldalsU gen a research program is being conducted to examine whether

it is possible to replace juvenile releases with habitat improvement and restoration

measures In about 8 rivers significant planning effort has been made to establish

salmon stocks in previously uninhabited stream habitat
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Inseveral rivers research programs are being conducted toinvestigate the possible impacts of the regulation onsalmon stocks Software tosimulate the impacts of different factors onthe river environment caused byregulating awatershed has been developed Gene bank sperm bank By the end of 1993 sperm from atotal of 5088 salmon from 162 different stocks had been frozen inthe Norwegian gene banks toprovide apossibility of rescuing them from extinction 25characteristic and valuable stocks have been taken into the living gene banks inHaukvik Mid Norway and inEidfjord Southwest Norway In1993 sperm from 684 salmon from 68stocks was frozen 274 salmon male and female from 13stocks were taken into aliving gene bank Norway isspending approximately NOK 7million each year tooperate the gene banks International research programmes Acooperative research program involving Norway Iceland Sweden and the Faroe Islands was carried out in1993 The purpose of this project was toexplore the stock structure distribution and migration of Atlantic salmon caught and tagged inthe sea within the Faroese economic zone The cooperation between Norway and Russia onenvironmental issues onresearch and management of Atlantic salmon has continued 111



5OTHER FACTORS WHICH MA YSIGNIFICANTL YAFFECT THE ABUNDANCE OF SALMON STOCKS SUBJECT TOTHE CONVENTION Article ISparagraph ScFinland Factors such asGyrodactylus salaris and anincreasing number of fish which have escaped from fish farms Iceland There has been afurther increase inranching production inIceland Norwav Acidification Acidification continues tobeone of the main threats tosalmon stocks inNorway After several years with heavy acidification inthe southern part of Norway for example almost all natural salmon stocks are now extinct inthe counties of Agder There are also strong indications that acidification isbecoming aserious problem for salmon rivers inWestern Norway However in1993 some progress has been made indetermining values of different chemical parameters inriver habitat which are critical for salmon survival at different juvenile stages Studies of river habitat have shown that zones where less acid water ismixed with highly acid water are extremely toxic especially tojuvenile salmon at the smolt stage This new knowledge has tobetaken into consideration when conducting liming measures inwatersheds with watercourses of various pHGyrodactylus salaris In1993 the total number of known rivers infested with Gyrodactylus salaris was 37which isthe same asin1992 After approaching the Finnish authorities onthe Gyrodactylus salaris matter inLake Enare innorthern Finland in1992 the north east Atlantic countries of NASCa arranged asymposium inUtsjoki Finland on2325August 1993 During this conference possible action against the parasite and toprevent further spreading tothe river Tana were discussed Salmon farming and sea lice Inthe winter of 1993 the Norwegian authorities introduced regionalised delousing strategies along the coastline inorder toreduce problems of sea lice infish farming Sea lice infestations along the Norwegian coastline showed aslight decrease in1993 compared to1992 Furunculosis By the end of 1993 79watercourses were affected byAeromonas salmonicida sub species salmonicida furunculosis bacteria 112



Sweden The recruitment of salmon insome Swedish west coast rivers during the period 1988 1993 The salmon migrates into and spawns inabout 15river systems along the Swedish west coast Inthe late 1980 sthe potential annual natural production of salmon inthese rivers was estimated tobe125 000 200 000 smolts with about 60of this smolt production attributed tofour of the largest river systems LeOrekilsalven Viskan Atran and Fyllean As part of the ongoing monitoring programmes related toliming operations pollution impacts etc the National Board of Fisheries Department of Research Fisheries Research Office inJOnkoping carried out electrofishing inthe four rivers mentioned above during the 1980 sand the early 1990 sIthas been of interest tocompare the status of the west coast rivers with that of the Baltic salmon rivers with M74 syndrome very high mortality of salmon fry inrearing plants and inrivers with natural reproduction The results during the period 1988 1993 for two sampling sites from each of the four rivers indicate analarming decline inabundance of salmon fryFigure 1Adecline has been observed ineach of the four rivers and at all the sampling sites which implies that the results are statistically significant Of course the four rivers exhibit somewhat different conditions and the variation isrelatively high The greatest change has been inthe river Hogvadsan atributary of the river Atran Despite improved environmental conditions inHogvadsan after the first years of mitigation liming aconsiderable reduction inthe number of fryhas been observed Inthe four river systems the average total fryabundance in1993 amounted toonly approximately 40of the mean for the period 1988 1993 variation about 2060The abundance of about 0310frym2 sum of 0and 1may however beregarded asrelatively high On the other hand itshould bepointed out that densities of 24frym2 were recorded earlier inthe investigation period The causes of the observed decline infrynumbers are not clear but changes inenvironmental conditions inthe Atlantic feeding areas aswell asinthe rivers cannot beexcluded Decreased recapture of tagged salmon smolts Reduced recaptures of tagged reared salmon smolts have been observed insome Swedish west coast rivers report from the County Board Halland and anincreased proportion of grilse has also been observed Figure 2demonstrates the decreasing trends inyield inkglOOO released smolts during the period 1981 1992 inthe rivers Lagan Nissan Hogvadsan Atran and Gota alv Save anInaddition the number of recaptured naturally produced tagged smolts inHogvadsan shows asimilar trend Itshould benoted that the recaptures of sea trout donot exhibit adecreasing trend 113
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CNL 94 25

PROGRESS REPORT ON THE NASCO PROTOCOL

1 At its Ninth Annual Meeting in Washington DC the Council unanimously adopted the

Protocol Open for Signature by States not Parties to the Convention for the

Conservation of Salmon in the North Atlantic Ocean The Council requested that

copies of the Protocol should be transmitted to the governments of Panama and Poland

bringing to their attention the activities of their vessels In accordance with this

request copies of the Protocol were transmitted to these governments in December

1992 through their Embassies in London

2 Prior to the Tenth Annual Meeting I received a response indicating that the

government of Poland was in the process of reviewing the draft Maritime Fisheries

Act the provisions of which would authorise the Minister of Transport and Maritime

Economy to prohibit fishing on the high seas as well as the landing and sale of

certain species of fish The Polish government advised that it would not review the

question of signing the Protocol until there was clarity regarding the draft Maritime

Fisheries Act The Polish authorities also indicated that the landing of salmon in

Polish ports by vessels registered abroad had ceased This has subsequently been

corroborated by the crew of the Brodal who indicated that as they could no longer
land their catch in Poland they would be seeking to land in other countries During
March of this year we received information indicating that this vessel would try to

land its catch in other Baltic ports such as Kaliningrad in Russia and we were also

advised that Brodal had tried to enter the port of Klaibeda in Lithuania

3 In June last year I also received a response from the Panamanian Government

requesting details of the annual payments to NASCO and of any other dues and of the

frequency and venues for NASCO s meetings I responded to this request which

suggested that Panama might be considering signing the Protocol indicating that there

would be no payments since signing the Protocol did not constitute membership of

NASCO There has been no subsequent correspondence from Panama

4 At its Tenth Annual Meeting the Council in response to further sightings agreed that

diplomatic efforts should be intensified with regard to adherence to the Protocol and

I therefore wrote to both the Panamanian and Polish governments urging them to

become Parties to the Protocol The Icelandic Ambassador to London H E Helgi
Agustsson also raised this issue with the Panamanian Charge d Affaires during a

meeting in February this year in London To date neither of these governments have

agreed to sign the Protocol although as I indicated last year this process is anticipated
to be slow Nevertheless the diplomatic efforts of the Parties and the Organization
have resulted in action by both Panama in removing BrodaI from its register and by
Poland in preventing landings of salmon caught by vessels known to be operating in

international waters So although they have not signed the Protocol the actions by
these two governments have been the same as if they had signed it However it is

always possible that registers of other States could be used by BrodaI and other

vessels in future and we shall have to remain alert The initiative of the FAO in

developing an Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation

and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas is also a useful
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initiative complementary to the NASCa Protocol This Agreement was approved by
the 61st Session of the FAa Committee on Constitutional and Legal Matters and was

subsequently adopted at the 27th session of the Food and Agriculture Organization
Conference in Rome during 6 25 November 1993 This Agreement will enter into

force following receipt of the twenty fifth instrument of acceptance although this

could take a considerable length of time Its main provisions are that

1 each Party shall take measures to ensure that fishing vessels entitled to fly its

flag do not engage in any activity that undermines the effectiveness of

international conservation and management measures

2 no Party shall allow any fishing vessel entitled to fly its flag to be used for

fishing on the high seas unless authorised to do so

3 no Party shall authorise any fishing vessel previously registered in the territory
of another Party that has undermined the effectiveness of international

conservation and management measures to be used for fishing on the high
seas unless certain conditions are satisfied

5 In conclusion it is clear that we have made considerable progress through our

diplomatic efforts despite the fact that neither Panama nor Poland has signed the

Protocol The episode with the BrodaI showed that the vessel was subject to delay
and to problems with the port authorities wherever it went so that if we can continue

to cooperate this way its activities will become less and less profitable This is

probably the most effective way to dissuade such activities Diplomatic efforts should

be continued in response to any further sightings and it is important that our efforts

to improve and better coordinate surveillance are progressed This information is vital

if the diplomatic initiatives of the Parties and of the Organization are to be successful

and a report on improving the surveillance is presented separately CNL 94 27 The

FAa initiative would also seem to be a useful initiative which should complement the

NASCa Protocol in dealing with the problem although there may be long delays
before it enters into force and its success will depend on countries whose registers are

being used accepting the agreement which is far from certain

Secretary
Edinburgh
15 April 1994
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CNL 94 26

PROGRESS REPORT ON ACTIONS TAKEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH

THE RESOLUTION ON FISHING FOR SALMON ON THE HIGH SEAS

SUMMARY

Attached is a report on the available information and on actions taken regarding fishing for

salmon in international waters In summary I believe that although the Protocol has not been

signed the actions taken by the countries concerned have been almost the same as if they had

signed them The best way to deal with this problem is to ensure that our cooperation is so

good that the vessels that undertake this fishery encounter difficulties every time they enter

a NASCa member harbour that other countries like Poland deny landing rights that Panama

withdraws its flag and that Switzerland refuses imports That way the vessels will find the

fishery unprofitable and very inconvenient Interestingly we recently received a request from

a Danish vessel owner as to whether NASCa dealt with cod in international waters This

suggests that the vessels may be concluding that they should turn elsewhere

Secretary
Edinburgh
18 April 1994
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CNL 94 26

PROGRESS REPORT ON ACTIONS TAKEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH

THE RESOLUTION ON FISHING FOR SALMON ON THE HIGH SEAS

1 At its Ninth Annual Meeting the Council unanimously adopted a Resolution on

Fishing for Salmon on the High Seas This Resolution requested the Secretary to

obtain and compile information on sightings of vessels draw the attention of non

Contracting Parties concerned to the activities of their vessels obtain and compile
information on landings and transhipments obtain and compile scientific and technical

data on the fishery and establish regular contacts with other international

organizations with an interest in the area in particular NEAFC with a view to sharing
information

2 The actions taken in accordance with the Resolution since the Tenth Annual Meeting
are detailed below

Obtain and Compile Information on Sightings

3 Information on the activities of vessels in international waters has been obtained

principally from Norwegian and Icelandic coastguard airborne surveillance flights
The following surveillance flights have been undertaken between April 1992 and April
1994

Icelandic Coastguard Norwegian Coastguard

1992 1993 1994 1992 1993 1994

2 April 15 March 28 March 10 April 3 April 11 Feb

4 September 21 April 24 April 17 April 18 Feb

15 September 14 June 6 May 13 May 26 Feb

2 November 7 July 8 May 19 May 2 March

16 September 24 May 3 June 29 March

5 June 28 June

22 June 23 July
7 July 17 September

It is clear from the above details that there are considerable periods when no

surveillance flights occurred over the area of international waters and it is known that

vessels have in the past operated without detection A report on the actions taken to

improve the surveillance is presented separately in CNL 94 27

4 Since last year s report CNL 93 26 consultations with the Norwegian and Icelandic

coastguards have confirmed further sightings of the vessel Brodal which was located

at position of 71035 N 04020 E on 3 June 1993 and 66048 N 03022 W on 11 February
1994 and of the vessel Sea Gull which was located at a position of 71 o35 N 06032 E

on 3 June 1993 The information on s ghtings from airborne surveys which has been

received by the Secretary to date is as follows
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Icelandic Coastguard Norwegian Coastguard

Date Vessel Name Location Date Vessel Name Location

17mJ90 Broda 67OO4N 05041W 28m190 Uncle Sam 66OZ7N ooo48W

Seagull 66040N 04022W 22102190 Name unknown 66051N 0101W

1J90 Minna 66022N 04015W Name unknown 66055N ooo24W

Seagull 67041N 04022W Name unknown 67OOSN ooo20W

21mt90 Broda 66049N 01015W Name unknown 66056N OOO02W

Seagull 66055N 00036W Name unknown 67043N ooo34W

Q21U3J90 Broda 66058N 02033W Name unknown 67041 N OOO30W

Annette Bri 66058N 02033W Name unknown 67050N OOO40W

10Kl3190 Broda 66045N oool7W

24Kl2l91 Name unknown 68 033N OIOOSE

06Kl5192 Broda 72000N 06000E

Netanya 72000N 06000E

OSKl5192 Broda 72017N 06025E

Netanya 71 057N oso28E

19Kl5193 Broda 70030N 04 002E

OOKl6l93 Broda 71 035N 04020E

Sea Gull 71035N 06032E

11Kl2l94 Broda 66048N OOO22W

P1totognphs taken of Annette Bri Seagull Minna Brodal

5 In addition the following information has been received from ports

Date Vessel Name Port

18 1190 Minna Torshavn

2 2 90 Minna Torshavn

2811 91 Brodal Bod0
4 3 91 Brodal Bod0

5112 91 Brodal Bod0
5 3 92 Brodal Bod0

31101194 Brodal Bod0

During its visit to Bod0 on 31 January 1994 for repairs the vessel Brodal was

arrested by the Norwegian authorities because it could not present the required
documents It was subsequently permitted to leave Bod0 on 4 February Inspection
of the vessel during its detention resulted in the following information being obtained

Se 68 Brodal Int call sign HP5157 Registered in Panama

Captain Hjarne Funch Jensen born 090544

Adr Johannes Strasse 31 A 6344 Walchsee Austria

Shipowner Myrtleberry Inc

Edificio Bank of Amerika Calle 50

Apartado 5

Republica de Panama

The Captain is the owner both of the ship and the shipowner company

Shipowner s agent in Denmark

Bornholm Forvaltning
Strandgade 2

3730 Nex0
Denmark
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Shipowner s fIrm of lawyers in Denmark

Nebelong Groth Andersen Vinding Kruse

Fredriksberggade 1A

Postbox 1051

1007 K benhavn

Denmark

The same information concerning the ownership of the vessel had been obtained

previously by Scottish Fisheries Protection Agency offIcers when they boarded Brodal

en route to Lerwick in December 1989

6 On 21 February 1994 HE Helgi Agustsson the Icelandic Ambassador to the UK

Head of the Icelandic delegation to NASCO met the Panamanian Charge d Affaires

at the Panamanian Embassy in London to discuss the activities of the Brodal He

was advised that the vessels Panamanian registration had been cancelled by a

resolution 603 04 487 ALCN of 29 December 1993 We understand that the

Panamanian Charge d Affaires believes that the owners of the vessel fmding
themselves in diffIculties with the Norwegian authorities contacted a surveyor in

Denmark working for National Shipping Adjuster Inc Panama who issued and signed
a CertifIcate of Tonnage based on previous documents This document was presented
by the Captain of the vessel as a CertifIcate of Panamanian Registration It would

appear therefore that the vessel Brodal was operating in international waters without

a valid registration from any country and it is likely that this would be grounds for

detaining the vessel in port The owners of Brodal may now seek a new register
before returning to fIsh for salmon in international waters In this respect the FAO

initiative referred to in document CNL 94 25 may be helpful in support of the

NASCO Protocol

Drawing the Attention of Non Contracting Parties to the Activities of Their

Vessels

7 In accordance with the Resolution of the Council on the Adoption of a Protocol for

States Not Parties to the Convention for the Conservation of Salmon in the North

Atlantic Ocean copies of the Protocol ere transmitted to the governments of Poland

and Panama through their respective London missions in December 1992 At this

time we provided them with the information concerning the activities of the vessels

which were believed to be registered in their countries Following the decision of the

Council at its last meeting that diplomatic efforts should be intensifIed with regard to

adherence to the Protocol I again wrote to the governments of Poland and Panama

urging them to become Parties to the Protocol see paper CNL 94 25 Although
neither country has signed the Protocol our diplomatic efforts have been successful in

that Panama has removed Brodal from its register and Poland appears to have taken

steps to prevent the landing of salmon by this vessel at its ports

Obtain and Compile Information on Landings and Transhipments

8 No information has been provided by the Parties concerning landings and

transhipments However we were advised by the Swiss Department of the Interior

OffIce of the Environment Forests and Countryside that there was an import to

Switzerland in May 1993 of salmon believed to have been caught by Brodal which
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had been landed at the Polish port of Kohlberg We have been advised that 36 tonnes

of salmon were landed The Swiss authorities requested that we keep them advised

of the activities of vessels operating in international waters During the fIrst quarter
of 1994 detailed information on the movements of the vessel Brodal was obtained

following its detention by the Norwegian authorities in Bod This vessel proceeded
to the international zone and was sighted fIshing for salmon before entering the Baltic

on 14 March Information provided by the crew of the BrodaI indicated that the

vessel could no longer land its catch in Poland and that it would therefore try to land

its catch in Russia We therefore contacted the Russian authorities asking for their

cooperation in alerting the port authorities in Murmansk Archangel and the Baltic

ports to the situation We also contacted the Embassies of Latvia Lithuania and

Estonia advising them of the activities of this vessel As a result we were

subsequently advised by the Lithuanian Embassy that Brodal had attempted to enter

the port of Klaibeda The Russian port of Kalingrad was also believed to be a

possible port of call No information is available as to where and in what quantities
the salmon from this most recent fIshing trip were landed but it is believed that the

vessel returned to Bornholm on 20 March The appropriate authorities in Switzerland

were advised of the situation so that they could monitor imports of wild salmon

Further information on landings will be developed

Obtain and Compile Scientific and Technical Data on the Fishery

9 To date six vessels are known to have been involved in fIshing for salmon in

international waters Their details are given below

Name of Registration Country of Call Sign Size of Vessel

Vessel Number Registration Weight Length
GRT m

BRODAL PANAMA HP5157 133 29

MINNA WLA69 POLAND OZTH 84 5

SEA GULL 1 PANAMA 3ELD6 148

ANNETIEBRI WLA12 POLAND OUHZ

UNCLE SAM PANAMA OYXP

NETANYA SG16 SWEDEN

A number of vessels do not display a registration number

In addition there are unconfIrmed reports that two other vessels Bermuda and Marie

Viking have also been involved The vessel Bermuda was registered in Panama but

it is believed that this vessel may have reflagged to Poland in March 1991 Its call

sign is OWRG and its Polish registration number is understood to be LEB72

10 During the year we consulted Lloyd s Register of Ships for 1992 1993 in an attempt
to confIrm details of the vessels known to have been involved in the fIshery
However few of the vessels are listed in the register which only includes boats in

excess of 100 tonnes Previous documents presented to the Council contained details

of the vessel Sea Gull in which this vessel was described as being 46m long of 299

tonnes with call sign OVID2 However Lloyd s Register lists this vessel as a General

Cargo Ship with ice strengthened hull formerly known as Tove Lindinger 1976
Pax 1978 and Juto 1984 However the Lloyd s register includes a listing for

a vessel Sea GullI formerly Else Horne 1988 with the call sign 3ELD6 of 148
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tonnes which isreferred toasaside fishing long line vessel built in1966 byVEB Rosslauer and belonging toSea Ocean Trading Corporation Panama This company islisted inLloyd sList of Shipowners with the following address Ro Skolevej 123760 Gudhjem Denmark Information provided bythe USState Department indicates that this vessel was preparing toleave itshome port inBornholm inMarch tofish for salmon ininternational waters and itseems likely that this isthe vessel which has been observed fishing for salmon ininternational waters inprevious years although photographic evidence indicated that the vessel displays the name Sea Gull The Coastguard authorities have been advised of this information Information obtained bythe Norwegian authorities suggests that the international call sign of the Brodal isHP5157 and not OVUH asstated previously 11Itisexpected that most of the catch from international waters would besalmon of European origin Information oncatches byindividual vessels has been obtained asaresult of vessels calling at ports and following the boarding of the vessel Broda byScottish Fisheries Protection Agency officials When the vessel Minna called at Torshavn harbour inFebruary 1990 ithad 5tonnes of salmon onboard but the Faroese authorities were advised that the intention was tocatch 25tonnes before returning toPoland When the vessel Brodal was boarded ithad 30tonnes of salmon onboard The catch bythe vessel Netanya isbelieved tohave been 150kg Information from the former Northern Norwegian Sea fishery indicates that salmon fishing can beconducted asfar north as750N and that catch levels at latitudes of 69720N can behigh On the basis of known catches bythe vessels Brodal and Minna and assuming that between 2000 3000 hooks can beset aday historical catch rates would indicate that the vessels would have tofish inthe area of international waters for between 30100 days Itisclear then that the vessels must beinthis area for considerable lengths of time 12Estimates of the catch ininternational waters byreflagged vessels based onknown catches byindividual vessels and the number of sightings have been made byICES over the last four years and the time series of information isasfollows Year Estimated catch tonnes 180 350 25100 25100 25100 1989 901990 911991192 1992 93Establish Contacts with Other International Organizations with Interests inthe Area 13Areport onthe activities of other international organizations inrelation tofishing bynon Contracting Parties CNL27 030 was presented tothe Special Meeting onFishing for Salmon inInternational Waters held during 1415January 1992 The report presented information onactions taken bythe Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization NAFO the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission NEAFC and the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas ICCA TAll of these organizations have become aware of the activities of vessels registered to125



non Contracting Parties within their areas of competence and itisclear that this problem isnot restricted tothe North East Atlantic or tosalmon 14Last year Ireported that Ihad met with the Secretary of NEAFC and that we had agreed todevelop closer links onsharing information onthis subject Ihave therefore sent copies of relevant documents concerning the activities of vessels operating ininternational waters and of our actions toaddress the problem toNEAFC InNovember last year Iwas invited toparticipate inthe 13th Regular Meeting of the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas ICCA Tsoastodescribe NASCO sactions inrelation tofishing bynon Contracting Parties ICCA Thad previously adopted aResolution concerning catches of Bluefin Tuna byNon Contracting Parties and at the Thirteenth meeting anumber of recommendations were adopted concerning the fishing of Atlantic Bluefin Tuna and Atlantic Yellowfin Tuna inresponse tothe Commission sserious concerns about increasing fishing activity bynon member countries Iagreed with the Executive Secretary that we should seek closer cooperation between our Organizations through exchange of information onthe problem of fishing bynon Contracting Parties 126
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CNL 94 27

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ON SURVEILLANCE

1 In March last year a meeting of coastguard and fisheries protection organizations from
the North East Atlantic area was held at NASCa Headquarters to examine the

methods of surveillance used in relation to the problem of fishing for salmon in

international waters and the scope for improvements where appropriate through
international cooperation A number of recommendations were formulated concerning
a specific salmon fishing surveillance project longer term cooperation sources of

information from the military and from ports on publicity and on future

communication of information These recommendations were endorsed by the Council
at its Tenth Annual Meeting

2 In accordance with the Council s request that the Secretary proceed with appropriate
action in accordance with these recommendations I wrote to those who attended the

meeting with proposals as to how the recommendations might be progressed These

proposals are contained in the letter attached It is proposed that a cooperative
surveillance project aimed specifically at assessing the scale of the problem be

conducted on three occasions between November 1994 and May 1995 It is further

proposed that there be a second meeting of coastguards in May 1995 to assess the
results of this project and progress with the other recommendations so that a report
can be made to the Council at its Twelfth Annual Meeting Given the continued

sightings of vessels fishing for salmon in international waters it is important that we

have the most comprehensive information possible so that this can be used in

supporting our diplomatic initiatives

Secretary
Edinburgh
15 April 1994
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Captain Helgi Hallvardsson

Icelandic Coastguard
P a Box 7120

IS 127 Reykjavik
ICELAND

NORTH ATLANTIC SALMON

CONSERVATION ORGANIZATION

ORGANISATION POUR LA

CONSERVATION DU SAUMON
DE LATLANTIQUE NORD

Further to my letter of 19 August 1993 and after assessing the sightings that have occurred

during the winter we have now developed some thoughts on how to progress the

recommendations of the International Meeting on Fishing for Salmon in International Waters
These recommendations were endorsed by the Council of NASCa and I would seek your

agreement so that these might now be progressed

1 Salmon Fishery Surveillance Proiect

It was recommended that there should be a cooperative surveillance project aimed

specifically at assessing the scale of the problem It was agreed that the times and
areas for such a project should be prepared by NAsca on the basis of information
from the former Norwegian Sea Fishery and the surveillance information available to

date This information is summarised in Appendix 1 It is proposed that in

accordance with the recommendation surveys aimed specifically at obtaining
information concerning salmon fishing be conducted using all possible means at the
Parties disposal during November 1994 week 45 February 1995 week 6 and May
1995 week 18 and that the surveys cover the entire area of international waters It
is anticipated that the primary source of information will be Icelandic and Norwegian
coastguard airborne surveys and coordination between these authorities with regard to

areas covered timing etc might lead to more effective surveillance It is important
that the coverage of the area is as complete as possible It is of course a matter for
the Parties to decide what resources can be devoted to the project but I would be

grateful for your comments on this proposal and for details of your involvement h
5 September so that I can communicate this to the other Parties prior to the
commencement date
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2Lon er Term Surveillance Itisclear from the information inAppendix 1that salmon fishing can beconducted throughout most of the area of international waters Itisalso clear that there are many months of the year when nosurveillance of this area takes place Itwas recommended that aspecific effort should bemade toimprove the extent of the salmon related surveillance and Iwould propose that this question should bereviewed at the next meeting of the group see paragraph 7below inthe light of the projects referred tounder headings 1and 33Military Sources of Information The Norwegian coastguard has agreed toexplore the possibilities of obtaining information from NATO AWACS aircraft Such information ifavailable may bevaluable insupport of the projects described under headings 1and 2above 4Information from Port Authorities Itwas recommended that aspecific effort should bemade toalert the port authorities tothe problem of fishing for salmon ininternational waters and that NASCO should provide adraft basis for this Adraft isattached asAppendix 2Iwould begrateful for any comments onthis by5September Once Ihave your agreement tothe wording Iwould intend tohave the document translated and would then seek your cooperation indistributing ittothe relevant authorities The Norwegian and Icelandic coastguards also agreed toreview their harbour records tosee ifthe data were held inamanner that could bereadily searched for vessels names call signs etc and progress onthis area could also bereviewed at the next meeting of the group see paragraph 7below 5General Publicity Itwas recommended that local publicity for the problem would beuseful and that NASCO should prepare adraft article or press release inorder totry toimprove public awareness of the problem This isattached asAppendix 3and again Iwould seek your comments by5September after which Iwill have the document translated and would seek your cooperation indistributing ittothe press and radio networks 6Communication of Information Itwas agreed that NASCO could best serve asthe centre for exchange of information and should establish some guidance and procedures onthis function These are attached asAppendix 4and Iwould also begrateful for any comments onthese guidelines by5September 7Future Meetings Itwas agreed that the group should meet again after the cooperative project and then approximately every two years Iwould propose that we meet inMay next year soastoreview results of this project and progress with the other recommendations Iwill contact you again proposing dates and avenue for the meeting 130



Ilook forward toreceiving your comments onthe various recommendations by5September Thank you for your cooperation inthis valuable collaborative work Yours sincerely Malcolm Windsor Secretary Encs 131



Appendix 1SALMON FISHERY SURVEILLANCE PROJECT 1At the International Meeting onSurveillance of Fishing for Salmon inInternational Waters itwas agreed that there should beasalmon fishery surveillance project with the areas and times for the surveillance being proposed byNASCO taking account of catch records inthe former Norwegian Sea Salmon Fishery and information obtained byNASCO concerning the activities of reflagged vessels 2Prior to1975 the Northern Norwegian Sea Fishery was conducted inavery large area between 680 750N and between the Greenwich meridian and 20oE Following the Norwegian ban onlong lining and the extension of the Norwegian fishery limits to200 miles the fishery shifted westwards toanarea between latitudes 670 750N and from the Norwegian fishery limit across toJan Mayen Island Prior to1975 the fishery was conducted between May June but thereafter the season was advanced toApril The salmon fishery inthe Faroese zone was however conducted during November April 3Surveillance has indicated that the reflagged vessels operate inthe area between 66022 72017 Nand 504 6032 EHowever itwas agreed at the International Meeting onSurveillance that the existing surveillance was not comprehensive and that many sightings had been obtained bychance Inboth 1992 and 1993 there were considerable periods of time when nosurveillance took place All of the sightings obtained todate were between January and June but vessels have also operated ininternational waters during October toDecember Itisknown that catch rates of salmon inthe international area can behigh compared tothose inthe Faroese fishery and that the vessels may operate ininternational waters for considerable periods of time before returning toland their catch 4Given the above information itisclear that salmon fishing may beconducted over large parts of the area of international waters possibly the entire area and inmany months of the year Aspecific salmon surveillance project would therefore have tobestructured accordingly One possibility would betodivide the project into three separate survey periods for example inNovember February and May The principal source of information will beairborne surveys but other sources of information may also beavailable Inorder toavoid duplication of effort itmight bepossible todivide the area for surveillance purposes 132



Appendix 2DRAFf NOTIFICATION TOPORT AUTHORITIES ONFISHING FOR SALMON ININTERNATIONAL WATERS Since 1989 Coastguards and Fishery Protection Agencies inNorway Iceland Faroe Islands and Scotland have recorded the activities of vessels fishing for salmon ininternational waters north of the Faroe Islands between 66720N These vessels previously registered inDenmark had been reflagged toPoland or Panama soastoavoid aninternationally agreed prohibition onfishing for salmon beyond fisheries zones Inaddition one Swedish vessel has been identified This fishing threatens toundermine domestic and internationally agreed salmon management measures Todate the vessels Brodal Minna Sea Gull Annette Bri Uncle Sam and Netanya have been observed fishing for salmon ininternational waters These vessels are known tohave called at the ports of Bod inNorway and Torshavn inFaroe Islands One vessel was also boarded intransit toLerwick inScotland Measures toeliminate this fishing have been taken bythe North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization NASCO aninter governmental organization devoted tothe conservation restoration enhancement and rational management of salmon Inorder that this Organization can continue totake effective diplomatic action against the Governments whose flags are being used detailed information onthe scale of the problem isrequired All information nomatter how trivial itmay seem may beuseful Ifany of the vessels listed above call at your port or ifother vessels are suspected of fishing for salmon ininternational waters please contact the relevant national coastguard authority asamatter of urgency Your assistance incooperating toeliminate this problem isgreatly appreciated 133



Appendix 3DRAFf PRESS RELEASE ONFISHING FOR SALMON ININTERNATIONAL WATERS International measures toprevent fishing ininternational waters have recently been agreed inorder tosafeguard stocks of Atlantic salmon inthe North East Atlantic These measures include improved airborne surveillance and the possible use of military radar systems Since 1990 coastguards and fishery protection agencies inIceland Norway Faroe Islands and Scotland have discovered anumber of vessels which had been fishing for salmon ininternational waters north of the Faroe Islands These vessels previously registered inDenmark had been reflagged toPoland or Panama soastoavoid aninternationally agreed prohibition onfishing for salmon beyond fisheries zones The measures tocounter this fishery are being coordinated bythe North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization NASCa aninter governmental Organization with Canada Denmark inrespect of the Faroe Islands and Greenland the European Union Finland Iceland Norway Russia Sweden and USA asmembers NASCa has estimated that catches from this fishery may have been ashigh as350 tonnes Given the concern about the wellbeing of wild salmon stocks catches of this order threaten toundermine the strict domestic and international conservation measures which have been adopted inrecent years inorder toarrest the decline inabundance NASCa has taken diplomatic action toensure that this fishery iseliminated and these new measures aimtoimprove the coordination and scope of surveillance operations The success of the diplomatic effort depends onhaving accurate and detailed surveillance information Even apparently trivial information has been useful inthe past including information obtained inports and NASCa and the Coastguard authorities would begrateful for any information inrelation tothis problem The coastguard authorities may becontacted at the addresses below 134



Appendix 4DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ONTHE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION CONCERNING FISHING FOR SALMON ININTERNATIONAL WATERS BACKGROUND Since 1989 the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization NASCO has received reports that vessels originally registered inDenmark have reflagged toPanama or Poland and have been fishing for salmon ininternational waters Under the Convention for the Conservation of Salmon inthe North Atlantic Ocean under which NASCO was established fishing for salmon beyond areas of fisheries jurisdiction isprohibited and the reflagging tocountries which are not signatories tothe NASCa Convention isamechanism used byDanish fishermen toavoid this prohibition Such fishing threatens toundermine national and international conservation measures and NASCa has taken diplomatic action toeliminate the problem Inorder that the scale of such fishing can beadequately assessed detailed surveillance information isessential However the area of international waters islarge and resources scarce somaximum use must bemade of each piece of surveillance information available Itisessential that all agencies are alerted tothe presence of vessels operating ininternational waters Timely and detailed surveillance information will also enable effective diplomatic action tobetaken The guidelines below which arose from the recommendations of ameeting of Coastguards and the NASCa Secretariat and which were endorsed bythe Council of NASCa should maximise the utility of the information obtained SOURCES OF INFORMATION 1All information inrelation tothe problem of fishing for salmon ininternational waters nomatter how trivial itmay seem may beof value 2Information has inthe past been obtained from airborne surveillance surveillance at sea harbour records and interception bychance of radio traffic Itispossible that further information may beavailable through military and other sources All possible sources of information should beexplored 3Efforts should bemade toinform port authorities and toincrease public awareness of the problem and of the need toadvise the coastguard authorities of any relevant information nomatter how insignificant itmay seem NASCO will from time totime prepare press releases and other information sheets concerning the problem 4Coastguard authorities should make aspecific effort asresources permit toimprove the extent of salmon related surveillance Salmon fishing can beconducted over large geographical areas 66720 and 5060E and inmany months of the year October June and whenever possible surveillance should beconducted accordingly 5Attempts should bemade toimprove the coordination of airborne surveillance sothat duplication of effort bythe different national coastguard authorities isavoided NATURE OF INFORMATION 6Information obtained from airborne surveillance isthe primary source of information concerning the time and place of fishing method used and details of the vessel involved name and registration number ifdisplayed Whenever possible 135



photographs of the vessels should betaken showing the vessel sname and ifpossible the gear inuse The photographs should also record the date and location of the fishing Such documentary evidence isvaluable insupport of diplomatic initiatives 7More detailed information has inthe past been obtained from surveillance and boarding at sea and from ports Inspection of vessels within economic zones may beconducted particularly iffishing gear isvisible ondeck and certainly ifthe vessels enter port During such inspections every effort should bemade toobtain asmuch information aspossible including aDetails of vessel name registration details owners details of crew and ifpossible copies of registration certificates and other documentation bDetails of fishing trip duration of trip area of fishing home port ports of call cDetails of fishing method type of gear number of units fished or tobefished dDetails of catch tonnage caught number of salmon biological characteristics of catch ifpossible including length of fish weight of fish and scale samples eDetails of where itisintended toland the catch EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 8Itisimportant that all Parties are made aware of surveillance information received bynational Coastguard authorities with minimum delay and that this should then betransmitted without delay tothe relevant national salmon management authorities and toSecretary NASCa 11Rutland Square Edinburgh EHl 2AS UKTel 4431228 2551 Fax 4431228 4384 9The Secretary of NASCa will transmit the information immediately upon receipt toall relevant Coastguard authorities inthe North East Atlantic area and toall Heads of Delegations of NASCa member Parties Inthis way the relevant authorities will bealerted tothe problem and further surveillance may becoordinated soastoimprove the information obtained 10Areview of the information available will besubmitted tothe Council of NASCa at itsAnnual Meetings This information will also bepresented at future meetings of NASCa and the Coastguard authorities Inaddition updated information onthe problem will beprepared byNASCa for distribution tothe relevant port authorities 136
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CNL 94 28

REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON

IMPACTS OF SALMON AQUACULTURE

1 At its Tenth Annual Meeting the Council set up a Working Group to review the

impacts of aquaculture on wild stocks with the aim of advising how salmon

aquaculture can be conducted in a way that is designed to remove adverse impacts
on the wild stocks The Working Group held two meetings November 1993 and

February 1994 at which there was representation from the salmon farming industries
in most North Atlantic countries The meetings were productive and there was an

excellent spirit of cooperation

2 The report of the Working Group is attached The Council will be asked to consider
the report and in particular to decide what action it will take regarding the
Conclusions and Recommendations

3 One of the main recommendations is that the Council adopt an international agreement
which is designed to minimise the impacts from salmon aquaculture on the wild
stocks The Council will be asked to consider this agreement Appendix 3 with a

view to its adoption

4 The potential genetict disease and parasite and other damage to the wild stocks is not

proven but the risks are high The advice from the scientists to the managers is to act

now on the basis of the information currently available since by the time that any
impacts are proven it will be too late to reverse the damage In such a scenario the
use of the recent UN deliberations on the Precautionary Approach might be considered

highly appropriate In this respect a brief report on the Precautionary Approach is

presented separately in paper CNL 94 35

Secretary
Edinburgh
14 April 1994
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CNL 94 28

REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON IMPACTS OF AQUACULTURE

WALDORF HOTEL LONDON

18 19 NOVEMBER 1993 AND 8 10 FEBRUARY 1994

1 INTRODUCTION

1 1 The Chairman Dr Malcolm Windsor Secretary of NASCa opened the meeting and

welcomed delegates to London He briefly described the work of NASCa and

referred to the need for cooperation between the aquaculture industry and those

involved in managing the wild stocks so as to safeguard the resource in accordance

with recent international agreements Such action would be in the long term interests

of the industry since the wild stocks form a vital genetic bank He suggested that the

fact that there would be international agreement on measures would also be helpful
to the salmon farming industry He indicated that NASCa had spent considerable

time reviewing the impacts of aquaculture on the wild stocks While there may have

been some beneficial effects the Council had agreed that there was enough evidence

of a reasonable risk of negative impacts to justify taking precautionary action since

if we waited to find out with certainty whether there were adverse impacts it would

be too late the damage would have already occurred The Chairman stressed the need

for the meeting to concentrate on the practical measures that might be taken to address

these impacts

12 Opening Statements were made by the representatives of Canada Denmark in respect
of the Faroe Islands and Greenland the European Economic Community Finland

Iceland Norway the Russian Federation Sweden and the United States of America

13 A list of participants is given in Appendix 1

2 ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

2 1 The Working Group adopted its agenda IAQ 93 1 Appendix 2

3 CONSIDERATION OF TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE WORKING

GROUP

3 1 At its Tenth Annual Meeting the Council of NASCa agreed to the following terms

of reference for the Working Group

i to consider in active cooperation with appropriate interests how salmon

aquaculture including salmon cage rearing and sea ranching can be

conducted in a way that is designed to remove adverse impacts on the wild

stocks

ii to report their findings to the NASCa Secretariat no later than 15 April 1994

so that full consideration to the matter can be given at the 1994 Annual

Meeting
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3 2 The Working Group agreed that in accordance with the agenda for the meeting the

terms of reference should be interpreted as including consideration by the Group of

the possible mechanisms by which its recommendations could be implemented by the

Parties on the recommendation of the Council of NASCa

4 REVIEW OF THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS ON WILD STOCKS

4 1 The Working Group considered the potential impacts of salmon aquaculture on the

wild stocks Two review papers were tabled IAQ 93 3 and IAQ 93 9 A paper

containing definitions of the various forms of aquaculture ie salmon farming
ranching and enhancement was also tabled IAQ 93 5 In recent years there has been

a rapid expansion in salmon aquaculture with the development of salmon cage

farming This industry had a production in 1992 of approximately 220 000 tonnes

fifty five times the harvest of wild salmon There is also growing interest in salmon

ranching in a number of countries although development of commercial ranching is

presently restricted to Iceland where approximately 6 million smolts are released

annually Salmon of farmed origin occur in the marine feeding grounds in fisheries

in marine and freshwaters and on the spawning grounds giving rise to concern about

possible genetic ecological and disease and parasite interactions In addition concern

has been expressed about the possible impacts of wastes produced by and medicines

and disinfectants used in intensive aquaculture in both freshwater and marine

environments although NASCa had been advised by ICES that the main concerns

relate to genetic threats and to disease transfer There is also a risk of increased levels

of exploitation on the wild stocks in fisheries enhanced by ranched fish or fish farm

escapes Some of the impacts of aquaculture are local in nature but others are

international in that they affect the fisheries and stocks of other countries While

further research is needed to improve understanding of the impacts the advice from

the scientific community urges managers to adopt a cautious approach and to act on

the information currently available

4 2 During discussions industry representatives referred to the benefits to the wild stocks

from salmon farming including improved knowledge of certain aspects of the biology
of the salmon and possible impacts on levels of exploitation of the wild stocks In

recent years furunculosis vaccines have been developed and industry representatives
stated that the major diseases of farmed salmon are now under control Furthermore

it was stated that while in the past the salmon farming industry in some countries had

released surplus parr and smolts to the wild this practice no longer occurs The

Working Group recognised the need for further research and the Chairman referred

to new questions on the impacts of aquaculture which had been posed to ICES by
NASCa for response in 1994

5 TECHNICAL BIOLOGICAL AND MANAGEMENT MEASURES TO

MINIMISE IMPACTS ON WILD STOCKS

5 1 The Working Group considered a review of possible measures which might be used

to minimise the impacts of aquaculture on the wild stocks IAQ 93 4 Since some of

the measures addressed impacts of a similar nature the Working Group agreed to

group them rather than consider each separately as shown on the agenda There was

a full and valuable discussion of these measures and the main points emerging are

summarised below
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Site selection separation distance between aquaculture units stocking density and fallowing 52The NASCa Guidelines refer tothe need toconduct adetailed site survey before approval todevelop asite for aquaculture isgranted Careful attention tosite selection may reduce escapes and the impact of wastes onthe environment and may therefore offer benefits tothe farmer interms of maintaining fish health The Guidelines also recommend that careful attention bepaid toseparation distance and stocking density and that measures should betaken tominimise deterioration of the aquatic environment 53The Working Group discussed the procedures that must beadhered tobefore alicence toconduct aquaculture isgranted Inmost countries adetailed environmental assessment must becarried out before alicence isissued although insome cases such anassessment may only berequired for large developments Some concern was expressed about the impact of smolt rearing infreshwater since even alarge smolt rearing facility has arelatively small production but may belocated inanenvironment sensitive tonutrient enrichment The view was expressed that many of the site selection criteria were intended toprotect the aesthetic aspects of the site aswell aswater quality but did not take sufficient account of the need tosafeguard the wild salmon stocks Furthermore while site selection procedures may have helped toreduce the impact onthe environment more could bedone with regard tositing soastominimise the impacts Asite which isfavourable from the point of view of maintaining water quality may bemore at risk from physical damage with aconsequent risk of fish escaping sotechnical measures such asappropriate cage design for the environment concerned should also beconsidered Insome countries the farming industry isdeveloping offshore and the question was raised astowhether from the point of view of protecting the wild stocks itwould beless damaging iffish that escape were widely dispersed rather than concentrated inasmall number of rivers However itisnot clear what the implications for the wild stocks may beof the development of salmon farming offshore The Group agreed that there was aneed toformulate specific measures or guidelines onsite selection designed toprotect the wild stocks Such provisions would becomplementary tomeasures concerned with the containment of farmed fish However industry representatives indicated that infuture development of the salmon farming industry might bethrough more efficient practices leading toincreased production at existing sites rather than through development of new sites 54Minimum separation distances between aquaculture operations have been established inanumber of countries inorder toreduce impacts onwater quality and toreduce the potential for transmission of diseases and parasites The view was expressed that the recommended separation distances may not have evolved asrearing technology has changed and that there might therefore beaneed toreassess these distances Inrecent years the farming industry has moved towards lower stocking densities inorder toreduce disease and parasite problems and toproduce ahigher quality product The technique of fallowing inwhich asite isleft free from production for aperiod of time inorder toallow recovery of the environment inthe vicinity of the rearing units and tobreak the cycle of disease and parasitic agents was discussed Areview paper IAQ 9315describing favourable results of fallowing insalmon farming inIreland was presented InNorway fallowing of sites isobligatory following serious disease 141



outbreaks However the technique may not befeasible or necessary inall situations Single bay management inwhich the treatment of diseases and parasites at all farms inaparticular water body iscoordinated had also had benefits interms of fish health Areview of this management strategy was tabled bythe Irish Salmon Growers Association IAQ 931455The Working Group agreed that there was aneed todevelop general principles concerning site selection stocking density fallowing and separation distances which could beapplied at individual sites bythe appropriate national authorities Broodstock selection and management 56Initially the genetic diversity present inthe wild allowed the developing salmon farming industry toselect stocks with favourable attributes and insome cases selection has resulted inimprovements incertain traits Both the NASCO Guidelines and the NAC Protocols contain elements concerning broodstocks for release tothe wild These include the use of local stocks selection of broodstocks which are representative of the donor stock use of aminimum of 100 parents used insingle paired matings etc Inthe case of salmon farming the NASCO Guidelines encourage the use of local stocks wherever pOSSIble but itisrecognised that the industry has developed strains which offer economic and husbandry benefits Insome cases for example selection for disease resistance there may beindirect benefits tothe wild stocks arising from the use of such strains bythe industry One view expressed was that ifthe industry utilised abreeding programme with ahigh degree of selection itmay render the farmed salmon less fit for survival inthe wild and therefore offer some protection against interbreeding 57Where carefully controlled breeding programmes have been undertaken bythe industry the genetic variability present inthe original stock may bemaintained However the Group was advised of incidents where escaped fish with lowgenetic diversity were found toenter rivers containing wild stocks Insome cases the salmon farming industry utilises salmon stocks from other countries but even where local stocks are used genetic changes may beintroduced inestablishing abroodstock The importance of careful sampling of the wild stocks and of using adequate numbers of parents asbroodstock was stressed The Working Group recognised that arequirement toutilise local wild stocks insalmon farming might create serious economic and husbandry problems for the industry and inthat case efforts should therefore focus oncontainment measures both biological use of sterile fish and physical minimising escapes soastoprotect the wild fish The genetic diversity present inthese stocks may berequired for aquaculture infuture ifproblems occur with the strains currently inuse The need todevelop appropriate recommendations toensure containment of farmed fish was recognised Inthe case of enhancement the Group recognised the desirability of using stocks of local origin iestocks from the same river or aneighbouring river asrecommended inthe NASCO Guidelines Sea cage design and use of land based facilities



growing toharvestable size inmarine waters ispredominantly conducted incage units These units involve lowcapital investment but escape from such units isconsidered inevitable The Working Group recognised that itwould beuneconomical under present conditions for the salmon farming industry totransfer toongrowing inland based units 59The Working Group discussed the factors responsible for loss from rearing facilities Inthe North East Atlantic escapes occur asaresult of cage damage trickle mortality Lesmall scale but relatively frequent losses during grading transfer tosea cages net changes treatment of fish harvesting etc and other factors such aspredator damage Itisbelieved that approximately half of the losses are through storm damage tocages and inadequate moorings had been identified asaproblem area insome countries InNorway escape from freshwater units isbelieved tobenegligible although escape at this stage may occur inother countries and the need for careful design of freshwater sites was recognised Inthe North West Atlantic the main source of escapes isdamage tocages inthe sea caused bypredators principally grey and harbour seals Inthe USthe use of heavy moorings similar tothose used inthe oil industry means that storm damage isnot considered tobeaproblem 510Inrecent years advances have been made incage design inanumber of countries inresponse tomore stringent Health and Safety Regulations and insurance requirements InNorway acontained floating sea based facility isbeing developed Minimising the number of fish escaping tothe wild isclearly inthe interest of the salmon farming industry since insurance premiums are based onproduction performance The Group was advised that inNorway technical inspection of farms has contributed toareduction inthe number of salmon escaping from 2million in1991 toapproximately 500 000 in1992 However sampling inNorwegian rivers at spawning time had shown that farmed fish still accounted for 2438of fish sampled The Working Group recognised the scope for improvements tobemade inreducing escapes from salmon farms through choice of site and appropriate technology developments incage design technical inspections and careful operation of the site Given the present economic climate facing the industry limited resources would beavailable for investment innew equipment but itwas agreed that recommendations should beformulated regarding methods of reducing losses during routine operations and with regard torequirements for technical inspections inboth freshwater and marine environments 511The Working Group discussed the possibility of establishing target levels for escapes but different opinions were expressed concerning their value Such targets are being considered onashort term basis inNorway The objective of both the farming industry and managers of the wild salmon istohave zero escapes However itwas recognised that with the present technology used bythe industry escapes were inevitable and while these could bereduced other measures toprotect the wild stocks such asbroodstock selection use of sterile fish or efforts torecapture such escaped fish would probably beneeded Attempts have been made torecapture escaped farmed salmon inanumber of countries but this has proved tobedifficult The need toavoid mortality of wild stocks inany gear set for escapes from salmon farming was stressed 143



Sterile fish 512The use of sterile fish isrecommended inthe NASCa Guidelines and isarequirement of the NAC Protocols for farming and ranching of salmonids inthe vicinity of Class 1rivers The use of sterile fish could mark amajor step forward ineliminating genetic interactions and may offer the farming industry the benefit of flexibility of harvesting since grilsing iseliminated Anumber of techniques exist bywhich Atlantic salmon may berendered sterile and these were reviewed IAQ 9311Areport of aworkshop held inDartmouth Nova Scotia onmethods for the production of non maturing salmonids was also made available tothe Group 513The only technique presently available for use onacommercial scale isthe production of all female triploid salmon These fish have anadditional set of chromosomes which results from pressure heat or anaesthetic shock applied tofertilised eggs The highest triploid yields have been obtained using the pressure shock treatment During the late 1980s this technique was used inthe Scottish salmon farming industry but the fish were found togrow less well than maturing diploid fish although they grew aswell asnon maturing diploid fish and they appeared tobemore susceptible tosome diseases and suffered from cataract formation Inaddition there had been adverse publicity inthe press concerning the use of such fish creating fears about the marketability of the product although all female and toalimited extent all female triploid rainbow trout are widely used bythe UKtrout industry However interest inthe use of sterile salmon inScotland has declined and the problem of maturation has been addressed byother means including breeding programmes aimed at producing lowgrilsing stocks Trials with triploid fish are being conducted inCanada and Ireland Documents describing research onsterilisation of Atlantic salmon inCanada IAQ 9318and the status and future development of sterile salmonids inNorway IAQ 9319were tabled Another technique with potential incommercial aquaculture isthe immune control of maturation Itisanticipated that avaccine may beavailable inthe next 23years which would generate areaction tothe hormones controlling maturation 514There issome evidence tosuggest that inthe absence of maturation sterile fish may not enter freshwater While this would offer protection tothe wild stocks from genetic interactions the Group recognised the need for abetter understanding of the behaviour and ecological interactions of sterile fish inthe wild The Working Group was advised of aresearch proposal developed byScottish Irish and Norwegian scientists which has been submitted for funding tothe European Commission This proposal aims toinvestigate the environmental impact of triploid fish together with various aspects of their performance 515The Group held awide ranging discussion onsterile fish because of the potential of this technique toeliminate interbreeding between reared and wild fish With regard tothe acceptability bythe industry of changing tosterile fish itwould help greatly inbringing insuch achange ifresearch was able todemonstrate that not only were there benefits tothe wild stocks but that there were also benefits toindustry or at least nodisadvantages The Group considered that this aspect should betaken into account informulating new research Nevertheless even ifthe technique leads tosomewhat more expensive production methods for farmed salmon the Group with one reservation felt that itmight well bejustified inprotecting the wild stocks Itisvital 144



that the salmon farming industry inanyone North Atlantic country should not bedisadvantaged initscompetitive status soany regulation onthe use of sterile fish that led toamore expensive product should beintroduced throughout NASCO countries Under such conditions the industry might find itacceptable There are other countries producing farmed salmon outside the North Atlantic and which are not members of NASCO egTasmania and Chile Itwould of course bedesirable ifthose countries also adopted the same measures touse sterile fish but since they have noindigenous wild salmon toprotect they might beexpected toresist such achange Although this would beregrettable itwould not alter the view that there must beprogress inNorth Atlantic countries toprotect their wild stocks and that the use of sterile fish should befurther evaluated inthis regard 516The Group was also aware of the fact that there had already been some adverse publicity inthe media inrelation totriploid fish The Group felt that ifthis occurred again infuture there would beaneed todefend the use of such fish asacontribution tothe conservation of wild resources The industry isunderstandably concerned with the potential negative market reaction totriploid fish without careful prior evaluation However inthe light of the many other successful food products that had been modified from the natural product itdid not seem likely that this would prove aninsurmountable problem Low pollution feeds 517Feed isamajor component of the cost of intensive aquaculture and itistherefore inthe industry sinterest tominimise waste through careful attention tothe timing and amount of feeding Overfeeding may result inincomplete digestion with anincrease infaecal production and inwaste feed settling below the cages 518Industry representatives advised the Working Group that inrecent years the use of high energy feeds had resulted inimprovements infood conversion ratios from 21to121or insome cases lower and that farms which did not pay very careful attention tofeeding regimes would goout of business quickly inthe present economic climate Nevertheless concern was expressed about the possible impacts of wastes from fish farms onfreshwater and marine environments Areas for the protection of wild salmon 519Areas where salmon aquaculture isrestricted or prohibited have been established inanumber of countries inanattempt tosafeguard the wild stocks from influx of escapes and toprevent transmission of diseases and parasites There was support for the concept of such areas although the need for careful consideration of the size of the areas was recognised Furthermore research has shown that escaped farmed salmon can still occur inrivers protected bysuch areas although experience indicated that the incidence of escaped salmon was reduced inrivers afforded this protection Insome cases aquaculture facilities existing prior todesignation of the areas were allowed tocontinue production within such areas but limits were placed onfurther expansion of these sites 520Itwas reported that insome countries expansion of the salmon farming industry would bebyfurther development of existing sites rather than byselection of new sites and 145



the utility of such areas for restricting the development of new sites may therefore be

limited

5 21 The Working Group discussed the concept of what constitutes an important salmon

river The Group members recognised that each salmon river contained a unique stock

and so all rivers should be consideredto be important irrespective of their size and

efforts should therefore be made to ensure their protection Rivers with small stocks

may be more vulnerable to the impacts of aquaculture

Monitoring measures

5 22 The NASCO Guidelines recommend that a proportion of farmed stocks could be

tagged to enable ease of identification in the event of escape Tagging would also

enable those farms suffering large or recurring losses to be identified and could

facilitate the separation of escaped farmed salmon and wild fish for example at

hatcheries used for enhancement programmes In Iceland approximately 300 000

smolts are micro tagged annually in the ranching industry and fin clipping has been

used in the farming industry in some countries The Working Group discussed the

benefits of tagging reared fish and agreed that it might provide a useful means of

assessing the effectiveness of measures designed to prevent escapes Industry
representatives indicated that if the cost of such a programme was reasonable then it

may be acceptable to the industry The increasing use of vaccines by the farming
industry might facilitate micro tagging and there may be benefits to the industry in

terms of allowing identification of stolen fish and for control of numbers should

quotas be introduced by producer org izations in the future Tagging particularly
micro tagging offers advantages over fin clipping or pigment identification in that it

would allow the source of escapes to be traced to individual farms which could then

be advised of appropriate technical measures to reduce escapes The need for

recommendations on the proportion of fish to be tagged was recognised One view

expressed was that it would be necessary to tag a high proportion of fish particularly
with regard to assessment of trickle mortality Useful information on the spawning
success of farmed salmon had in the past been obtained by pigment analysis

Release and recapture of sea ranched fish

5 23 The genetic impacts of ranched fish on the wild stocks and the possible over

exploitation of wild fish in mixed stock fisheries because of increased fishing effort

supported by reared fish is of concern The Working Group discussed the status of

ranching within the North Atlantic Commercial ranching has only been developed
in Iceland A ranching strain has been developed at Kollafjordur which has higher
growth rate reduced levels of early maturation reduced straying and higher return

rates than wild fish Concern was expressed about the use of selection in ranching but

it was stated that the use of wild fish would result in increased straying and in

considerable financial difficulty for the industry In Norway there is no commercial

ranching at present but research is takillg place and ecological and genetic guidelines
have been developed and if ranching did develop there would be a requirement to use

local stocks In Ireland ranching experiments are being conducted in a number of

rivers where the performance in terms of return rate and straying of indigenous and

non indigenous stocks is being assessed The Working Group recognised the

desirability of using local stocks in ranching programmes and the need to ensure that
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wild stocks were not subject toexploitation ingear designed toharvest ranched fish Concern was expressed bysalmon farming interests about the possible transmission of disease tofarm stock from ranched fish ifthey migrate past cage facilities Other measures 524The NASCO Guidelines recommend immediate notification of escapes sothat appropriate action such asemergency netting may beundertaken The Working Group reviewed the procedures inthe event of escapes Inmany but not all countries there isamandatory obligation toreport escapes from fish farms However concern was expressed that small escapes which inthe North East Atlantic may make up50of escapes may not bereported Emergency netting of these small scale escapes isnot feasible The need toidentify the sources of trickle mortality sothey can beaddressed byappropriate measures was recognised 525Concern was expressed bysome delegates about the possible discharge of medicines and disinfectants used inaquaculture tothe environment Representatives of the industry indicated that the development of vaccines has had animpact onthe amount of medicines used but the need toconsider appropriate mechanisms toprotect against the effects of medicines and disinfectants was referred tobysome delegates InNorway sea lice were aserious problem incaged stocks particularly during the summer of 1992 Aprogramme has now commenced aimed at treating all farms inagiven area at the same time and when the lice are inthe early life history stages There isalso concern about the possible adverse effects of sea lice onwild salmonids inother countries particularly inIreland The need for effective and coordinated treatment of sea lice was stressed 526The need for efficient screening of inflows and outflows from fish farms was recognised together with measures tomaintain water quality during passage through rearing units 6POSSIBLE MECHANISMS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE WORKING GROUP 61At itsfirst meeting the Working Group considered aProtocol tothe Convention for the Conservation of Salmon inthe North Atlantic Ocean Regarding Impacts from Aquaculture and Sea Ranching onWild Salmon Stocks IAQ 938tabled byNorway The Chairman indicated that asthis raised international legal issues heproposed toconsult with the Parties inorder toseek their approval toproceed with developing the concept of aProtocol but asked the members of the Working Group for aninitial reaction tothe document The Protocol was welcomed byall Parties asauseful initiative infocusing the discussions of the Group Some concerns were expressed about detailed provisions of the Protocol about the need for clarification of some of the terms used and about the need toconsider the relationship with the North American Commission sProtocols onthe Introduction and Transfer of Salmonids 62At itssecond meeting the Chairman advised the Working Group that following consultation with the Parties there was agreement for the Group toproceed with developing the concept of the Protocol Arevised draft Protocol IAQ 9316was therefore tabled byNorway This revision had taken into account the comments 147



received at the fIrst meeting Furthermore references in the Annex to the NASCa

Guidelines had been removed

63 The Working Group discussed a number of possible mechanisms by which it might
make its recommendations to the Council It would be possible to provide the Council

of NASCO with a list of options However the Working Group agreed that the work

of the Council would be simplifIed if a single mechanism could be recommended

While most Parties in the North East Atlantic Commission area were able to support
the concept of a Protocol the North American Commission had already adopted
Protocols on Introductions and Transfers and the members of this Commission did not

therefore favour a second Protocol The Working Group expressed appreciation to

the Norwegian delegation for their work in preparing the Protocol and decided that the

concepts in the document could be most effectively and quickly implemented by an

Agreement made under a Resolution of the Council The mechanism for

implementation should ideally be an Atlantic wide initiative rather than restricted to

the North East Atlantic Commission and should consist of a statement of principles
contained in an Agreement together with practical measures contained in an Annex

to the Agreement The NASCO Council if it accepted the Agreement could then

adopt it by a Resolution which might also contain some of the principles The

Working Group agreed to develop a draft Agreement based on the structure of the

draft Protocol tabled by Norway

64 The Working Group also discussed whether the measures should apply to salmon

aquaculture or salmonid aquaculture It was recognised that there may be adverse

impacts to salmon stocks from aquaculture involving salmonid species other than

Atlantic salmon but it was agreed that in accordance with the Terms of Reference for

the Group the measures agreed should refer to salmon aquaculture The Working
Group recognised that aquaculture involving other salmonid species could have an

impact on the wild salmon stocks and the measures contained in the Agreement might
also be relevant to these aquaculture operations

7 POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON THE SALMON AOUACULTURE INDUSTRY OF

ADOPTING NEW PRACTICES TO REDUCE IMPACTS TO WILD STOCKS

7 1 Representatives of the salmon farming industry indicated that they wished to see a

successful industry with a good image and were therefore pleased to have contributed

to the dialogue However they would need to assess the economic implications of

any proposed measures given the investment already made in environmental issues and

the current fInancial diffIculties facing the industry One view expressed was that the

present period of low prices offered protection to the wild stocks since the industry
could no longer tolerate loss of stock and poorly managed sites would no longer be

competitive The Chairman asked the industry representatives to try to develop a

unifIed response to the ideas which had been discussed at the meeting

7 2 At the second meeting the Chairman asked the industry representatives for an initial

reaction to the deliberations of the Group Industry representatives indicated that they
were keen to cooperate They stressed that they were working in a competitive
environment and that measures would be more likely to be acceptable if they could

be imposed without fInancial hardship and that many measures had already been

introduced at considerable expense over the last ten years Concern was expressed
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about the possible marketing aspects of triploid salmon One view expressed was that
the industry could accept some financial burden provided it applied to their

competitors In subsequent discussion the point was also made that the wild fish

represented a very valuable resource which must be protected even if there are costs

8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General

8 1 The Working Group recognises that there has been considerable progress in the

techniques for salmon farming and that the companies which make up the salmon

farming industry have every incentive to prevent their fish escaping and to prevent
outbreaks of diseases and parasites Nevertheless the Group believes that the number
of fish escaping and the siting of some aquaculture units means that the subsequent
risks to the wild stocks are still at a level that gives rise to real concern This leads
the Group to the view that present actions have been insufficient to adequately address
this problem The Working Group has therefore formulated a number of

recommendations and conclusions

Measures

8 2 The Working Group is of the view t4at there are four major areas where progress
should be made

An improvement in the present standards of physical containment achieved by
salmon farming units This is the single most important measure in the short
term as it will have an immediate effect on the level of escapes The Working
Group urges that attention be given in all North Atlantic countries which have
salmon farming facilities to further improving the standard of containment so

that the number of fish escaping can be significantly reduced

Aquaculture units can represent a source of diseases and parasites and

improvements in the prevention and control of diseases and parasites should
be a priority for all North Atlantic countries which have salmon aquaculture
facilities

The use of areas for the protection of wild salmon in which salmon

aquaculture is restricted or prohibited is an important concept which the Group
believes should be further assessed and introduced where appropriate

The use of sterile fish in aquac lture should be investigated further as a matter

of urgency as it may offer new opportunities to eliminate genetic interactions
The Working Group recommends that the Council of NASCa evaluates the
situation annually in the event of new information being available with a

view to the Parties considering implementing thereafter the use of sterile fish

by the salmon farming industry provided that no adverse impacts are shown
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Mechanisms 83The Working Group gave much consideration tothe mechanisms bywhich progress can bemade inminimising the impacts of aquaculture onthe wild stocks There were some Parties that could accept asaway forward aProtocol tothe NASCa Convention with aratification procedure However there was unanimous support for the idea of anAgreement containing both aset of principles and practical measures designed tominimise the impacts The implementation of the Agreement would bebyaction of the Parties inaccordance with the principles laid down inthe Agreement The Working Group recommends this approach because the Agreement ensures that the salmon aquaculture industry throughout the NASCa Convention area will operate under similar principles with nocompetitive advantage or disadvantage tothe industry inanyone country the Agreement can beadopted quickly byaResolution of the Council followed byaction asnecessary bythe Parties the Agreement asdrafted represents astrengthening and updating of the NASCa Guidelines which could then bedispensed with the Agreement can beupdated readily inthe event of progress inresearch and development 84The Working Group therefore recommends that the Council adopts the Agreement contained inAppendix 3of this report or amodification of itasitshall decide byaResolution which should itself restate the principles involved 85The Working Group considered the need for another provision inthe Agreement which would establish aninternational mechanism for informing the Parties of any major event inthe aquaculture facilities of one Party which could have animpact onthe wild salmon stocks of another Party Some members of the Group would have liked tohave such aprovision included although others were not convinced that itwas useful The wording of the possible addition which would betoparagraph 5of the Agreement isasfollows The Parties shall inform the Organization onatimely basis of the incidence of large scale escapes and of major outbreaks of diseases and parasites which have originated inaquaculture facilities and which could affect the wild salmon of another Party Other salmonid aquaculture 86Inthe light of the fact that other forms of salmonid aquaculture such asfor rainbow trout and for Arctic char could also have animpact onwild salmon stocks the Group suggests that the Council considers whether anagreement similar tothe one inAppendix 3might besuitable after consultation with relevant interests for use inrelation tothese other forms of aquaculture 150



9 OTHER BUSINESS

9 1 There was no other business The Chairman thanked all participants for a very
constructive meeting which had been conducted in an excellent spirit of cooperation
He expressed particular thanks to the representatives of the salmon farming industry
for their valuable contributions to the work of the Group
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ADpendix 2
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NASCO WORKING GROUP ON IMPACTS OF AQUACULTURE

AGENDA

1 Introduction

2 Adoption of the agenda

3 Consideration of terms of reference of the Working Group

4 Review of the potential impacts on wild stocks

5 Technical biological and management measures to minimise impacts on wild stocks

a Site selection

b Broodstock selection and management
c Minimum separation distances between aquaculture units

d Design of sea cages
e Stocking density of cages

f Use of sterile fish

g Use of low pollution feeds

h Fallowing of sites

i Use of land based sites

G Aquaculture free zones

k Monitoring measures

1 Release and recapture of sea ranched fish

m Other measures

6 Possible mechanisms for implementing the recommendations of the Working Group

7 Potential effects on the salmon aquaculture industry of adopting new practices to

reduce impacts to wild stocks

a Financial effects

b Marketing effects
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8 Arrangements for second meeting if required

9 Report to NASCa Council

10 Other business
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ADDendix 3WORKING GROUP ONIMPACTS OF AQUACULTURE IAQ 9317AGREEMENT BYTHE PARTIES TOTHE CONVENTION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF SALMON INTHE NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN TOMINIMISE IMPACTS FROM SALMON AQUACULTURE ONTHE WILD SALMON STOCKS The Parties tothis Agreement NOTING the provisions of the Convention for the Conservation of Salmon inthe North Atlantic Ocean of2 March 1982 the Convention which seeks topromote the conservation restoration enhancement and rational management of salmon stocks WELCOMING the achievements insalmon conservation bythe Parties tothe Convention within the framework of the Convention and the role of the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization the Organization therein AWARE of the need for cooperation between the Parties inorder tomaintain and torestore the wild salmon stocks and promote sustainable conservation and management of such stocks RECOGNISING the benefits including the socio economic benefits which have resulted from the development of salmon aquaculture BEING CONSCIOUS of the threats tothe wild stocks of salmon from different human activities including possible adverse effects from salmon aquaculture DESIRING tominimise the adverse impacts of salmon aquaculture onthe wild stocks and noting the earlier initiatives taken bythe Organization inthis respect HAVBAGREED asfollows 157



ARTICLE 1Cooperation between the Parties The Parties shall cooperate inorder tominimise possible adverse effects tothe wild salmon stocks from salmon aquaculture ARTICLE 2Measures tominimise genetic and other biological interactions Inaccordance with Parts 1and 2of the Annex tothis Agreement each Party shall take measures tothe full extent practicable toMinimise escapes of farmed salmon Minimise the straying of ranched salmon Minimise adverse genetic and other biologica interactions from enhancement activities ARTICLE 3Measures tominimise the risk of transmission of diseases and parasites tothe wild stocks of salmon Each Party shall take measures tominimise the risk of transmission towild salmon stocks of diseases and parasites that may exist insalmon aquaculture and shall tothis end establish appropriate measures inaccordance with Parts 1and 3of the Annex tothis Agreement ARTICLE 4Research and development Each Party that isengaged insalmon aquaculture shall develop practices including research and development asappropriate which minimise effects onwild salmon stocks and improve the effectiveness of the measures contained inthe Annex tothis Agreement ARTICLE 5Exchange of information Each Party shall provide tothe Organization onanannual basis information of ascope tobedetermined bythe Council concerning the measures adopted under Articles 2and 3and the research and development carried out under Article 4The Organization shall request from ICES and other relevant scientific organizations appropriate information onthe extent of the intermingling inrivers and at sea between wild salmon and salmon of aquaculture origin 158



ARTICLE 6Definitions For the purposes of this Agreement 1Salmon aquaculture isthe culture or husbandry of Atlantic salmon and includes salmon farming salmon ranching and salmon enhancement activities 2Salmon farming isaproduction system which involves the rearing of Atlantic salmon incaptivity for the duration of their life cycle until harvested 3Salmon ranching isthe release of reared juvenile Atlantic salmon with the intention of harvesting all of them ontheir return 4Salmon enhancement isthe augmentation of wild stocks inindividual river systems bythe release of Atlantic salmon at different stages intheir life cycles 5Wild salmon are salmon which originate naturally and have not been subjected toaquaculture 6Transfer isthe deliberate or accidental transport of Atlantic salmon within their native or natural range ANNEX TOTHE AGREEMENT PART 1GENERAL MEASURES 1Sites Sites for salmon aquaculture shall only beassigned where hydrographical epidemiological biological and ecological standards can bemet Factors which may betaken into consideration include availability of water supply and receiving waters for discharge water quality and exchange water depth site protection separation distances between aquaculture facilities and distance from salmon rivers Units should besited soastoavoid the risk of damage bycollision with vessels and should beadequately marked 2Operations Aquaculture units should bemanaged taking into account established measures toprevent and control diseases and parasites and bytaking precautions toprevent the escape of fish 159



3Transfers Transfers of salmon shall beconducted soastommlmlse the potential for transmission of diseases and parasites and for genetic and other biological interactions Mechanisms tocontrol transfers should beintroduced where necessary PART 2MEASURES TOMINIMISE GENETIC AND OTHER BIOLOGICAL INTERACTIONS 4Design standards for aquaculture units Standards and technical specifications should beestablished for the design and deployment of marine and freshwater aquaculture units The design of aquaculture units should beappropriate for the assigned site soastooptimise the containment of fish The risk of escape of fish from aquaculture units asaresult of storm or ice damage should beminimised byusing appropriate technology for the prevailing conditions Aquaculture systems including anti predator nets and devices should beroutinely inspected maintained and upgraded asnew technological improvements become available Regular monitoring and the use of efficient security systems are required 5Salmon enhancement Local stocks iestocks from the same river or stocks with similar biological characteristics from aneighbouring river with similar ecological conditions should beused wherever possible for enhancement purposes Inenhancement programmes consideration should begiven tousing broodstocks which are representative of the entire spawning run of the donor stock using broodstocks which comprise at least 100 fish which should beused insingle pdmatings where the number of one sex isless than 50the number of the other sex should beincreased toachieve 100 broodfish using broodstocks which are held incaptivity for nomore than one generation avoiding selection of fish with favourable attributes avoiding the use of escaped farmed fish 6Salmon ranching Local stocks or alternatively local ranching stocks shall beused for salmon ranching Ranched salmon should beharvested at or close tothe site of release or infisheries managed insuch away astoprevent the overharvesting of the wild stocks 7Salmon farming Itisdesirable touse local broodstocks for salmon farming where practicable Efforts should bemade for the efficient recapture of escaped farmed salmon provided that these can beconducted without adversely affecting the wild stocks Each site 160



operation should have asite specific contingency plan inplace inthe event of anincident involving alarge number of escaped fish PART 3MEASURES TOMINIMISE DISEASE AND PARASITE INTERACTIONS 8Control and prevention of diseases and parasites All steps inthe aquaculture production process from hatchery toprocessing plant including transportation of live fish materials shall beconducted inaccordance with appropriate fish health protection and veterinary controls This includes attention tothe application of appropriate husbandry techniques tominimise the risk of disease inthe reared stock These might include vaccination use of optimal stocking densities careful handling frequent inspection of fish proper diet and feeding regimes avoidance of unnecessary disturbance of the fish detailed health inspections disinfection of transportation equipm nt and the use of foot baths at production facilities Diseased stock should betreated or removed and measures should betaken toensure that such fish are not released tothe wild 9Stockin density Aquaculture production should beadapted tothe holding capacity of anindividual site and not exceed density levels based ongood husbandry practices 1ORemoval of dead or dyin fish Fish which have died and dying fish should beremoved immediately from aquaculture production facilities and disposed of along with waste materials inanapproved manner Procedures should beestablished that address the effective removal and disposal of infectious material Contingency plans should beestablished for the disposal of mortalities from emergency situations 11Adequate separation The separation distance between aquaculture facilities at marine sites should bebased onageneral assessment of local conditions 12Year class separation Wherever possible different generations of salmon should bereared inseparate locations 13Fallowin of sites As local conditions permit afallowing regime should bepractised wherever possible asameans of minimising outbreaks of disease and parasites 161



14Use of medicines and disinfectants Medicines and disinfectants tocontrol diseases and parasites must beused with care and inaccordance with the manufacturer sinstructions and any Codes of Practice and incompliance with regulatory authorities 15Lists of diseases Alist of the prevailing infectious diseases and parasites and the methods inpractice for their control should bemaintained bythe appropriate authorities PART 4RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 16Research small scale testing and full scale implementation should becarried out asappropriate insupport of this Agreement Regard should bepaid tothe following items Wild salmon protection areas Wild stocks of salmon may beprotected bythe establishment of protection areas where salmon aquaculture isrestricted or prohibited Such protection areas may minimise genetic disease parasite and environmental impacts Sterile fish The production of all female triploid salmon and other techniques which produce sterile fish could offer protection from genetic impacts Practical methods have been developed toproduce sterile fish however further research isneeded onproduction characteristics disease susceptibility and the marketing aspects of sterile salmon and onthe ecological implications of escaped sterile salmon Tagging and marking Tagging or marking could beused inorder tofacilitate the identification of farmed salmon inthe wild and their separation from wild fish todetermine the source of escapes and toassess the interactions of escaped farmed salmon with the wild stocks The statistical significance of proposed tagging or marking studies should beassessed prior toimplementation The economic viability of tagging or marking large numbers of salmon produced inaquaculture should beevaluated Aquaculture regions The designation of aquaculture regions where all the steps inthe production process are carried out and which are separated from similar regions byareas without aquaculture could prove aneffective means of providing a162



management framework for the aquaculture industry and controlling the spread of fish diseases and parasites Alternative production methods Land based production facilities closed or contained floating facilities water recirculation and other containment technologies may reduce the current problems of disease and parasite transmission and escapes Local broodstocks Research onthe use of local wild salmon stocks including hybrids with local and non local stocks asthe basis for aquaculture broodstock development should beconducted Genetics The potential genetic interactions between salmon which have been reared inaquaculture and the wild stocks needs tobebetter understood Research designed toimprove understanding of these interactions should beencouraged Diseases and parasites The transmission of diseases and parasites from salmon reared inaquaculture tothe wild stocks isanarea of considerable concern Research onmethods toprevent and control disease and parasite outbreaks inaquaculture should beencouraged 163
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CNL 9435THE PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH TOFISHERIES MANAGEMENT 1The use of the Precautionary Principle or the Precautionary Approach has increasingly been advocated inrecent years asapossible way forward inaddressing the management problems inmost of the world sfish stocks Until recently however the terms had been ill defined indeed at one extreme they could beused topropose amoratorium inany fishery The UNhas called aconference onStraddling Stocks and Highly Migratory Species which held anumber of sessions onthe Precautionary Approach Although the outcome of the conference does not directly apply toanadromous species there isnodoubt that itisone of the most significant developments ininternational fisheries management since UNCWS and the philosophies and principles developed will form part of the thinking of all fisheries management organizations The FAO submitted avery useful discussion paper onthe Precautionary Approach and the UNconference considered various wordings todefine the principle Although the conference has not yet completed itswork the debate sofar may beof some help tothe deliberations of NASCO 2The essence of the Precautionary Approach can probably becaptured bythe principle that the absence of adequate scientific information shall not beused asareason for postponing or failing totake measures toprotect target and non target species and their environment The details of the wording inthe draft UNdocument are shown inthe attachment The objective here istoavoid atende cytoinaction while awaiting scientific proof of damage which can often take many years On the other hand itisclear that the Precautionary Approach must not beused soastoweaken the need for the best scientific advice which isanessential part of the Precautionary Approach 3Assuming that the concepts of the Precautionary Approach are agreed at the fmal July meeting and this seems very likely asthere appeared tobeunanimity onthe need for itsuch anapproach will beenshrined ininternational fisheries lawWe will need toconsider how itcan and should affect our work The Precautionary Approach will not change our need for the best scientific advice But scientific uncertainty leads tothe need tobeprecautionary As ithappens avery good example of possible irreversible damage which isnot scientifically proven isthe genetic impacts onthe wild stocks of escaped farmed fish The Precautionary Approach would suggest that we should not use the absence of such scientific information asareason for failing toact 4Finally itisnotable that whereas the other stocks inthe high seas are subject todamage byfishing there being fewother threats tothem the salmon isthreatened from many other sources Itisarguable that of all the damage done tosalmon stocks inthe past most of the damage has been from sources other than fishing iedam building pollution habitat degradation etc Sothe application of the Precautionary 166



Approach for salmon has implications for many other sectors of society and our task
is thereby much more complex

Secretary
Edinburgh
15 April 1994
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DRAFT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENT ONTHE PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH Precautionary approaches tofisheries management Inorder toprotect and preserve the marine environment and living marine resources consistent with the Convention the Precautionary Approach shall beapplied widely byStates and bysubregional or regional fisheries management organizations or arrangements tofisheries conservation management and exploitation inaccordance with the following provisions aInorder toimprove conservation and management decision making States shall obtain and share the best scientific information available and develop new techniques for dealing with uncertainty States shall take into account inter alia uncertainties including with respect tothe size and productivity of the stocks management reference points stock condition inrelation tosuch reference points levels and distributions of fishing mortality and the impact of fishing activities onassociated and dependent species aswell asclimatic oceanic environmental and socio economic conditions bInmanaging fish stocks States should consider the associated ecosystems They should develop data collection and search programmes toassess the impact of fishing onnon target species and their environment adopt plans asnecessary toensure the conservation of non target species and consider the protection of habitats of special concern cThe absence of adequate scientific information shall not beused asareason for postponing or failing totake measures toprotect target and non target species and their environment dthe precautionary approach shall based onthe best scientific evidence available include all appropriate techniques and beaimed at setting stock specific minimum standards for conservation and management States shall bemore cautious when information ispoor States should determine precautionary management reference points taking into account the guidelines contained inAnnex 2and the action tobetaken ifthey are exceeded When precautionary management reference points are approached measures shall betaken toensure that they will not beexceeded Ifsuch reference points are exceeded recovery plans shall beimplemented immediately torestore the stock sinaccordance with pre agreed courses of action eIncases where the status of stocks isof concern strict conservation and management measures shall beapplied and shall besubject toenhanced monitoring inorder toreview continuously the status of the stocks and the efficacy of the measures tofacilitate revision of such measures inthe light of new scientific evidence fInthe case of new or exploratory fisheries conservative measures including catch and or effort limits shall beestablished assoon aspossible incooperation with those initiating the fishery and shall remain inforce until there are sufficient data toallow assessment of the impact of the fishery onthe long term sustainability of stocks and associated ecosystems 168



Suggested guidelines for applying precautionary reference points inmanaging straddling fish stocks and highly migratory fish stocks 1Management strategies should seek tomaintain or restore populations of harvested stocks at levels consistent with previously agreed precautionary reference points These strategies should include measures which can beadjusted rapidly asreference points are approached 2Conservation and management objectives should bestock specific and take account of the characteristics of fisheries exploiting the stock 3Distinct reference points are used tomonitor progress against conservation and management objectives Reference points should incorporate all relevant sources onuncertainty When information for determining reference points for afishery ispoor or absent provisional reference points should beset Insuch situations the fishery should besubject toenhanced monitoring soastorevise reference points inlight of improved information assoon aspossible 4Reference points related toconservation objectives should bechosen towarn against over exploitation Management strategies using such reference points should ensure that the risk of exceeding them islowInthis context maximum sustainable yield should beviewed asaminimum international standard Conservation related reference points should ensure that fishing mortality does not exceed and stock biomass ismaintained above the level needed toproduce the maximum sustainable yield For already depleted stocks the biomass which can produce maximum sustainable yield can serve asaninitial rebuilding target 5Management related reference points provide anindicator astowhen and how quickly maximum allowable levels of stock removals are being approached Management action should ensure that such reference points onaverage are not exceeded 169
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STATEMENT BYTHE SCOTTISH SALMON GROWERS ASSOCIATION The SSGA welcomes the opportunity tobeinvolved with the NASCa working party onaquaculture and tomake comment onthis initiative The comment isoffered inaconstructive way although the SSGA considers there has been some speculative and mis appropriate opinion expressed about the relationship between salmon farming and wild salmon interests First of all the Industry has acommon interest inSalmo salar and maintaining the vigour of the species Indeed we have come along way inthe understanding of the animal which has also focused knowledge onitsphysiology and health Basically and incomparison with other agricultural species the fish being farmed today are still wild animals with nomore than 5or 6generations away from their wild ancestors With regard tofish health the Industry isasconcerned about the transfer of disease from wild stocks tofarmed fish aswild interests are about possible transfer inthe opposite direction However we are concerned about the approach inthe NASCa report which identified fish farming collectively with ranching and enhancement aswe are not directly responsible for these activities which are carried onbyothers outwith the fish farming industry Parr or smolts may bereared inhatcheries of fish farming companies but are required tobereleased at the insistence of the riparian owners onwhose rivers the hatcheries are sited InScotland research work has identified significant percentages of fish farm escapees onwest coast netting stations Subsequent investigation bythe Industry has revealed figures running well into hundreds of thousands of smolts have been released for enhancement purposes under the requirement of rental arrangements for many years Inthe SSGA we dohave codes of practice and inthis particular case the rules are anon native stocks should not beintroduced into rivers bnostock should beplaced without the written permission of the local District Fisheries Board The practice of some riparian owners who enforce the conditions of lease agreements ignoring the code of practice isdeprecated bythe SSGA Throughout the development of the Industry there has been much negative conjecture about salmon farming Inthe SSGA we have taken allegations seriously and have undertaken scientific projects at considerable cost toourselves toinvestigate these and have invariably had toprove anegative each time For example we are spending inexcess of 400 000 onaproject toprove the recovery of the benthos after salmon cages are removed from asite something we knew all along but which had tobeproved torefute the allegations that salmon farming creates pollution This isthe action of aresponsible industry Much isbeing said currently about the effect of sea lice allegedly emanating from salmon farms onsea trout stocks Indeed the work reported from Ireland onsea lice does not stand uptoscientific and statistical analysis There have been sea trout stock collapses periodically 172



inthe past long before salmon farming existed Clearly there are other natural phenomena occurring inthe marine environment which need tobeunderstood The Scottish Industry has spent over 11million inresearching aspects of asea lice control strategy and the development of vaccine isagoal which would provide anenvironmentally sensitive answer Indeed the critics of salmon farming are more likely toobtain the answers from the Industry sresearch than anywhere else We have and will continue tobemore than happy toshare our knowledge of sea lice and other fish pathogens with wild interests There are still areas where development of our young industry has totake place but sound animal husbandry isthe basis of good farming practice Fallowing and rotation has yielded significant improvements But at the end of the day the Industry has tobeprofitable tofund research and development and technology and some of the restrictions suggested inthe report would burden the industry and becounter productive toall interests The Industry inScotland was born inanera of public scrutiny particularly with the geographic location of farms inthe sensitive sea lochs of the Highlands and Islands Contrary topublic perception the Industry isahighly regulated one We come under regular scrutiny of the River Purification Boards public monitoring authorities for water quality and environmental inter action The last thing asalmon farmer would wish todoispollute his own farm site and jeopardise the fish stocks The report also recommends the use of triploids However the NASCa Secretary introduced the subject of the report byreferring tothe precautionary approach Ifthe precautionary approach isapplied totriploids then we are along way from advocating their use because we donot know what the ecological effects of triploid fish would beIfthey donot mature and donot succumb tonormal limited life spans then they could prey onparr and smolts with potentially far reaching consequences for wild salmon Itistherefore inconsistent toadvocate the precautionary approach onthe one hand and recommend triploids without aknowledge of their likely interaction or competition with wild fish Inthe same introduction the Secretary mentioned transgenics Can Istate categorically that the SSGA and the members of the International Salmon Farmers Association ISFA have taken afirmpolicy position that transgenics will not beused inthe Industry because we donot operate inaclosed system and cannot judge what the effects of interactions might beWe believe these are responsible attitudes and actions which demonstrate that the salmon farming industry exhibits asensitive and mature position with regard tothe environment inwhich we farm We too are cautious and wish tocontinue our dialogue inareasoned and objective way with our colleagues representing the interest of wild salmon 173



STATEMENT BY THE ATL NTIC SALMON TRUST

John Mackenzie of the Atlantic Salmon Trust w lcomed the NASCa initiative to minimise
the risks of adverse impacts on wild stocks He said that the Trust has good relations with
the Scottish Salmon Growers and that it recog ised the immense good that the salmon

farming industry has done for the Highlands of COtland by bringing employment to rural
areas where there was none before He acknow edged that salmon farming had grown up
with the minimum of controls but we had to reali e that we live in a real world and that even

if we wanted salmon farming would not go

aW3
He spoke of the formation of the West

Highland Sea Trout and Salmon Group under h s chairmanship with representation of the
Salmon and Trout Association Scottish Anglersational Association Association of Scottish
District Salmon Fishery Boards Scottish Salmon rowers Crown Estate Commissioners and
the river owners The Group s aim is to try and w rk together to find the cause of the decline
of sea trout on the West coast of Scotland The p ority must be to work together rather than
have confrontations with the fish farmers

STATEMENT BY THE ASSOCIATI N OF SCOTTISH SALMON
DISTRICT FISHE Y BOARDS

The representative of the Association of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards supported
the remarks made by the Atlantic Salmon T st He felt it was important to avoid
confrontation and that it would be in nobody s i terests to allow a feud to develop Every
effort should be made to identify those areas of co mon interest between the salmon farming
industry and the wild stocks so that these could e expanded upon to mutual advantage

STATEMENT BY THE FEDERA ION OF IRISH SALMON
AND SEA TROU

I
ANGLERS

Mr President Ladies and Gentlemen I am an angler not a scientist having no financial
interest in any commercial fisheries

By now most of you will have received our 4th nnual Report to NASCa and the Heads of

Delegations will have also received a brief

hi3totlY
since 1989 of the collapse of sea trout

stocks in Ireland that is in areas with fish f s in bays and estuaries We have maps
showing the problem areas those with fish farm and those with no problems Very few
salmon smolts have been found returning prematu ely We believe that as the salmon smolt
is nature driven to go to sea it goes out and mh well be eaten alive by the sea louse A

Supplementary Report to the 1993 Sea Trout Wprking Group was approved by the STWG
in late March 1994 but is not yet available as tre Irish Minister under advice from his
civil servants has not published it This is app ently because the evidence against fish

farming within 20km of a wild fish river is overwHelming evidence of lice infestation disease
transmission etc We have photographs of fish rm escapees taken from the Crana River
in Co Donegal Lough Swilly like Bantry and Knmare Bays are fjord like in that they are

long and narrow The Coomhola River in Bantry ay for example is more than 20km from
the nearest fish farm but as the fish farm is in he same bay sea trout stocks have been

wiped out and no research has been done on salon smolts in that or other areas
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Fish farming in Ireland is not labour intensive approximately 400 full time jobs in salmon

farming in Ireland Fish farms are existing through EU and State grant aid The 1992 ESRI

Economic and Social Research Institute report showed total losses to the industry of f8 8M

in 1990 They received over f6M in grant aid in the same year Two years later the State

owned fish farming company had losses of f44M exactly half of the whole Irish fish

farming industry losses two years previously The State owned fish farm close to the

famous Waterville fishery lost f198M in 1992 and Waterville village lost f2M in tourism

revenue in 1992 The ESB Electricity Supply Board the parent company of the State fish

farming company lost over f20M in 1993 How much was lost on their fish farming
operations we cannot find out I mentioned Waterville but the picture is the same in all

areas with fish farms For example salmon stocks as well as sea trout stocks have been

virtually wiped out on the famous Ballynahinch Castle fishery in Connemara To suggest that

the new NASCa ruling which we sincerely hope will be approved by NASCa this year

should only apply to new fish farms is ludicrous It is the existing fish farms that have

caused the problems and it is they that must be moved out of wild fish bays and estuaries

Fish farming in Ireland is a disaster and has wiped out millions of pounds in tourism angling
and thousands of jobs Mandatory guidelines or ruling without a derogation to Ireland is

the only answer Those guidelines ruling must include a definitive ruling on the siting of

fish farms at least 20km away from the mouths of bays and estuaries containing wild fish

rivers before our stocks of salmon and sea trout are totally wiped out

While we appreciate the research being done by ICES many of our rivers have passed the

point of no return Immediate action is required if others are to survive We just cannot

afford the luxury of another year without positive measures being adopted

The Federation of Irish Salmon and Sea Trout Anglers FISSTA was said to be not living
in the real world in relation to our opposition to ocean salmon farming as it is presently
practised in Ireland We do not wish to be argumentative but must state the facts

May I at the outset clearly state and put on record Mr President and distinguished delegates
FISSTA is not against aquaculture per se nor in principle totally opposed to the caged
salmon farming component of it Drovided that it is conducted in a responsible and

environmentally safe manner which adequately protects the legitimate interests of anglers and

the entire community

Unfortunately that is not the case in Ireland which is relatively new to salmon farming
having a production of approximately 9 000 tonnes In the late 1980 s in the Connemara

region on the West Coast where salmon farming was first established an alarming decline

in the runs of sea trout was noticed The Sea Trout Action Group STAG was formed

composed of fishery scientists governmental regulators and fishery managers Extensive

research was carried out into all possible reasons for this sudden and horrendous collapse of

the sea trout stocks Quite soon as one cause after another was eliminated by this Research

Study Group the massive explosion in sea lice numbers from the salmon farms was

suspected These farms without any foresight were placed mainly in the bays and estuaries

of salmonid river systems and they remain there to this very day By 1991 STAG issued

a Progress Report which produced a Working Hypothesis that sea trout were being attacked

by unprecedented numbers of sea lice as a result of increased salmon farm production
Research continued and now the 1994 Sea Trout Task Force Report confirms that fact

Remedial measures taken by salmon farm managers and the Marine Department Fisheries

Department have failed to solve the problem and merely alleviated some of the worst aspects
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of itIndeed salmon farms were increased intonnage innumber and sited onnew areas of the coast We have maps that clearly show the correlation between siting of salmon farms and the sea trout collapse where there are nofarms at all or none within 20km of salmonid rivers there are nounusual problems with sea trout Inmy own area of South Kerry salmon farms were introduced in1990 despite warnings from anglers and community leaders from the devastated West Coast Regions Sad torelate the sequence of adverse effects they had forecast came topass Lough Currane previously aworld renowned jewel inthe crown of Ireland sfisheries has already reached the point where the relevant fishery board has had toseverely restrict angling Bord Failte the Tourist Board has removed itfrom promotional literature We inFISST Aaccept that the people business interests and governmental departments etc had the best of intentions when starting into salmon farming Such adeveloper was Salmara Limited asubsidiary of the ESB Electricity Supply Board the latter deservedly being one of the most envied and respected electricity supply and consultative companies internationally All the foregoing saw jobs and economic benefits accruing but utterly failed toappreciate or allow for the grave dangers and damaging environmental side effects posed byrushed and incorrect development of this new salmon farming industry just asearly scientists had hailed the nuclear age Let usbriefly study the economics involved Yes 400 full time and afewhundred part time jobs were created but this ismore than offset bythe massive loss of tourist anglers which has caused serious unemployment inthe affected areas and has driven many guest houses hotels and fisheries close tobankruptcy The question isthis should the profits of afewbeallowed todevastate whole communities inthe south west west and north west of Ireland One point NASCa should perhaps address isthe nature of the EUspeaking with one voice for itsmember States We feel that each salmon producing State should beaccountable for itsactions or inactions There isacontradiction inthat the EUspeaks asone but members act individually For instance anagricultural drug called Ivermectin which isneither licensed nor approved for aquatic usage byitsmanufacturers MSD Agvet nor bythe Drugs Advisory Bodies inthe UKand Ireland isnot permitted inScotland but Irish salmon farmers are reportedly using itmixed inthe salmon feed for the control of sea lice another example of irresponsibility We too want the sea lice controlled but the most effective solution istomove the cages away from where they are Apart from the sea trout collapse afurther grave concern toFISSTA are the very real dangers towild salmon stocks from salmon farming through disease parasites and escapees inter breeding with them Norway our host country has experienced bad problems of this nature We are told that 33major rivers there had tobecompletely sterilised However Norway had and has anadvantage over Ireland inthat itisbigger and richer and could take drastic measures torehabilitate those rivers and tackle other related problems Should our country have such afrightening event itwould beacatastrophe We dohave great fishery scientists and fishery personnel some among the best inthe world but we could not cope without help Unlike Norway we donot have anextensive gene bank programme for restocking FISST Adoes not wish tobeinconfrontation but rather incooperation with our Marine Department fishery boards and indeed with salmon farmers themselves tohave this fishery environmental disaster satisfactorily resolved Half measures like fallowing cages within the 176



affected bays and estuaries will not suffice Ifwe have towalk ontoes sobeititisnot from choice but we owe ittoall those whom we speak for here today There are many lessons some good but mostly bad tobelearned from the Irish salmon farming experience We inFISSTA sincerely invite the aquaculture study group of NASCO tosend ateam toIreland tomeet with all the concerned Parties whether they beanglers fishery owners governmental and fishery departments and salmon farmers and visit the farms Above all speak with the people who live inthe affected communities and learn valuable lessons Ireland still has achance toreverse the nightmare and NASCO can play avital role inencouraging such amove You will beassured aCead Mile Failte ahundred thousand welcomes STATEMENT BYINTERNATIONAL FRIENDS OF WILD SALMON Mr President delegates fellow observers my name isEdChaney Ihave been professionally involved insalmon management and habitat restoration for more than aquarter century Ispeak today onbehalf of International Friends of Wild Salmon aninternational network of scientists non governmental organizations and lay advocates for wild salmon and their habitats Iappreciate NASCO sgranting of NGO status toIFWS and the opportunity tomake these brief comments onthe subject of Impacts of Aquaculture onWild Stocks First Iwant tooffer our strong support for the proposed convention tominimize impacts from salmon aquaculture onwild salmon stocks Inmy view this convention represents the minimum responsible response tothe serious potentially irreversible ecological harm from interactions of wild and farmed Atlantic salmon Stronger action isneeded Ecological common sense and available science including considerable experience with the interactions of wild and artificially propagated Pacific salmon provide sufficient justification for the modest safeguards inthe proposed convention Iurge the industry inenlightened self interest totake aprecautionary approach Tosupport the proposed convention asthe first step Toadopt stringent industry standards for ecologically benign operations Toprovide for industry certification of compliance with these standards And tomake this certification anintegral feature of consumer marketing Inmy view these steps are necessary tofulfil industry sresponsibilities and toavert public reaction against the industry and demands for aggressive intervention bygovernment Iwant toecho the remark of the delegate from the European Union that NASCO isat aturning point asitenters itssecond decade Initsfirst decade the Organization focused onachieving international cooperation incontrol of harvest Significant progress has been made NASCO spresent attention tothe issue of minimizing the potential for harm from interaction of wild and farmed Atlantic salmon isanimportant step toward broadening the Organization secological perspective 177



Atlantic salmon are in serious trouble throughout much of their range We heard today that

25 rivers in Sweden have lost their salmon The famed salmon of the Loire in France are

threatened with imminent extinction These are but two examples of many similar problems
that collectively constitute an international crisis that requires a collective international

response NASCO is the proper place to forge such a response

I urge the Council to give salmon habitat issues high priority for staff work prior to and

Council action during the 1995 annual meeting I also urge that habitat issues be the subject
of a special session at that time I think it important that these discussions include insight and

experiences of those who have dealt with habitat problems affecting Pacific and Baltic salmon

stocks

STATEMENT BY THE SCOTTISH ANGLERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr President

We represent the Scottish Anglers National Association SANA which is recognised by the

Scottish Sports Council as the governing body for the sport of game angling in Scotland

One of our prominent aims is to assure the purity of Scottish rivers and lochs because

without clean water our other efforts are in vain A key issue is over fertilisation and during
1992 and subsequently our Environment Officer Dr Donald Muir has been active in

identifying the extent of damage to fisheries and potential remedial action In a survey

supported by the Scottish Sports Council he found that the effects of eutrophication were

widespread and we estimate that at least 10 000 rod days were lost during 1992 Among
other recommendations SANA is anxious that biological indices of water be adopted by the

regulatory authorities for routine environmental monitoring

Maintenance of the quality of freshwater in Scotland has a high priority in the major concerns

of the Scottish Anglers National Association

In its report on the Impacts of Salmon Aquaculture the NASCO Working Group has focused

attention on potential risks associated with dilution of the wild genetic pool and with health

issues such as parasites and disease While we share these we would also draw attention to

the fact that aquaculture has been responsible for a number of cases of significant pollution

Nutrient enrichment from aquaculture facilities is an important factor which must be taken

into account especially in inland waters in Scotland where cage culture of salmonids is

practised on an extensive scale in freshwater as well as sea water lochs

In sea water sites cage farming of salmon can normally be located in areas where there is

good water exchange without seriously affecting water quality conditions other than on a very
local scale and we note that the report acknowledges that advances are being made in cage

design which will allow high energy offshore sites with good water exchange to be used in

future

However conditions are much less satisfactory in the longer term in freshwater lochs where

water exchange is much more limited than in the sea due to lack of tidal movements As a

consequence phosphorus can reach biologically significant concentrations if not properly
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controlled In the Highlands of Scotland where salmonid fisheries are associated with

oligotrophic nutrient poor waters significant increases in phosphorus levels in lochs can

have damaging effects

We are not against aquaculture and know that fish farm managers are just as enthusiastic to

have good water quality as we the anglers are

We at SANA feel that there is an urgent need for research on the development of cage
technology for aquaculture on freshwater lochs to allow the waste to be collected and retained
for disposal on land out of the loch environment altogether We refer to the waste food and
faeces which deposit on the bottom of the loch As we all know substantial deposits do
accumulate and the resulting phosphorus may be released back into the water to the detriment
of water quality

Following on from this similar techniques for retaining chemicals used for the treatment of
disease on cage farms and preventing their release into the loch require to be developed to

protect the environment Surely any further development of farmed salmon production on

freshwater lochs should be restricted until cage technology has advanced sufficiently to allow
collection of such wastes for safe disposal ashore

SANA appeals for more technology to keep the water quality of our salmonid lochs at a high
level and we strongly support the work of the Scottish River Purification Boards who are the

guardians of the water quality in our Scottish rivers and lochs

We would like to believe that we are joining with Scottish River Purification Boards in

appealing to the Secretary of State for Scotland to help our quest for maintaining the high
standard of water quality with which we are blessed in Scotland

TURNING TO OUR OTHER CONCERNS

The sea trout in particularly appear to have been decimated The proliferation of sealice
around the fish farm cages causing severe parasitic infestation would appear to be of mortal
detriment to the sea trout It may also be adversely affecting salmon We cannot really
believe that migrating salmon smolts will turn a blind eye or ignore the tasty bites lying
below the salmon sea cages They too must be at risk from lice infestation and the

consequences Is this part of the explanation of the high mortality rate of smolts as they
leave the estuaries and enter the black hole about which we know so little

The deleterious effect on sea trout from this parasite has been clearly linked by scientific
research and shown to be a major factor in the decline of this sporting fish and we were glad
to learn that the Irish Government have finally acknowledged that salmon farms are the cause

of the sea trout collapse

In Scotland finnock and sea trout are dangerously thin on the ground Until recent years they
offered prolific sport but are now fast becoming an endangered species in and around the
West Highlands Western Isles and by all accounts even more so in the Republic of Ireland
Not caused we would emphasise by over exploitation but by a parasitic problem exacerbated

by man
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We feel itisvital tothe survival of sea trout and possibly also salmon for scientists tochannel their expertise towards controlling and eliminating the parasitic problem Tofurther that end we would recommend the introduction of stringent regulations which would site farm cages outwith anarea of 20kilometres from the recognised estuarial limits Inaddition greater control and scientific research onthe effect of chemicals used infish farming must inour opinion beapriority We also believe that escaped farmed salmon pose areal genetic threat towild salmon and that the only feasible way toprotect these stocks isfor the industry touse sterile fish We welcome the initiative bythe Council of NASCa toaddress the considerable threats posed towild salmon and sea trout bythe rapid growth of fish farming The industry has expanded very rapidly since NASCa sexistence and itisclear that our scientific understanding of the impacts has struggled tokeep pace We therefore strongly recommend that NASCa adopts the precautionary approach and takes immediate action toaddress the problem inaccordance with the Convention The Agreement being considered today isanimportant step forward and amovement inthe right direction and we can see the advantages of addressing this problem onaninternational basis sothat the salmon farming industry inanyone country isnot competitively disadvantaged Mr President we thank you for the opportunity of allowing ustopresent our views tothis Special Session We have touched onthe problems aswe see them and hope that our points will benoted Mr President time isnot onour side STATEMENT BYTHE ULSTER ANGLING FEDERATION LIMITED We would generally welcome the production of this Report however we must say that itisour very strong view that the Agreement IAQ 9317really only skates over the surface of the problem and does not begin toseriously address the issues at stake We therefore suggest that this beregarded very much asapreliminary document and that immediate steps betaken tomove ontoprovide aframework for aquaculture that gives solutions tothe current problems We are particularly concerned that fallowing isbeginning tobeseen asapanacea for many problems and that the use of chemicals such asIvermectin infeeds isvery risky inrelation toescaped fish Itisnow accepted that the problem of the disappearance of sea trout inthe west of Ireland has been caused bysalmon farms and this question has tobedirectly addressed byNASCa asamatter of extreme urgency The Agreement IAQ 9317isonly the overture let the real work now begin 180
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CNL 94 53

RESOLUTION BY THE PARTIES TO THE CONVENTION FOR THE
CONSERVATION OF SALMON IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN

TO MINIMISE IMPACTS FROM SALMON AQUACULTURE
ON THE WILD SALMON STOCKS

The Parties

NOTING the provisions of the Convention for the Conservation of Salmon in the North
Atlantic Ocean of2 March 1982 the Convention which seeks to promote the conservation
restoration enhancement and rational management of salmon stocks

WELCOMING the achievements in salmon conservation by the Parties to the Convention
within the framework of the Convention and the role of the North Atlantic Salmon
Conservation Organization the Organization therein

AWARE of the need for cooperation between the Parties in order to maintain and to restore
the wild salmon stocks and promote sustainable conservation and management of such stocks

RECOGNISING the benefits including the socio economic benefits which have resulted from
the development of salmon aquaculture

BEING CONSCIOUS of the threats to the wild stocks of salmon from different human
activities including possible adverse effects from salmon aquaculture

DESIRING to minimise the possible adverse impacts of salmon aquaculture on the wild
stocks and noting the earlier initiatives taken by the Organization in this respect

RECOMMEND as follows

ARTICLE 1

Cooperation between the Parties

The Parties shall cooperate in order to minimise possible adverse effects to the wild salmon
stocks from salmon aquaculture

ARTICLE 2

Measures to minimise genetic and other biological interactions

In accordance with Parts 1 and 2 of the Annex to this Resolution each Party shall take
measures to the full extent practicable to

Minimise escapes of farmed salmon

Minimise the straying of ranched salmon

Minimise adverse genetic and other biological interactions from enhancement activities
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ARTICLE 3Measures tominimise the risk of transmission of diseases and parasites tothe wild stocks of salmon Each Party shall take measures tominimise the risk of transmission towild salmon stocks of diseases and parasites that may exist insalmon aquaculture and shall tothis end establish appropriate measures inaccordance with Parts 1and 3of the Annex tothis Resolution ARTICLE 4Research and develooment Each Party that isengaged insalmon aquaculture shall develop practices including research and development asappropriate which minimise effects onwild salmon stocks and improve the effectiveness of the measures contained inthe Annex tothis Resolution ARTICLE 5Exchange of information Each Party shall provide tothe Organization onanannual basis information of ascope tobedetermined bythe Council concerning the measures adopted under Articles 2and 3and the research and development carried out under Article 4The Organization shall request from ICES and other relevant scientific organizations appropriate information onthe extent of the intermingling inrivers and at sea between wild salmon and salmon of aquaculture origin ARTICLE 6Definitions For the purposes of this Resolution 1Salmon aquaculture isthe culture or husbandry of Atlantic salmon and includes salmon farming salmon ranching and salmon enhancement activities 2Salmon farming isaproduction system which involves the rearing of Atlantic salmon incaptivity for the duration of their life cycle until harvested 3Salmon ranching isthe release of reared juvenile Atlantic salmon with the intention of harvesting all of them ontheir return 4Salmon enhancement isthe augmentation of wild stocks inindividual river systems bythe release of Atlantic salmon at different stages intheir life cycles 5Wild salmon are salmon which originate naturally and have not been subjected toaquaculture 183



6Transfer isthe deliberate or accidental transport of Atlantic salmon within their native or natural range 184



ANNEX TOTHE RESOLUTION PART 1GENERAL MEASURES 1Sites Sites for salmon aquaculture shall only beassigned where hydrographical epidemiological biological and ecological standards can bemet Factors which may betaken into consideration include availability of water supply and receiving waters for discharge water quality and exchange water depth site protection separation distances between aquaculture facilities and distance from salmon rivers Units should besited soastoavoid the risk of damage bycollision with vessels and should beadequately marked 2Ooerations Aquaculture units should bemanaged taking into account established measures toprevent and control diseases and parasites and bytaking precautions toprevent the escape of fish 3Transfers Transfers of salmon shall beconducted soastomlOlmlse the potential for transmission of diseases and parasites and for genetic and other biological interactions Mechanisms tocontrol transfers should beintroduced where necessary PART 2MEASURES TOMINIMISE GENETIC AND OTHER BIOLOGICAL INTERACTIONS 4Design standards for aquaculture units Standards and technical specifications should beestablished for the design and deployment of marine and freshwater aquaculture units The design of aquaculture units should beappropriate for the assigned site soastooptimise the containment of fish The risk of escape of fish from aquaculture units asaresult of storm or ice damage should beminimised byusing appropriate technology for the prevailing conditions Aquaculture systems including anti predator nets and devices should beroutinely inspected maintained and upgraded asnew technological improvements become available Regular monitoring and the use of efficient security systems are required 5Salmon enhancement Local stocks iestocks from the same river or stocks with similar biological characteristics from aneighbouring river with similar ecological conditions should beused wherever possible for enhancement purposes Inenhancement programmes 185



consideration should begiven tousing broodstocks which are representative of the entire spawning run of the donor stock using broodstocks which comprise at least 100 fish which should beused insingle paired matings where the number of one sex isless than 50the number of the other sex should beincreased toachieve 100 broodfish using broodstocks which are held incaptivity for nomore than one generation avoiding selection of fish with favourable attributes avoiding the use of escaped farmed fish 6Salmon ranching Local stocks or alternatively local ranching stocks shall beused for salmon ranching Ranched salmon should beharvested at or close tothe site of release or infisheries managed insuch away astoprevent the overharvesting of the wild stocks 7Salmon farming Itisdesirable touse local broodstocks for salmon farming where practicable Efforts should bemade for the efficient recapture of escaped farmed salmon provided that these can beconducted without adversely affecting the wild stocks Each site operation should have asite specific contingency plan inplace inthe event of anincident involving alarge number of escaped fish PART 3MEASURES TOMINIMISE DISEASE AND PARASITE INTERACTIONS 8Control and prevention of diseases and parasites All steps inthe aquaculture production process from hatchery toprocessing plant including transportation of live fish materials shall beconducted inaccordance with appropriate fish health protection and veterinary controls This includes attention tothe application of appropriate husbandry techniques tominimise the risk of disease inthe reared stock These might include vaccination use of optimal stocking densities careful handling frequent inspection of fish proper diet and feeding regimes avoidance of unnecessary disturbance of the fish detailed health inspections disinfection of transportation equipment and the use of foot baths at production facilities Diseased stock should betreated or removed and measures should betaken toensure that such diseased fish are not released tothe wild 9Stocking density Aquaculture production should beadapted tothe holding capacity of anindividual site and not exceed density levels based ongood husbandry practices 186



10Removal of dead or dying fish Fish which have died and dying fish should beremoved immediately from aquaculture production facilities and disposed of along with waste materials inanapproved manner Procedures should beestablished that address the effective removal and disposal of infectious material Contingency plans should beestablished for the disposal of mortalities from emergency situations 11Adeauate separation The separation distance between aquaculture facilities at marine sites should bebased onageneral assessment of local conditions 12Year class separation Wherever possible different generations of salmon should bereared inseparate locations 13Fallowing of sites As local conditions permit afallowing regime should bepractised wherever possible asameans of minimising outbreaks of disease and parasites 14Use of medicines and disinfectants Medicines and disinfectants tocontrol diseases and parasites must beused with care and inaccordance with the manufacturer sinstructions and any Codes of Practice and incompliance with regulatory authorities 15Lists of diseases Alist of the prevailing infectious diseases and parasites and the methods inpractice for their control should bemaintained bythe appropriate authorities PART 4RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 16Research small scale testing and full scale implementation should becarried out asappropriate insupport of this Resolution Regard should bepaid tothe following items Wild salmon protection areas Wild stocks of salmon may beprotected bythe establishment of protection areas where salmon aquaculture isrestricted or prohibited Such protection areas may minimise genetic disease parasite and environmental impacts 187



Sterile fish The production of all female triploid salmon and other techniques which produce sterile fish could offer protection from genetic impacts Practical methods have been developed toproduce sterile fish however further research isneeded onproduction characteristics disease susceptibility and the marketing aspects of sterile salmon and onthe ecological implications of escaped sterile salmon Ta2 ging and marking Tagging or marking could beused inorder tofacilitate the identification of farmed salmon inthe wild and their separation from wild fish todetermine the source of escapes and toassess the interactions of escaped farmed salmon with the wild stocks The statistical significance of proposed tagging or marking studies should beassessed prior toimplementation The economic viability of tagging or marking large numbers of salmon produced inaquaculture should beevaluated Aquaculture reg ions The designation of aquaculture regions where all the steps inthe production process are carried out and which are separated from similar regions byareas without aquaculture could prove aneffective means of providing amanagement framework for the aquaculture industry and controlling the spread of fish diseases and parasites Alternative production methods Land based production facilities closed or contained floating facilities water recirculation and other containment technologies may reduce the current problems of disease and parasite transmission and escapes Local broodstocks Research onthe use of local wild salmon stocks including hybrids with local and non local stocks asthe basis for aquaculture broodstock development should beconducted Genetics The potential genetic interactions between salmon which have been reared inaquaculture and the wild stocks needs tobebetter understood Research designed toimprove understanding of these interactions should beencouraged Diseases and parasites The transmission of diseases and parasites from salmon reared inaquaculture tothe wild stocks isanarea of considerable concern Research onmethods toprevent and control disease and parasite outbreaks inaquaculture should beencouraged 188
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CNL 94 30

DISEASES AND PARASITES

1 Last year the Council considered a review CNL 93 33 on the spread of the parasite
Gyrodactylus salaris within the North East Atlantic Commission area The spread of

this parasite has highlighted the dangers of international or even national stock

movements and there is concern in a number of North Atlantic countries about its

possible introduction In August last year an international symposium on Northern

Rivers Atlantic Salmon was held at the recently opened Teno River Research Centre

in Northern Finland This meeting was dominated by consideration of the

Gyrodactylus problem and possible strategies to prevent its further transfer A brief

summary of the papers presented to this meeting and the recommendations arising is

presented below In recent years severe mortalities of both wild and hatchery Baltic

salmon have occurred as a result of a condition known as M 74 and a brief summary
of the literature on this serious problem is also presented

Gyrodactylus salaris

2 The Northern areas of Norway Finland and Russia contain the most important
Atlantic salmon producing rivers of these countries with many of the rivers being in

a natural condition In recent years there has been growing concern about the threat

posed to these rivers by Gyrodactylus salaris and the aim of the symposium was to

clarify the present status of the salmon stocks in this area and to seek an agreement
on collective guidelines for their future management

3 Gyrodactylus salaris appears to be restricted in its distribution to Europe and has to

date been detected in Spain Germany Denmark Finland Norway Russia and

Sweden In most of these countries the parasite was detected in hatchery fish mainly
rainbow trout but it has also been detected in wild fish The greatest damage to wild

salmon stocks has occurred in Norway where by the end of 1992 the parasite had been

recorded in 37 rivers and 36 hatcheries Johnsen and Jensen 1993 In these rivers

there has been very high mortality of salmon parr and the Norwegian authorities have

made a considerable investment to eradicate the parasite and to prevent its further

spread It is now believed that the spread of the parasite from the Baltic area occurred

as a result of the movement of infected hatchery fish The subsequent spread of the

parasite within Norway has been attributed to stocking for enhancement purposes from

infected hatcheries changing of water and dumping of moribund smolts during
transportation escape of infected fish from hatcheries movement of fish through
brackish water to neighbouring rivers and transfer on wet equipment such as nets and

boats Mo 1993

4 While the parasite has been present in Norwegian salmon rivers since the late 1970 s

recent studies have also recorded its presence in Russia and Finland for the first time

Studies in Lake Inari in Northern Finland identified Gyrodactylus salaris on a single
rainbow trout in the vicinity of an infected farm This lake drains into the River

Pasvikelva which is a salmon river and there is real concern that the parasite may

spread to the Teno river a major river which yields approximately 25 of the

Norwegian salmon catch The occurrence of Gyrodactylus salaris in the Russian river
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Keret which drains into the White Sea is also believed to have resulted from hatchery
releases Ieshko et al 1993 In this case it is believed that the parasite was

transferred from Lake Onega which drains via Lake Ladoga into the Baltic to a

hatchery on the River Kern Stock from this hatchery have been planted in the river

Keret Mo 1993 In 1992 there was a sudden increase in the numbers of this

parasite in the river Keret and high mortality of young salmon highlighting the need

for improved parasitological control before salmon are transferred from hatcheries for

release to rivers containing wild stocks Ieshko et al 1993

5 Because of the serious threat to the wild stocks of Northern salmon rivers a proposal
was developed by the symposium for a cooperative project involving Norway
Sweden Finland and Russia aimed at developing guidelines to prevent the further

spread of the parasite together with investigations of the occurrence of the parasite at

hatcheries and in potentially infected rivers i e rivers where hatchery reared salmon

and rainbow trout have been released The serious threat posed by this parasite also

highlights the importance of the work of the Working Group established by the North

East Atlantic Commission to examine the possibility of developing agreements on

introductions and transfers

6 During the symposium information was also presented on the spread of furunculosis

in Norway This disease was first recorded in Norway in 1964 following the import
of rainbow trout from Denmark A disease eradication programme at farms was

carried out and was completed by 1969 However following an import of smolts

from Scotland furunculosis was found in Atlantic salmon in marine farms in 1985

It is believed that following severe storms in 1988 and 1989 some farmed salmon

infected with furunculosis escaped and spread the disease when they subsequently
ascended rivers By the end of 1992 fish infected with furunculosis had been found

in 74 Norwegian rivers The extent of the mortality in these rivers has varied but in

some rivers large numbers of wild salmon died from the disease Johnsen and Jensen

1993 Concern was also expressed at the symposium about the possible effects of

sea lice on wild salmon and sea trout populations Similar concern has been expressed
in other countries particularly in Ireland Possible practical measures which might be

used to minimise the risk of transmission of diseases and parasites from aquaculture
to the wild stocks have been developed by the Working Group on Impacts of

Aquaculture see CNL 94 28

M 74 syndrome

7 In 1974 abnormally high mortality of alevins during resorption of the yolk sac was

observed in a Swedish hatchery The mortality could not be explained at that time

and the syndrome was therefore named M 74 M mystery 74 the year it was first

observed Anon 1993 The syndrome appeared to be restricted to certain females

with the offspring of larger females experiencing higher mortality than those from

smaller females Ikonen 1993 The occurrence of M 74 was not influenced by the

choice of males Mortality attributed to M 74 was observed in all Swedish and

Finnish hatcheries utilising spawners obtained from Baltic rivers as broodstock and

while the level of mortality between 1974 1993 was between 10 30 in 1992 the

mortality to the feeding fry stage increased to between 60 95 Anon 1993 The

problem was not however encountered in hatcheries utilising hatchery broodstock

maintained in captivity and fed artificial diets Ikonen 1993 Electrofishing surveys
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conducted during 1992 in a number of rivers with natural salmon populations revealed

that despite relatively large numbers of spawners in 1991 there was an almost

complete absence of one summer old fry in some areas de Mare 1993

Observations in Swedish and Finnish hatcheries indicated that broodfish experienced
balance problems and large salmon have been caught by children with their bare hands

in the Torniojoki River Ikonen 1993

8 It is thought that the cause of this mortality is organochloride substances accumulated

by the females in the feeding grounds in the Baltic While DDT concentrations in the

Baltic have diminished PCB concentrations in the Baltic increased in 1993 to the

levels present in 1985 Ikonen 1993 linked these increased concentrations to

increased vertical circulation which resulted in organochlorines present in the sediment

entering the food chain including fish species such as herring an abundant prey

species for salmon in recent years However the growth rate of the herring has been

low in recent years with the fish taking an additional two years to reach a size at

which they are consumed by salmon These older herring have been shown to contain

higher concentrations of organochlorines than younger herring Pertilla et al 1982

cited in Ikonen 1993

9 It is believed that M 74 is such a serious problem for the natural salmon stock that

they are in great danger of becoming extinct Ikonen 1993 An action plan has been

proposed which includes further surveys of the wild stocks and the establishment of

a gene bank based on fish collected during 1993 Furthermore it has been proposed
that the fisheries exploiting the wild stocks should be closed for a 3 4 year period de

Mare 1993 On the basis of the information presented above it would appear that

there are however no implications for the salmon in the North Atlantic area

Conclusions

to In conclusion the spread of Gyrodactylus salaris from the Baltic to countries with

rivers draining into the Convention area highlights the dangers of stock movements

The parasite has recently been identified in northern Finland following movements of

rainbow trout and in the river Keret in Russia following hatchery movements from the

Baltic The spread of this parasite highlights the importance of the work to be done

by the North East Atlantic Commission s Working Group which was agreed on last

year to advise on matters related to introductions and transfers Recent research on

M 74 syndrome indicates that the problem is related to environmental contaminants

and it therefore seems unlikely to have implications for the North Atlantic area

Secretary
Edinburgh
18 April 1994
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CNL 94 31

CATCH AND RELEASE

1 In recent years there has been growing interest in catch and release fishing both on

a voluntary basis and as a mandatory management measure and this subject is

reviewed in the attached document In Atlantic Canada the return of all salmon 63cm

and greater in length has been required in all provinces except Quebec since 1984

Further in all provinces the recreational fisheries remain open to catch and release

fishing only once quotas have been reached Similarly in the State of Maine anglers
may only retain one salmon and in 1992 407 fish were released out of an angling
catch of 600 Outside North America catch and release of salmon is less commonly
practised However concern about declining stock levels or components of these

stocks has led to increased interest in catch and release in a number of North Atlantic

countries

2 To be of value as a management tool in relation to the conservation and enhancement

of wild Atlantic salmon populations fish which have been exercised to exhaustion

handled and possibly suffered injury caused by the gear must survive without a

substantial reduction in ecological fitness One concern that has been expressed about

catch and release fishing in angling journals is that by releasing fish to the water

angling is perceived not as harvesting of the resource but as a game for personal
pleasure and it could therefore attract more attention from organizations opposed to

angling Few studies have assessed the survival of sea run Atlantic salmon following
catch and release Those that have been conducted indicated that catch and release

had minimal impact on the survival of the fish or on their reproduction However the

effects of catch and release early in the year require further evaluation Clearly where

catch and release is practised it is important that anglers are made aware of the need

to minimise the stress and physical damage caused to the fish and it might be useful

for the Council to consider guidelines on techniques for handling and releasing fish

for use as appropriate in the North Atlantic area

Secretary
Edinburgh
16 May 1994
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CNL 9431CATCn AND RELEASE 1Introduction 11Legislation requiring the release of Atlantic salmon following their capture isnot new and exists inmany North Atlantic countries Such legislation was enacted inorder toprotect fryparr and smolts and fish close tospawning or which have spawned For example under the Salmon Fisheries Scotland Act of 1828 itwas anoffence towilfully take or destroy any smolt or salmon fryand unclean or unseasonable salmon and these provisions have been retained inamodified form insubsequent legislation Apart from these protected stages of the life cycle salmon caught byangling are normally retained although there are reports of anglers releasing Atlantic salmon onthe Penobscot river asearly as1873 Wydoski 1976 12During the 1950 scatch and release fishing for trout developed asaresult of plans advocating therelease of all trout sothat they could becaught again Barnhart 1989 Angler conservationists such asRoderick Haig Brown spoke of the need for anglers toexercise restraint Put another way anglers were limiting their kill instead of killing their limit Malchoff et aI 1992 In1977 the first National Symposium onCatch and Release Fishing was held at Humboldt State University inCalifornia The symposium was dominated bypresentations oncatch and release trout fishing but the second symposium ten years later included reviews oncatch and release fishing for awide range of freshwater and marine species including Atlantic salmon Graff 1987 noted that catch and release fishing had grown substantially inpopularity both asafishery management tool and the personal philosophy of anglers inthe ten years since the first symposium Inrecent years there has been growing interest incatch and release fishing for Atlantic salmon inanumber of North Atlantic countries inresponse toconcern about stock levels This paper examines the extent of the technique suse and reviews the literature concerning the survival of salmon which have been caught byangling and then released 2Use of catch and release for Atlantic salmon 21Ineastern Canada concern about the decline of Atlantic salmon led tothe introduction in1984 of drastic measures toprotect and enhance the stocks including curtailment of commercial netting mandatory tagging and the introduction of catch and release regulations Bielak 1987 These catch and release regulations have been maintained insubsequent Atlantic Salmon Management Plans For example under the 1993 Plan only the retention of grilse ispermitted inthe provinces of New Brunswick Prince Edward Island Nova Scotia and Newfoundland excluding Labrador and all salmon 63cm and greater inlength hooked byanglers are required tobereleased immediately with the least possible harm tothe fish InQuebec retention of large salmon ispermitted subject toaseasonal retention limit of four salmon Inall provinces recreational fisheries remain open tocatch and release fishing only once quotas have been reached The requirement toreturn all multi sea winter salmon was clearly asignificant change inthe management of the recreational fisheries inEastern Canada and perhaps not surprisingly led toreactions ranging from grudging group acceptance 197



to vitriolic and even abusive individual opposition Bielak 1987 The need for a

major education programme was recognised at an early stage by the Atlantic Salmon

Federation and with funding from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans a

successful Catch and Release Club was initiated building on earlier programmes to

promote the technique In August 1993 a new education programme promoting catch

and release as an important conservation and management tool was introduced in order

to provide more information for anglers the general public and fisheries managers
The slogan The Future Is In Your Hands was chosen to identify the programme
which consists of a bilingual brochure providing information on catch and release

techniques together with a catch and release enamel lapel pin and badge for anglers
registering in the programme In addition colourful plastic posters were produced and

a bilingual advertisement was placed in angling newspapers in an attempt to get the

campaign into the public eye The programme also has elements aimed at school

children Response to the programme has been favourable and it is anticipated that

it will gain momentum during the coming angling season

2 2 Since 1992 there has been a retention limit of 1 fish per season on all Maine rivers

although anglers can continue fishing provided they release any fish caught Neill

personal communication In 1992407 fish were released out of an angling catch of

600 Outside North America catch and release fishing for Atlantic salmon is not

commonly practised

23 In Scotland rod caught salmon are normally killed for consumption or sold to defray
fishing costs and few are returned alive to the river Walker and Walker 1991

However on some rivers catch and release is practised particularly by visiting North

American anglers It is likely that there will be increasing interest in the technique
especially where there is evidence that stocks are depressed Walker and Walker

1991 In response to recent problems with salmon and sea trout populations in the

western Highlands the Scottish Office s Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory has made a

recommendation to the District Salmon Fishery Boards that if directed fishing for sea

trout cannot be banned a policy of catch and release should be considered Anon

1994 There is also growing interest in catch and release of salmon particularly of

fish caught late in the season in Wales The National Rivers Authority Welsh
Region is encouraging the voluntary release of such salmon and had previously
developed guidelines on the handling of fish intended for release In Ireland

conservation byelaws have been introduced in the south western and western regions
which prohibit the taking possession or retention of sea trout There is also growing
interest in catch and release fishing for salmon particularly late in the season

24 In Iceland a number of American and Icelandic fly fishermen on at least two rivers

the Grimsa and Laxa i Adaldal have voluntarily released large salmon to holding
pools for hatchery use Grant 1980 However catch and release is not common in

other Icelandic rivers Similarly it is unusual for anglers to release salmon caught in

Norwegian rivers and Swedish West Coast rivers In Finland anglers also retain

their catch but there is growing interest in catch and release fishing late in the season

particularly the release of female salmon and catch and release fishing is being
considered as a management measure for inclusion in the border river agreements with

Norway Following the development of recreational salmon fishing in Russia a

number of fishing camps operate a policy of catch and release In addition until

recently there were restrictions on the type of hooks that could be used on some
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rivers On the Varzuga river for example fishermen are only allowed touse single and double hooks and barb less hooks are encouraged The use of treble hooks isbelieved tocause too much damage tofish which are tobereleased tothe water 3Effects of catch and release onAtlantic salmon 31During muscular activity there are anumber of biochemical processes which generate energy Adetailed review of these processes isbeyond the scope of this paper but under some conditions severe muscular activity may result inthe death of fish Black 1958 attributed this mortality tothe injurious effects of metabolites produced during the chemical release of energy While the precise cause of the mortality was not known hespeculated that the severe acid base disturbance following accumulation of lactic acid may bethe principal cause of death Such acidosis has anumber of effects including areduction inthe oxygen and carbon dioxide combining capacity of the blood Wood et al 1983 found that six minutes of severe exercise inrainbow trout caused adelayed mortality of about 40over the next 12hours the majority of which occurred between 48hours post exercise Surviving fish showed short lived haemoconcentration ashort lived respiratory acidosis and amore prolonged metabolic acidosis Indying fish the metabolic acidosis was significantly greater although still within the normal range of tolerance They concluded that intracellular acidosis might have been the cause of death and this suggestion was supported byTufts et al 1991 who showed that exhaustive exercise inwild Atlantic salmon resulted inavery large extra cellular acidosis which lasted for about 4hours without any mortalities during the recovery period 32Inaddition tothe effects of exhaustive exercise fish caught byangling may suffer damage from the gear used Wydoski 1977 synthesised the available literature onhooking mortality for awide range of species taken under awide range of conditions onawide range of gear types The main conclusions were 1The mortality of fish caught onbaited hooks was usually higher than ifcaught onflies or lures 2Ingeneral artificial lures cause agreater mortality of fish than artificial flies 3Mortality of fish due tothe type of hook single versus treble isdependent upon factors such asthe size of hook used and the voracity of the fish intaking the bait artificial flyor lure Flies tied with single hooks are usually not taken deeply byfish and consequently donot cause high hooking mortalities 4The use of barbless hooks does not significantly reduce losses of fish from hooking mortalities However barbless hooks reduce handling time which can bemore important than hooking inoverall mortality 5Playing time during angling can beanimportant factor inmortality The adverse effects of handling fish can bereduced byminimising the handling time and taking care not tosqueeze the fish or hold itbythe gills 199



6Ifhooking causes damage tovital organs losses will occur within 24hours Ifthe angling technique causes fatigue delayed mortality may bemore important 7Iffish are already under stress from physiological disturbances or habitat alterations the stress of angling and or handling may increase mortality 33Ferguson and Tufts 1992 examined the physiological effects of air exposure inrainbow trout which had been exercised toexhaustion Survival was 100 incontrol fish and 88inexercised fish but these values fell to62and 28infish which were exposed toair The authors concluded that the brief exposure toair which commonly occurs inmany catch and release fisheries sothat photographs can betaken and fish weighed isanadditional stress which may have asignificant impact onthe number of fish which survive 34Tobeof value asamanagement tool inrelation tothe conservation and enhancement of wild Atlantic salmon populations fish which have been exercised toexhaustion handled and possibly suffered injury caused bythe gear used must survive without substantial reduction inecological fitness Lewynsky and Bjorn 1987 Itisknown that severe exercise may result inmortality of fish several hours later Wood et al 1983 and given the reputation of the Atlantic salmon asafighting fish renowned for itscapacity for burst activity Booth ei aI inpress mortality following return tothe water might beanticipated Statements like you can tsuccessfully release anAtlantic salmon because they fight their hearts out and would not survive upon release are not uncommon inthe angling press Grant 1980 However while there isconsiderable literature onthe physiological response and mortality following release of other salmonids principally hatchery reared rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss until recently nosuch studies had been conducted onwild Atlantic salmon Tufts et aI 1991 35Warner 1976 investigated the mortality following catch and release of hatchery reared fall yearling age 1mean length 200mm landlocked Atlantic salmon and found that the overall hooking mortality for four different gear types single and treble hook lures worm fished onasingle hook and flywas 33compared to03for control fish Of this total 425of the mortality occurred within 24hours of hooking Fish which had been caught using worm or flysuffered significantly higher mortality 57and 46respectively than fish caught onlures Mortality was significantly higher for fish caught onsingle hooks than those caught ontreble hooks and this was attributed tothe inability of the fish toingest the treble hook There was however nosignificant difference inmortality between worm hooked and flyhooked salmon aresult incontrast toother studies The author attributed the lowlevel of overall mortality inthis study tothe fact that the experiments were conducted inthe fall when water temperatures and fish metabolism were decreasing and the fish were carefully handled and were not played toexhaustion but were landed quickly Insubsequent experiments conducted inthe spring using age IIhatchery reared landlocked Atlantic salmon Warner 1979 found anoverall mortality of 5following catch and release compared toless than 1incontrols 89of the mortalities occurred within 24hours and of the fish that died 44were hooked inthe gill or gill arch areas and 24inthe oesophagus No significant differences were found between the gear types used However where the fish were allowed toswallow the worm bait 73died following 200



release although this fell to57ifthe hook was left inplace and the leader cut at the mouth 36Warner 1978 investigated the mortality incurred bytrolling for lake dwelling landlocked salmon using lures and flies during spring and fall There was anoverall mortality of 18compared to4incontrols with significantly lower mortality inthe fall compared tothe spring which the author attributed partly tofalling water temperatures and tothe better physical condition of fish inthe fall Anatomical site of hooking was shown tobeimportant with significantly greater mortality of gill hooked fish than fish hooked inthe mouth The mortality of jawhooked fish was significantly less than for fish hooked inthe mouth and gills combined sample Bleeding fish suffered higher mortality 35than non bleeding fish 10The study also showed that hook size was more important than the type of hook single or treble assmaller hooks were more easily ingested Asubsequent study Warner and Johnson 1978 investigated the mortality of landlocked salmon caught onflies and worm inariver nursery area and revealed anoverall mortality of 22The mortality of worm hooked salmon 35was significantly greater than the mortality of flyhooked fish since salmon taking aworm are more likely toingest the bait more deeply The study also showed that fish which bled suffered much higher mortality 86than fish which did not bleed 15These studies of landlocked salmon may not however beindicative of the mortality levels experienced bysea run salmon 37On the rivers Grimsa and Laxa iAdaldal inIceland anumber of flyfishermen have voluntarily released salmon 15lbs 68Kg inweight taken inthe last month of the season into holding pens for hatchery use Although nodetailed statistics were kept Grant 1980 believed the mortality of these fish tobeless than 5He also described the results of experiments inwhich angled salmon taken early inthe season were tagged andretumed tothe river Although not scientifically robust the experiments showed that of 246 tagged fish returned tothe water in1978 30were caught later that year with afurther 6the following year Some fish were caught and released several times within the same fishing season and onthe basis of this information itwas speculated that the mortality of Atlantic salmon caught byflyand released infreshwater does not exceed 2438Walker and Walker 1991 utilised radio tracking of salmon caught byflyfishing inthe Little Gruinard River Scotland inorder toassess survival following release The study showed that at least 13of the 25salmon caught radio tagged and subsequently released survived until spawning time despite the additional stress of holding and radio tagging Angling and predation byanother removed 2other fish prematurely and another ten fish comprised those where signals were lost or where the tag had been regurgitated or released from the carcass The authors concluded that catch and release does offer scope for increasing the number of spawning fish Radio tracking was also utilised inastudy onthe Upsalquitch River atributary of the Restigouche River inCanada which indicated that survival of fish which have been angled and released tothe water may beashigh as9039Tufts et al 1991 examined the effects of exhaustive exercise onwild Atlantic salmon collected during their spawning migration The fish were transported toDalhousie University and following aperiod of acclimation at 180C they were exercised toexhaustion bymanual chasing and briefly handled soastosimulate angling They 201



were not therefore subjected toany injury caused byhooking Despite alarge metabolic acidosis nomortalities were observed inthe recovery period from these experiments suggesting ahigher overall level of fitness for burst activity inwild salmon compared todomestic salmonids The authors concluded that the results of the study support the rationale for acatch and release recreational fishery for Atlantic salmon Similarly Booth et al inpress observed nomortalities inasample of 20salmon that were angled and transported for spawning late inthe fishing season October Incontrast tothe study byTufts et al 1991 the results of the work indicated that the magnitude of the physiological disturbance was nogreater than that experienced byother species of salmonids following exhaustive exercise The authors attributed this difference inresults todifferences inwater temperature during the two experiments The salmon also recovered relatively rapidly and the authors believed that the stress response inAtlantic salmon after angling must have been minimal The lowwater temperature the long period of starvation which may have reduced the potential for anaerobic capacity and the fact that salmon are probably highly adapted tocope with the physiological disturbance associated with exhaustive exercise were identified asimportant factors inthis regard The authors concluded that catch and release will probably have minimal impact onthe survival of Atlantic salmon angled late inthe season and that there are probably nonegative effects onreproduction of the fish following release While most of the experimental work was conducted ongrilse asmall sample of multi sea winter salmon was also sacrificed and the results indicated that the physiological disturbance was nogreater inmulti sea winter salmon than ingrilse The authors considered that this suggests that the likelihood of delayed mortality inmulti sea winter salmon asaresult of late season angling isnogreater and possibly less than ingrilse 310From the information above itisclear that fewdetailed studies of the survival of sea run Atlantic salmon have been conducted There isevidence that the effects onsalmon may beminimal However the effects onfish earlier inthe season require further evaluation The need for fisheries managers toemphasise the need for proper handling of fish tobereleased has been stressed Ferguson and Tufts 1992 Cordes 1977 stated that ifanglers are going topractise release fishing then they must know how torelease fish properly Alot of fishermen itseems don tunderstand the basics of releasing fish unharmed 4Conclusion Inconclusion the limited number of studies onthe effects of catch and release of Atlantic salmon indicate that for the conditions under which the experiments were conducted the technique may beauseful management tool although not necessarily appropriate inall circumstances However itisclear from this review that very fewstudies of the survival following catch and release of sea run Atlantic salmon have been conducted There isevidence from Canadian studies that catch and release has minimal impact onsurvival of the fish or ontheir reproduction No mortalities were observed instudies conducted inJuly and late inthe season and noadverse effects were shown onthe reproduction of salmon angled late inthe season However the effects of catch and release onfish caught earlier inthe year January June requires tobeevaluated One concern about catch and release which has been expressed recently inanumber of angling journals isthat byreleasing fish angling isnolonger perceived asharvesting anatural resource but isseen asagame for personal 202



pleasure which might therefore attract more attention from organizations opposed to

angling In Canada catch and release has been introduced primarily to reduce the

level of exploitation of multi sea winter salmon in order to enhance the stock

Voluntary catch and release is also practised by some anglers in other countries and

there is growing interest in a number of countries in response to low stock abundance

Where catch and release is practised it is important that anglers are made aware of the

need to minimise the stress and physical damage caused to the fish Guidelines such

as those developed under the Atlantic Salmon Federation s Education and Public

Awareness Program or the Cornell Cooperative Extension are an important
contribution to this process It might be useful for the Council to consider guidelines
on techniques for handling and releasing Atlantic salmon These might include

elements on how to handle fish intended for release and the type of gear to use Such

guidelines could be available for use as appropriate in the North Atlantic area
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ANNEX 24COUNCIL CNL 9454PRESS RELEASE The North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization NASCO aninternational inter government organization held itsEleventh Annual Meeting inOslo from 610June The Organization provides aninternational forum for cooperation onthe conservation restoration enhancement and rational management of wild salmon stocks inthe North Atlantic Ocean Ithas asmembers governments inthe North Atlantic with salmon interests Canada Denmark inrespect of the Faroe Islands and Greenland Finland Iceland Norway the Russian Federation Sweden and the United States of America and the European Union The Presidency of NASCO iscurrently held byMr BrrePettersen Deputy Minister of the Environment inthe Norwegian Government He and the Vice President Mr David Meerburg of Canada were unanimously reelected toserve asecond two year term NASCO has been concerned for some years about the potential genetic disease and environmental risks posed bythe number of escaped farmed salmon now occurring inthe North Atlantic feeding grounds of the salmon and inrivers NASCO agreed onrecommendations which would goforward tothe Parties laying down both aset of principles and some practical measures which would minimise the risks of adverse impacts onwild stocks The Organization sees this process asacooperative one with the salmon farming industry the genetic bank formed bythe wild salmon isasvital tothe salmon farmers asitistoNASCO The salmon farming industry which was represented inOslo and the Non Government Observer Organizations toNASCO supported the recommendations The Council iseager toretain and strengthen the good relationship which has been established with the salmon farming industry This unanimous agreement byall North Atlantic nations with salmon interests onaresolution adopting these recommendations marks asignificant step forward inprotecting the genetic integrity of wild salmon stocks aswell asminimising the spread of diseases and parasites and other adverse impacts The Council also agreed onanumber of other areas of cooperation for example improvements incomparability of catch statistics development of guidelines onstocking and oncatch and release The Council also agreed tocontinue toact toprevent fishing for salmon ininternational waters byvessels which have been reflagged soastoavoid the provisions of the Convention and tocooperate further onsurveillance inrelation tothis problem 205



NAsca has three Commissions which cover the North Atlantic area All three made
progress The West Greenland Commission agreed on a Regulatory Measure for the West
Greenland fishery which established a catch quota of 159 tonnes for the 1994 fishery This
quota was based on a framework agreement covering 1993 1997 which had been agreed by
the Commission at its 1993 meeting The North East Atlantic Commission established a

Regulatory Measure which set a catch quota of 550 tonnes together with an effort limitation
programme for the 1995 fishery in the Faroese zone The North American Commission
further developed its Protocols on Introductions and Transfers

The Twelfth Annual Meeting will be held during 12 16 June 1995 in Glasgow
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